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ABSTRACT

The components of the space-economy in rural parts of the
Great Plains have changed radically in the past twenty years,
thus forcing a re-assessment of the efficacy of spatial arrange-
ments for local government, education, health care, retail
marketing, transportation, and grain storage. There are fewer
farmers and fewer, but much larger, farms; and the farms have
become highly mechanized and commercialized with a consequent
altering of the kind and volume of goods and services needed
to support them. Improvement in the means of movement has made
rural people less dependent upon the goods and services dis-
pensed locally and, combined with expanding farm incomeshas led
to demands for up-grading in a great variety of public and
private services.

The system of trade centers which serves rural Saskatchewan
has undergone considerable dis-location as a result of such
changes. Nearly 15 per cent of the centers disappeared from

1941-1961 and a further 25 per cent otherwise declined in com-
mercial status. At this rate, a further 110 trade centers could
disappear in the next two decades, with the consequent loss of
more than 1,000 businesses and many millions of dollars in hous-
ing and commercial investment. Programs of the provincial
government that are applicable at the community level are also
affected by these changes: schools and hospitals are forced to
close, highway needs are affected by changed travel patterns, and
loans for municipal services become a tenuous undertaking.

An adequate response to the problems associated with trade
center decline requires some way of distinguishing the prospects
for growth or decline -- the viability -- of trade centers.
Needed is an estimate of the amount, kinds, and location of trade
centers most vulnerable to decline. A basic premise in this
regard is that a viable trade center is one that can sustain, or
even enhance, its position as a commercial center in the context
of normal social and economic change, Change in commercial
status is a better indicator of a centerts ability to perform
its ultimate function -- serving the trading needs of a surround-
ing hinterland -- than is population change.

A deductive analysis, based on a seven-fold classification
of commercial functions for all 906 trade centers extant in 1941,
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traced changes in trade centers for the period 1941-1961 accord-
ing to general situations in size, distribution, and location.
Three characteristics of the trade center system changed in the
period: (1) the minimal centers, Hamlets, grew in number and
proportion; (2) the intermediate level centers, Minimum and Full
Convenience centers, declined sharply in number and proportion;
and (3) the top four classes of centers increased greatly in
number and proportion. These data indicate that small centers de-
cline at a faster rate than large centers, with the important
qualification that intermediate level centers decline even faster.
Also evidenced, is a tendency toward a polarization of the trade
center hierarchy into centers serving local) day-to-day needs and
centers serving the specialty needs of large hinterlands. The
precarious existence of small centers also appears in jeopardy if
they are located within 10-15 miles of a large center or if they
are located less than the mean distance from a similar class center.

An inductive analysis to determine whether trade center de-
cline is due to environmental characteristics employed a factor
analysis of 35 variables for 473 incorporated trade centers to
distinguish community differences and then a multiple regression
model to investigate how these differences were related to trade
center changes. Three factors -- Urban Size, Urban Density) and
Farm Size -- emerge as the major dimensions on which trade center
differences may be described. The Urban Density dimension
exhibits the closest relationship to changes in the number of
retail firms for 1941-1961. Centers with a low score on the dimen-
sion tend to have experienced a large decline in number of firms;
those with a high score showed the opposite tendency. The Urban
Density scale exhibits a high coincidence between its scale scores
and the probabilities for growth and decline derived in the
deductive analysis.

Constituting the Urban Density scale are variables that im-
pinge on public policy areas: the scale is dominated by measures
of compactness of population and of investment in physical facil-
ities, both of which are of concern in community planning; pres-
ence of a high school and hospital are also important in trade
center growth and this suggests the need for a location strategy
regarding such facilities.

The space-economy of Saskatchewan is generally self-adjusting
and this shapes the task of planning* Planning mostly will (1)
assist in the smooth and orderly transition of the space-economy,
including regulating the pace and incidence of change in the pub-
lic sector; (2) assist in alleviating the social costs of
transition; and (3) act as a monitor of key variables of change
and evaluate this performance against agreed upon standards.

Thesis Supervisor: John R.P. Friedmann,
Associate Professor of Planning.
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PREFACE

While designed primarily to further the maturity of one

individual, a dissertation is never solely the work of its author.

The debts I have in this regard are many and various and I wish

now to express my appreciation to many people) who gave so gener-

ously of their support, knowledge, and time. The writer, of

course, assumes complete responsibility for any errors of fact

or evaluation.

This study could not have been initiated or come to fruition

without the generous support of the Center for Community Studies

at the University of Saskatchewan, where I was privileged to

spend a year in residence, and, through them the support of the

Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation in Ottawa. Prof. W.B.

Baker, Director of the Center, gave encouragement from the

beginning and provided an invigorating atmosphere in which to

conduct the study. Contributing to that atmosphere were several

stimulating people to whom I am particularly grateful for their

critical observations: Drs. Harold Baker, Leo Kristjanson,

James Munger, John Hawley, and Per Stensland. I am also in-

debted to William Hope and Andre Bouthilette for their assis-

tance in preparing data and illustrations, In Saskatchewan I

also received immeasurable help from Dr. Meyer Brownstone and

S.J. Clasky of the provincial Department of Municipal Affairs

and from E.W. Taylor of Dun and Bradstreet in obtaining data.
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The application of factor analysis to the study proved to

be a "baptism under fire" for the writer in the realms of multi-

variate analysis and use of the computer. Helping immensely

through these stages were Dr. Peter Gould of Pennsylvania State

University, Drs. Cecil Kaller, Duncan Blewett, and John Hamilton

of the University of Saskatchewan, and Drs. Aaron Fleisher and

James Beshers, and Alan Hershdorfer of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology.

My gratitude to the faculty of the Department of City and

Regional Planning of M.I.T. is especially great for their nur-

turing of an appreciation of the spatial relationships in social

and economic development which this study attempts further to

illuminate. Prof. John T. Howard, Head of the department, gave

invaluable counsel and Prof. Lloyd Rodwin proffered several help-

ful reviews on both substance and style. Lastly, though by no

means last in importance, I wish to thank Prof. John R.P.

Friedmann who supervised this dissertation. His keen insights,

and enthusiasm, helped immeasurably in seeing the project through,

and I shall always be grateful for his further opening up the

vistas of regional planning for me,

Regrettably, so many people are deserving of my gratitude

that naming them all is not feasible. To all of them -- in gov-

ernment, in universities, and private citizens -- I wish to ex-

tend my thanks for their cooperation. Among these others I must,

however, acknowledge the many helpful suggestions of Dr. Ira M.

Robinson and the work of Mrs. Donna Collins and Miss Irene Kenyon

in typing the manuscript.

My final acknowledgement is reserved for my wife in profound

appreciation of not only her editorial assistance but, above al

her patience, optimism, and encouragement in what must have seemed

G.H. , Toronto, September,1964.an endless task-.
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CHAPTER ONE: TRADE CENTERS IN A CHANGING PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

In his classic study, The Great Plains, Walter Prescott Webb

listed the main physiographic characteristics of the region:iI

1) It exhibits a comparatively level surface of great
extent;

2 It is a treeless land, and unforested land; and
3 It is a region where rainfall is insufficient for the

ordinary intensive agriculture common to lands of a
humid climate. The climate is sub-humid.

Had he extended his description to cover the patterns of agri-

culture and settlement that have evolved in the region, the follow-

ing characteristics would have been added to the list:

4) It hosts a dry-land agriculture noted for its large farm
units, its widespread mechanization, and its productivity
of grains;

5) Its farming operations are mostly family enterprises;
6) It is sparsely, but widely, populated and most farm

families live on their land holdings; and
7) Its nodes of commercial activity comprise a preponder-

ance of small trade centers diffused very evenly through-
out the region. There are no large metropolitan areas.

This, in broad strokes, is a picture of the region with which the

present study is concerned (Figure 1),

But in this vast region, that extends from the Canadian

Shield to the Gulf of Mexico in mid-North America, dramatic chan-

ges have occurred in the agriculture and rural life in the past

two or three decades and no single picture of the region can cap-

ture the shape of these changes. They are probably most clearly
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manifest in the changing settlement pattern of the Great Plains,

that is in the changing spatial distribution of social and

economic activities and in the facilities that serve these activ-

ities, In all its dimensions the settlement pattern has become

more distended: farms have grown much larger, farm residences

are- more widely separated, and trade centers are fewer and

farther apart. These changes are of such importance that ques-

tions are being raised in both Canada and the United States about

the ability to create and maintain a satisfactory living envir-

onment in the context of a so dispersed settlement pattern.2

No one question about the future of agriculture and rural

life in the Great Plains is more important than that concerning

the future of the many small centers one finds so liberally

distributed in the countryside, These farm trade centers are

important focal points for social and economic activity in the

region: besides being places of residence for many, they are

places for marketing farm produce and from which farm supplies

can be distributed, and they are also places for social interac-

tion and cultural fulfillment for the people of both town and

country. But unlike urban centers in our metropolitan complexes

these trade centers cannot count on growing, indeed many face

continuing decline in their population and in their ability to

perform even their normal functions.

The problem of declining trade centers is an important issue

for this region on both sides of the U.S.-Canada border and one

that policy makers must confront. For this is a prosperous region
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with an efficient and highly productive agriculture which plays

a significant role in the national economy of each country.

From almost all points of view continuing decline of trade centers

and dispersion of the settlement pattern means higher costs for

farm and small town residents just to maintain their present

standard of living, which is, even now, inferior in most respects

to their urban counterparts, Therefore, just as a case can be

made for planning the space-economy of our burgeoning metropolitan

areas so too there is a strong case to be made for planning in

regard to the decline of trade centers in the space-economy of

this vast non-metropolitan region.

The ultimate aim of this study is to help provide greater

understanding of the changes in the trade center system of the

Great Plains and, in addition, to provide a base of information

and methodology that would be required in planning for the space-

economy of the region. While acknowledging differences among

the trade center systems in, for example, Missouri, Kansas, North

Dakota, Saskatchewan, or Alberta, there is enough similarity

to warrant limiting the investigation of trade center changes to

one portion of the Great Plains, Thus, in this study, the focus

is the Province of Saskatchewan in the northern Great Plains. Its

problems of trade center change are typical of those affecting

the states to the south and the provinces to the east and west.

Observations of the modifications that have occurred in the pat-

tern of trade centers in Saskatchewan in the past twenty years,1941-

1961, are central to this study. For this is the period that has

seen agriculture of the Great Plains transformed almost completely
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into large-scale, mechanized operations,

The present chapter will discuss, first, the general problem

of trade center decline; then the socio-economic setting of this

problem and the major forces leading to trade center changes will

be described; and, lastly, the methods of analysis used in the

study will be presented.

A. THE PROBLEM OF TRADE CENTER DECLINE

"The handwriting is on the wall for a good many of these

(small) towns," a contemporary observer of the U.S. Great Plains

has commented.E These words are equally applicable to the Canad-

ian portion of the Great Plains, In the last two decades, the

total number of trade centers in Saskatchewan has dropped by 127,

or 14 per cent; in addition, 237 centers declined in commercial

status in the same period. Altogether, there was decline in 40

per cent of the trade centers that existed in Saskatchewan in

1941

The measure of trade center decline used here, and throughout

this study, is the downward shift in retail-service level of a

center as defined by positions of centers on a seven-point scale

distinguishing functional differences among centers (see Chapter.

3). That is, it is a measure of the change in the quality which

is basic to a trade center's existence - its ability to provide
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retail and commercial services to a rural hinterland. But even if

viewed in terms of population growth, as many studies do, the past

twenty years have not been kind to Saskatchewan trade centers,

Almost 20 per cent of the incorporated centers failed to gain any

population in the period 1941-1961 and a further 20 per cent failed

to gain sufficient numbers that would have been necessary to hold

the equivalent of their natural increase. If data for unincor-

porated centers were available, these proportions undoubtedly

would be much greater.

Such changes in the trade center system are to be expected

in light of the now well-defined trends in expanding farm size

and in the urbanization of rural life of Saskatchewan. Some

centers became unnecessary in the pattern of agriculture and rural

life that has been emerging since 1941s where rural population has

fallen by one-third and where physical mobility literally has

been doubled. Some centers were thus bound to disappear. It is

important to note, however, that the tendencies and potential

extent of trade center disappearance has only become apparent

with the availability of recent (1961) census and other data.4/

But it is now clear that trade center decline is as much an

historical fact in Saskatchewan as in the neighboring Plains

states of the United States.

If, for the moment, we assume a continuation of the rate of

disappearance among trade centers as has occurred in the past

twenty years, at least 110 more trade centers face elimination as

commercial centers in the next two decades in Saskatchewan. The

importance of even such a crude prognosis (which it will be shown
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later is probably too low) lies in the possible impact the demise

of such a large number of centers could have on most social and

economic activities in ruaral Saskatchewan. Some effects already

being felt in Saskatchewan as a result of past changes include

decreasing social unity in communities, diminishing strength and

influence of the family, increasing difficulties in organizing

effective local government, and increasing costs in time and

money in obtaining minimum services in health and education.-

In many small Saskatchewan communities facing a declining popu-

latinn in the countryside, another report notes, "are monuments

to brave but unrealistic attempts to build and maintain such

services as community halls, hospitals, and even private

businesses."Y 1 Continued trade center decline will serve only

to emphasize these difficulties for rural farm and small town

people.

Trade center decline also affects many public programs that

are applicable to all communities in the province, and it is this

aspect of the effects of trade center changes with which this

study is particularly concerned. The Government of Saskatchewan

is the major contributor to the capital and maintenance costs of

schools, hospitals, libraries and roads throughout the province;

and it makes grants and/or guarantees loans for communities

desiring to obtain sewer and water services. Trade center changes

and rural depopulation cannot help but affect the allocation of

such funds. Considerable school consolidation has already been

prompted by rural depopulation: up to 1953, over 1300, or 31

per cent, of all rural schools had been closed./' These same



population trends are responsible for recommendations made rec-

ently to the provincial government for closing or curtailing

hospital services in over one-third of the communities now with

hospitals. The effectiveness of local government has also come

into question due to the trends in population and mobility in

rural Saskatchewan. Proposals are now in the hands of the pro-

vincial government for a complete reorganization of rural local

government including the dis-incorporation of villages.9 Some

have commented that the latter proposals for local government

would cause many small centers to "dry up" since they would lose

one of their most important activities, the rural municipal

office.,0 In this last instance, as in many other public

decisions provoked by a recognition of rural depopulation, are

the seeds of further decline in rural trade centers,

Though there has been considerable adjustment in various

public programs and in many communities in response to the stress

of rural depopulation, the approach thus far has been a piece-

meal one. Public programs have been adapted to the urgency of the

situation as perceived by individual government departments. Trade

centers have often tried to solve what they considered to be local

problems when in fact the'forces for change were largely beyond

their control. Two recent proposals have, however, brought the

issue of trade center decline into sharper focus, Grain elevator

companies have urged the consolidation of elevator facilities for

the sake of economy in storage and efficiency in allocating box

cars. Railway companies, quite independently, have urged the

abandonment of uneconomical (to them) branch rail lines amounting
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to about one-third of the provincets rail mileage, Since vir-

tually all Saskatchewan trade centers are on rail lines, this

proposal could affect one-third of all centers in their role as

a place for marketing grain and animals, a major raison dtetre for

their establishment in the first place. Whether it would be true

that the abandonment plan would turn "hundreds of now prosper-

ous towns and villages into ghost communities," as one official

has ventured to say, is open to question.11 But it can be

presumed that such action would add doubt to the present precar-

ious existence of many Saskatchewan trade centers,

In summary, it can be seen that the problem of trade center

decline has several aspects in substance and time. It can be

viewed as a problem affecting individual communities: trade

center decline brings a drop in commercial activity and in the

employment such activity provides; it will bring the outright

closure of some or all of the business establishments with the

consequent loss in private investment and local tax revenue. The

decline or disappearance of a trade center for commercial purposes

often presages its diminution as a location for public facilities

such as schools and hospitals, And it certainly affects the

population holding power of a trade center with the consequent

loss in housing investment, Within the individual community,

trade center decline may be viewed in terms of both actual and

imminent problems. A declining center will have to adjust, for

example, to a decreasing commercial and residential tax base as

businesses close or population leaves. It must also face the

prospect of demands for further improvement of community
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facilities and services.

Trade center decline can also be viewed as a problem affecting

the entire province, and in particular the public policies and pro-

grams that are applicable at the community level, Trade center

decline poses the possibility of public facilities at some locations

having to close, as with schools and hospitals, It can also mean

changes in travel patterns and thus affect highway needs. The

provincial government has the final responsibility for the conduct

of educational and health services and for the construction of

schools and hospitals" a majority of the provincial budget annually

is allocated to these ends. The provincial governmentt s program

of aid to municipalities for obtaining water and sewer services,

is predicated on the continued survival of the communities to

which it gives aid. There are all manner of programs by the

provincial government where the concern is with choosing approp-

riate locations for building public facilities that are affected

by decline among trade centers. On the one hand, there will have

to be adjustments in facilities and services in centers that are

declining. And, on the other hand, programs for new facilities

or consolidation of old ones must face the prospect of uninten-

tionally causing some centers to decline.

If there is to be an adequate response to the problems of

trade center decline by public authorities at both the provincial

and local levels, there must be some way of distinguishing the

prospects for growth or decline -- the viability -- of trade

centers. No such prognostication has been made. The present
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study addresses itself to the task of providing an assessment of

past changes in Saskatchewan trade centers (from 1941 to 1961) and

a forecast of trade center changes over the next two decades. The

forecast aimed at here will attempt to make an estimate of the

amount of trade center decline that can be expected as well to

provide some substance to the prediction in terms of the kinds

and location of trade centers most vulnerable to decline, It is

hoped that foreknowledge of trade center viability can be useful

in designing public programs to alleviate the costs associated with

the sparse settlement pattern and be helpful in formulating pro-

grams that may, without design, lead to further trade center

decline,

B. THE CHANGING PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Saskatchewan is the middle one of three Canadian Provinces

that constitute the Prairie Region and which, in turn, forms the

northern portion of the North American Great Plains (Figure 2).

Like its neighboring provinces and states, Saskatchewants economy

is dominated by agriculture with wheat, other food and feed grains,

and cattle as the main bases. The farming area of the province

totals approximately 120,000 square miles. It is this portion of

the province, roughly south of the 54th parallel to the United

States border, to which observations of this study are limited. L

On the average, each square mile of farm land in Saskatchewan
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has less than one farm. Saskatchewants 94,000 farms in 1961

occupied an average of 687 acres each. There are variations in

average farm size across the provinces but farms are still large

throughout: in the north and northeast, the farms average 25-30

per cent below the average, and in the west and southwest -they

average 25-50 per cent above the average. Production on these

extensive farms is accomplished through a high degree of mechani-

zation. In increasing amounts over the years since settlement

began, capital, particularly in the form of farm machinery, has

been substituted for labor in the organization of the farm pro-

duction process. Saskatchewan farmers today have almost $3 billion

invested in farm capital, or just over $30,000 per farm 0A'

A prodigious output has been achieved by the farmers of the

province who, by and large, still operate independent family enter-

prises. The productivity of Saskatchewan agriculture per unit of

labor has increased seven times over its 1941 level, and this is

a rate four times faster than the provincets manufacturing exper-

ienced in the same period, Farm incomes have also shown a steady

improvement, but are still subject to considerable instability

due to variable prices for farm products, relatively inflexible

farm costs, and variable yields.

Saskatchewants Costly Settlement Pattern

The present high level of agricultural development in

Saskatchewan has been achieved within a pattern of settlement
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moulded around the isolated farmstead. On-the-land residence of

Saskatchewan farmers was fostered by the early Homestead Acts which

were similar to those enacted in the U.S, Large farms were en-

couraged by this legislation and settlers were required to

establish and maintain residence on the land in order to secure

title to the farm. The square section of land survey employed in

the region made impossible the grouping of farmsteads such as in

the village form of agricultural settlement found in Europe

(Figure 3). The large farms (285 acres on the average as early as

1901) combined with the motive power of the early settlers, horses

and oxen, also made it difficult to live far from the land being

tilled.

T, Lynn Smith, the rural sociologist, commented twenty-five

years ago that probably no more costly a pattern of settlement

could be devised than that used in Saskatchewan and throughout the

Great Plains

Suppose one were assigned the distasteful task of design-
ing a system of land sub-division that would contribute to the
social and physical isolation of the farm population. The
system aimed at would disperse agricultural families as widely
as possible; make neighboring cooperation and mutual aid
possible only with the utmost difficulty; make securing roads,
telephone lines, electric power and lights, etc., the most
expensive; make participation in the activities of schools,
churches, etc., the most difficult; make the marketing of
produce and the purchase of supplies the most burdensome;
even make the hinderances to the innocent association of
children as great as possible,...He should then be graded 100
per cent or A-plus when he had developed the familiar checker-
board pattern and placed the dwelling of each farm family at
the middle of his holding.

The Saskatchewan settlement pattern does not fit the extreme

described by Smith, but it approaches it closely. One study has

shown that the average distance between occupied farm dwellings in
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Saskatchewan, in 1953, was just over one mile and that almost 25

per cent of the farm dwellings were one-quarter mile or more from

the nearest road.1'

The railroad system that was built to carry the province's

staple crop to world markets further reinforced the dispersed

settlement pattern by providing lines within ten miles of virtually

every farm. Farmers could dispose of their grain or other produce

at stops which averaged eight or ten miles apart along these lines.

Other kinds of businesses to serve the farm trade were encouraged

by the railways to locate at the grain stops, thus spawning the

present extensive system of agricultural trade centers. There are

over 770 such centers today in Saskatchewan, or just over six in

every one thousand square miles.16i The majority of these trade

centers (60%) is very small, with less than 200 residents and only

six to eight business firms. In the typical small center rural

families have access to the following services; groceries or gen-

eral merchandising, automobile servicing$ farm implements supply,

fuel supplies, and minor farm machinery repairs. There may also

be a church and elementary school, but only infrequently will there

be a hardware store or hotel (tavern) and almost certainly no bank,

drug store, clothing store, theatre, high school or library, For

the latter servicesj rural farm and small town people must travel

to a larger center.

The residents of rural Saskatchewan must meet the costs of

great distances to travel for services and endure the inconven-

iences of small towns in their efforts to obtain a standard of

living at a "parity" with other sections of Canadian society.
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Furthermore, the innovative spirit that motivates Saskatchewan

farmers continually to apply new practices and technologies to

improve their output and productivity militates against farm

people achieving this "parity. For the prevailing mode of

adapting farm operations to changing conditions of markets and

inputs involves enlarging the farm unit and thereby making the

settlement pattern even sparser. The extraordinary spatial

dimensinns of these communities in the prairies, engendered by

continuing dispersion, has led Professor A.H. Anderson to suggest

that the entire Great Plains Region is subject to widespread

"social costs' in order to support the settlement patternAZ/

The sparse population distribution proves impracticable for

adequate group organization in solving many mutual problems and

for providing public services at reasonable costs.

It is almost axiomatic, as Anderson goes on to point out,

that "the farther people live from the city, the costlier and

less available modern services are likely to be." In the provis-

ion of roads, sewerage, electric power, telephone service, etc.,

extra distances mean additional costs, both at the time of

installation and for maintenance.1/ In comparison to normal

urban densities of 1,200 or more families per square mile the

density of one family per square mile in rural Saskatchewan in-

evitably leads to much higher shared costs if the same level of

services is sought4 Furthermore, even the residents of typical

small trade centers pay more for the installation of water mains

and sewerage than do the residents of larger centers in

Saskatchewan.-
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Two final examples of the difficulties encountered in pro-

viding public services in this region are those aasociated with

providing schools and hospitals. In fact, the most sustained

public response to the problems caused by the sparse settlement

pattern has been the demand for improvements in rural education

facilities and services. The pioneer system, exemplified by the

one-room, open-country school, has been under revision almost since

the beginning of settlement in the province, over sixty years ago.

The only solution that has received much acceptance, however, is

the consolidation of schools. This means combining school dis-

tricts, closing small schools, and concentrating facilities usually

in a large center which may be remote from farm and small town

people. While higher educational standards tend to result from

such consolidations, higher costs are usually incurred for convey-

ing children to school.-2/ In addition there are costs falling on

the shoulders of municipal governments for maintaining the road

network for school buses.2/ The degree of consolidation is

limited, too$ by the constraints of time and distance when trans-

porting young children to school. Thirty miles is generally

considered the maximum distance, or an equivalent to 45-50 min-

utes, Many communities continue to struggle to keep their local

school operating at such a marginal level that the migration of

one family may result in its closing.

The prospects for many small country hospitals are no more

encouraging. They are caught in a squeeze of trying to provide

health services locally without having sufficient population in

the proximity to cover the costs of modern, specialized medicine.



Hospital consolidation has already occurred and more is immi-

nent, as has already been noted. And as hospitals and schools

increasingly are located in larger centers away from much of

the farm and small town population, there arises the issue of

the disappearance of small towns that depended upon the holding

power of such facilities.

These "costs of space" or, more rightly, of too much space

occur in at least three forms) according to Kraenzel:22/ (1)

Higher capital outlay and operating expenses per capita for such

as roads and utilities; (2) Duplication of facilities, as in

the retention of local schools that are inadequate or when farm

families maintain two dwellings - one on the farm and one in

town where the children attend school; and (3) Lower quality

service, often necessitating greater costs later, as in the

usually meager institutional facilities for hospital care$ aid

to the aged, and mental illness. Each of these dimensions can

be used to describe the trade centers of Saskatchewan as well

as other attributes of the settlement pattern already mentioned.

The typically small trade centers do suffer greater capital

outlays per capita for some services; the great proliferation

of trade centers in an age when mobility is so high inevitably

means considerable duplication of trade center services; and

the small average size of centers generally precludes high

quality services in most.
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The Effects of Depopulation on the Trade Center Pattern

Saskatchewants already sparse settlement is undergoing de-

population) the type of change that portends still greater "costs

of space" in the future. Depopulation in an agricultural region

usually favors an improvement in the economic relationships of

the farm operation by distributing the profits less widely and

allowing more efficient use of the factors of production. It

just as surely works to the disadvantage of the rural community:

town businesses lose their customers) farm families remaining on

the farm face greater isolation$ local institutions are dis-

rupted for want of members, and so on. General depopulation has

been occurring in Saskatchewants rural areas since about 1941.

Under the impetus of a greatly improved technology and changing

cost-revenue relationships, farming in the region has been

transformed and along with it the settlement pattern and the

trade center system which is basic to it.

The number of farms has declined by one-third, and the

remaining farms have absorbed this land and grown in size by

nearly 60 per cent since 1941. Rural population declined by one-

third in the same period and its density stood at less than one

family per square mile in 1961.-23 This population loss is not

restricted to marginal farming areas, but has occurred generally

across the province. For example, between 1951 and 1961, 95

per cent of all rural municipalities in Saskatchewan lost pop-

iation, Even the few that registered gains did not experience

an expansion of population equivalent to their natural increase.

Table 1 sums up a number of these trends.



TABLE l A Summary of Changes in Population, Rural Population
Density, Number of Farms, and Number of Trade Centers
in Saskatchewan, 1941-1961

Total Rural Rural Pop. Number Average Number
Pop, Popl Density2  of Farms Farm Size Trade

(000's) (000's) % (per sq.mi.) (000ts) (acres) Centers

1941 896.0 600.8 67 6,43 138.7 432 906

1951 83l.7 461,0 55 4.78 112.0 551 892

1961 925.2 397.7 43 3.95 93o9 687 779

Per Cent
Change +3.2 -33,3 -- -39o6 -32.3 +58-9 -13.7
1941-61

Source: Census of Canada.

Notes: 1. 1941 definition of Itrural population," includes all
persons not residing within an incorporated city,
town, or village.

2. Based on "Occupied Farm Acreage."

Depopulation of open-country residents has been paralleled by

a limited amount of agglomeration of people from farms in nearby

urban centers. Saskatchswants urban population, including its

large cities, has risen to account for almost 60 per cent of the

total in contrast to only 33 per cent twenty years ago. Urban

growth has been fastest in large centers but has not been confined

to them. The aggregate population increase in incorporated towns

and villages since 1941 has been 55 per cent. A majority of this

growth is due to an increase in the proportion of farmers residing

away from their farmsteads. The so-called "sidewalk farmer" accounts

for over 20 per cent of all farmers in the province now and as much

r
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as 30 per cent in some areas. Town farmers are$ generally, local

farmers, the Royal Commission found in 1953. Over 95 per cent

live within fifteen miles of where they farm.' The town has

also been the destination of those farm residents seeking

alternative employment opportunities, especially young adults

whose labor is no longer needed on the mechanized farm. It is

also a place of retirement for many farmers, However, the growth

of population in towns and villages has been sufficient to absorb

only one-third of the farm population loss of the past two decades.

The small amount of population growth in the province has occurred

because of the expansion of the large cities.

The depopulation of the past twenty years has been accompanied

by major changes in the pattern and hierarchy of trade centers in

Saskatchewan. In 1941, there were 906 trade centers in the

province; by 1961, this total had dropped to 779, or a net loss

of 127. Almost twice as many more declined in commercial status,

These changes have meant not only the loss of over 1000 commercial

establishments, but have also meant a loss of one in seven in the

alternative locations for rural people to obtain goods and ser-

vices. In terms of the centers that have survived there has been

a shift in their functional distribution: today there are many

more centers offering only necessities and more offering special-

ized goods and services than there were in 1941. However, there

are fewer centers offering an intermediate level of services be-

tween these extremes,

The convenience goods and services that are the basis of
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economic activity for most Saskatchewan trade centers are sustained

by a certain volume of customers who spend relatively unchanging

amounts for them (i,e., groceries, gas, fuel oil, etc.) even

though their incomes change, Crude estimates using the change in

population and the change in the number of business establish-

ments (not including the large cities) indicate that it takes

fifteen farm families to support one business establishment on

"Railway Avenue" in a Saskatchewan trade center.,- Hence, with

the trends to larger farms continuing into the future, depopula-

tion will continue and more trade centers face disappearance or

decline. Of those that survive, moreover, the small centers will

not likely be able to improve the quality of their services in the

face of declining patronage. The benefits of increased consumer

spending due to increased farm incomes will tend to accrue to the

establishments in larger centers.

The Basis of Depopulation and Trade Center Change

There are two broad pressures for change in rural Saskatchewar4'

One has to do with the desire for better income levels in agricul-

ture which has resulted in larger farms, The other has to do with

the desire for a more "urban" way of life among rural people which

has resulted in greater spatial mobility and demands for a higher

level of public and private goods and services,

The Expansion of Farm Size. The agriculture of the Great

Plains has had to adapt its operations to the regionts sub-humid
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climate and the farmers responded by developing dry-land farm-

ing techniques. These techniques, in turn, require large acreages

to produce a satisfactory return in income, Assuming average

conditions of soil type and farm management) the size of farm

unit in Saskatchewan has come to be the main determinant of farm

income. Saskatchewan farmers have expanded their land units from

an average of 285 acres at the turn of this century to 687 acres

today,

Larger acreages were needed to improve the ratio of economic

outputs to inputs, and the new machines that have become avail-

able have made it possible to handle larger acreages. The

improved input-output ratio has been achieved largely through the

substitution of capital for labor. Heavy capital investment in

farm machinery and the economies of scale possible in its full

utilization have$ subsequently, led to further pressures to in-

crease farm size. Farm machinery in the form of trucks, trac-

tors, self-propelled combines, etc,, accounts for more than

one-quarter of all farm capital investment in Saskatchewan, or

about $7,400 for the average farm in 1961.

By choosing to employ ever more sophisticated farming

techniques, in the use of machinery and in the use of new seeds,

methods of pest and weed control, and new cropping methods, the

Saskatchewan farmer has become involved in a "cost-price squeeze"

which encourages further enlargement of farms, Higher fixed costs

in the form of depreciation on machinery, taxes and rent on land

holdings, interest on mortgages and other loans all make for an
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inflexible cost structure in farming, Even current operating

costs tend to be fixed; the cost of fuel, oil, and maintenance on

machinery does not vary much from year to year. On the whole,

the prices of inputs for farming have grown faster and farther

than the prices obtained for farm products. Thus, the margin of

return to a farmer's land and capital resources has narrowed and

created pressure for larger farms in order to spread the fixed

investments in specialized equipment over as many acres as

possible.

Two alternative possibilities, the greater use of irrigation

and the greater intensification of operations, could help check

the trends to larger farm size, but it is unlikely that they will

have much effect in Saskatchewan in the foreseeable future. Water

is not plentiful, in any event, and even the huge project now

underway on the South Saskatchewan River will make possible the

irrigation of only 200,000 acres, or less than one per cent of

the provincets farming area. Only a few small areas can hope

for any levelling off in the trend to larger farms through irri-

gation. A more promising possibility, at least for the northern

half of the Saskatchewan region, is the encouragement that is

being given farmers to expand beef cattle production in feeder lot

types of operations. Adequate farm incomes could be obtained from

much smaller farms if beef were "grown" in place of wheat. How-

ever, the present tendency is for farmers to use cattle to supple-

ment and stabilize farm income that continues to rely heavily on

wheat and other food grains. The impact on farm size of farmers
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turning to beef production will apparently take some years to

manifest itself, if it ever does. And in most southerly areas of

the province, the variability in fodder production makes it un-

likely to have any effect. In short there is little reason to

believe that farms will grow smaller, or at best not grow larger,

in Saskatchewan in the near future,

The Increasing Urbanization of Rural Life, The dramatic

changes in agricultural methods in Saskatchewan are matched by

equally dramatic changes in the rural community, The early waves

of settlers established relatively self-contained rural communi-

ties with country schools and churches) and small commercial

centers having a few necessary conveniences. The latter centers,

almost always located on a railway line, became the focus of soc-

ial neighborhoods as the land was occupied more fully, much in

the fashion of Galpin ts famous study community in Wisconsin of

the same period.2/ The extent of local consumer buying (or

bartering) defined their boundaries, and the area encompassed had

a radius of four to six miles - equivalent to the so-called

"team-haul" community of early rural sociology literature,

With the widespread application of mechanical and scientific

techniques to farming in the nineteen-twenties, a subtle trans-

formation was begun in the pioneer community, It has gathered

momentum in recent years as the technological trends have quick-

ened. Today, group and institutional requirements of rural people

are met in several interrelated centers at the same time.2/ The

relatively independent service center of the past has become
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involved in a territorial division of labor so that rural people

now participate in several levels of "communitytt The new rural

community has affected the life of Saskatchewants rural people

in two general ways: First$ through the opportunity to enlarge

his income and his output by farming larger acreages, the farmer

has been bound closer to a complex economy. Markets are now

world-wide in extent and the needs of his sophisticated farming

operation make him more dependent on more people in his local

area and beyond - for implement parts, repairs, fuel, and even

for food. Second, through the automobile in particular, the farm

family has acquired greater personal mobility, enabling it to

"expand" its community by as much as five times. Physical

isolation no longer presents the obstacle of earlier times, even

though farm families are more widely dispersed.

The new time-distance context has enlarged the world of

interaction for farm people, For example, in the team-haul

community of 1920, one-half hour's travel would have covered only

about three miles, representing an area of 28 square miles in

which resided fewer than 250 persons. In 1963, the same travel

time would cover, conservatively, 20 miles, representing an

area of 1200 square miles in which reside a little more than

5,000 persons. Putting it another way: in 1920, a farmer might

travel as much as an hour to reach his local trade center; today,

that same travel time allows the farmer to have access to an area

in which there are at least 35 different trade centers. To this

increased spatial mobility must be added the new horizons pro-

vided for farm families by mass communications. The radio,
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newspapers, magazines, telephones, and television have contributed

to a more critical and selective clientele amongst Saskatchewants

rural people.

Commercial farming and modern technology have permitted new

standards of farm life that now manifest themselves in demands for

facilities and services of a higher and more urban level in rural

centers, The modern supermarket is an excellent example of the

direction such demands are taking. Farm people have come to

depend more upon community services and commercial outlets, thus

making cities, towns, and villages increasingly important in the

pattern of social and economic activities of the rural population.

Anderson sums up the situation in the following way when referring

to similar changes in Nebraskats rural life.-P-

. , , Modern transportation, and economies of scale, imply
centralization of processing, distribution, and supply; with
the geographical expansion of the supporting community, over-
head costs may be excessive in a small operation. Services
which do not represent a physical product increasingly origi-
nate in, or are channelled through, the more urban center to
town and country residents, Thus "urbanism" is a basic pattern
of modern rural culture and it will presumably increase with
rising standards of living in rural areas.

The increased urbanization of rural life in Saskatchewan is

reflected not only in the changing attitudes of rural people, but

also in the continuing differentiation of functions among trade

centers4 Many of the modern services needed by the rural community

can only be supported by larger populations, The ability to take

advantage of these patronage shifts devolves usually upon a small

number of large and more favorably situated trade centers, The

hierarchy of trade centers in Saskatchewan in apparent response to

these trends has shown a dramatic increase in the number and



proportion of places in its top four classes since 1941. There

were only 90 such centers twenty years ago and they accounted

for 10 per cent of the total; by 1961, their number had grown

to 125, or 16 per cent of the total, Meanwhile, the total

number of trade centers in the province dropped as many small

hamlets disappeared and convenience centers declined to a ham-

let level. Besides the large growth in the number and propor-

tion of larger, more specialized centers, the trade center

system saw the number and proportion of centers of an

intermediate type drop sharply, The latter centers seemingly

are being by-passed by farm families who, having satisfied

their demands for daily necessities locally, seek centers having

a very wide range of goods and services,

The growing urbanization of rural life has put many

Saskatchewan trade centers under stress that could be impor-

tant for their continued existence, Traditional trade areas

have changed as rural residents are more and more able, and

inclined, to travel greater distances to satisfy their wants.

Merchants in many small centers have attempted to compete with

larger centers either by emulating the highly specialized

operations or by extreme competition in prices and ranges of

items, In neither attempt have small town merchants met with

much success, Competition has also risen among smaller trade

centers for a bigger share of the declining supply of farm

customers, The vacant store buildings in most small trade

centers are mute evidence of the apparent fruitlessness of such

efforts,
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C. ANALYZING TRADE CENTER VIABILITY

In setting out to distinguish the prospects for growth or

decline - the viability - of Saskatchewan trade centers, the

following premise has been made: a viable trade center is one

that can sustain, or even enhance, its position as a commercial

center in the context of normal social and economic change.i/

At any one time, a trade center ts array of commercial establish-

ments represents a balance of supply against the demands of

consumers and producers in its particular hinterland4 At any

later point in time, say due to rural depopulation, a decline in

the volume of patrons may call for an adjustment in the balance.

Some establishments may be forced out of operation, and in a small

trade center the change may be sufficient to cause its demise as

a commercial center. Increasing farm income may stimulate the

appearance of new firms in a trade center; while increased

mobility of patrons may disadvantage firms in small centers in

favor of centers already possessing a wide array of different

establishments. Since trade centers function chiefly to serve

their surrounding hinterland, they will be responsive to long-

term changes affecting that hinterland.

In Saskatchewan, with the general homogeneity of agricultural

activity that exists across the province, all trade centers will

tend to be affected in a similar way by such changes as depopula-

tion, increased mobility, and expanding incomes. This assumption

guided the choice of analytic method for this study. The specific

task, as stated earlier, was to develop a means by which the
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amount of trade center decline could be predicted over the next

two decades. In addition, it was to provide an indication of

the kinds and location of trade centers likely to decline, A

statistical and graphical analysis was carried out for all 906

trade centers that existed in Saskatchewan in 1941 in order

to determine if trends in trade center decline could be deduced.

To supplement this approach, an inductive analysis was also

used, employing factor analysis, to determine whether growth or

decline among trade centers was dependent upon environmental

characteristics possessed to one degree or another by all

communities, The factor analysis dealt only with the legally

incorporated cities, towns, and villages, or a total of 473

trade centers, Each approach is discussed briefly below.

The deductive analysis of all trade centers extant in

1941 began with the development of a seven-fold classification

of different levels of trade center retail and service func-

tions. Trade center classes were derived from observations of

Saskatchewan centers as of 1941, 1951, and 1961. Although

developed independently, the classification system used here

closely parallels a similar scheme used in the analysis of trade

centers in four states of the U.S, Great Plains lying immed-

iately south of Saskatchewan.' In this way an ordinal scale

was provided on which trade centers could be ordered and their

performance over the twenty-year period charted. (Details of

the construction of this scale are given in Appendix A.)
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Based on this scheme a trade center "declines" if it shifts

downward one or more functional classes. A trade center may

experience "demisen or "disappearance" if it shifts below the

threshold of the lowest functional class. A trade center

"grows"' if it shifts upward one or more classes on the scale,

These are measures of changes in the level of goods and services

offered by trade centers, They may only coincidentally measure

changes in population numbers or population characteristics that

might also affect trade center viability.

The deductive analysis consisted of viewing changes in

retail service level of trade centers in terms of several hy-

potheses regarding anticipated changes in the functional dis-

tribution and in the location and spacing of trade centers, It

was thus possible to determine the aggregate picture of trade

center change for all classes and for each class, for the period

1941-61. Through the use of maps of trade center changes, the

hypotheses regarding location and spacing and trade center

decline were tested, The deductive analysis had to be limited

to retail service changes of centers in relation to their

functional distribution and location because of the lack of

demographic data, including that of population, for all but

legally incorporated places. Nevertheless, it provides an

illumination of key trends regarding the amount, kind, and

location of trade center decline from 1941-1961 from which

extrapolations can be made for the period of the next twenty

years,
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An inductive analysis was undertaken in an attempt to explore

the possibility that the decline of specified trade centers could

be predicted more precisely rather than just decline by class or

general location of centers. For this analysis, only the incor-

porated trade centers were included, 473 in all. Thirty-five

variables for each of these centers were subjected to a "principal

axist' type of factor analysis. Factor analysis was chosen because

it was possible to analyze systematically the relationships among

a large number of variables and thereby determine significant

differences between centers. The use of a large number of

variables also made it possible to pursue the hypothesis that

there are strong and explicable associations between the

environment of trade centers and their ability to survive. The

thirty-five variables were condensed mathematically to three

dimensions (clusters of variables) that were statistically

independent of one another and along which each trade center

in the sample could be arrayed and compared with other centers,

In order to determine to what extent$ if any, these commun-

ity differences were related to trade center decline, the

inductive analysis was further extended to include a regression

model. The position of a trade center on each of the three

dimensions obtained from the factor analysis was treated as an

independent variable in the question of trade center decline,

The dependent variable of trade center decline was the measure

of change in retail-service level. An additional regression

analysis was carried out using population change as the dependent
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variable; in both regressions, trade center changes were com-

puted over the period 1941-1961. The usefulness of the

inductive analysis lies in the potential it gives for pre-

dicting future trade center performance of any designated

center for which a factor score is obtained. For the factor

analysis provides what are essentially ordinal scales along

which all centers can be arrayed. Further substance can be

added to the prediction by taking into account the variables

that dominate the factor analysis scales considered to be

relevant.

The main value of the overall analytical approach used

here is, first, it can provide a sense of scale to the question

of trade center decline and, second it can provide a sense of

content about the constraints on a trade center's growth. By

being able to predict the likely extent of trade center

decline policies can be planned so as to minimize the ill-

effects on local government, on housing, and on business in-

vestment, for example, in communities thus affected. And

new policies that might call for expansion of public services

throughout the province can be planned with the extent of

future trade center changes in mind. Probably most important,

the results of this analysis should help clarify the potential-

ities for widespread trade center decline that has been a

spectre in public circles in Saskatchewan for some time, The

latter issue has not been openly acknowledged partly because of

the lack of information about the subject and partly because of

practical political reasons, Yet trade center decline is a
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problem, the extent of which must be acknowledged, for such a

large part of the task of maintaining an adequate standard of

living in rural Saskatchewan demands maintenance of an adequate

system of trade centers. The Saskatchewan government has al-

ready shown in many ways that it is concerned.32J

Finally, the analysis undertaken for this study is pre-

missed on the need for planning of the changes in the space-

economy of Great Plains? areas, Both the scope and pace of

changes in the trade center systems, in particular, indicate that

left to chance a less than satisfactory spatial distribution of

activities may result, Farm families, in many areas, will be

left with excessive distances to travel to schools, hospitals,

stores, etc, and many businesses face a dwindling of their

customers under current trends of change. So that no area of

the province is unduly disadvantaged in maintaining its present

level and complement of services, and so that new services may

also be provided to all areas in an equitable manner, a compre-

hensive approach to planning all aspects of the space-economy

is advocated. In this sense, the present analysis is explicitly

directed at solving a planning problem; its methodology aims not

only at deriving an understanding of the basic characteristics

of changes in trade center systems but also aims at deriving

analytical results which planners in this situation may find

immediately useful.
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D. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

Having delimited the problem, and described the problem

setting and the manner of analysis in this first chapter, the

remainder of the study is organized as follows: Chapter Two is

designed to provide a critical review of the literature relevant

to the question of trade center viability in general and for the

Great Plains in particular. The adequacy of present theories

for the problem at hand is evaluated and several working hypothe-

ses are suggested. Chapter Three deals with the present system

of trade centers in Saskatchewan in terms of both functional and

spatial patterns of development4 The results of testing the

hypotheses presented in the second chapter for the period 1941-

1961 are presented in Chapter Four. A prognosis of the trade

center system over the next twenty years is also included. The

study then explores the possibility that environmental differ-

ences among trade center communities affect trade center decline

and reports the outcome of a factor analysis and regression

analysis in Chapter Five. The complementary nature of the

inductive and deductive analyses referred to earlier, is also

examined in this chapter. Up to this point, the focus is mainly

on the trade centers themselves; in the final chapter (Six),

this emphasis shifts to a discussion of the need for planning

of the space-economy of Saskatchewan and how the task of plan-

ning might be organized. The basic goals of the Saskatchewan

space-economy are investigated and their implications for

planning and the organization for planning are then discussed.
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Several technical appendixes have been included which cover

descriptions of the methodology employed in the separate analy-

ses undertaken in this study,



CHAPTER TWO: PERSPECTIVES IN THE LITERATURE ON

TRADE CENTER VIABILITY

The literature about trade center viability is not extensive,

and what there is comes from a variety of fields that are gener-

ally tangential to the problem with which this study is concerned,

Among the small amount of literature that is directed at the

question of trade center growth and decline over the past half

century there are a number of examples of writers providing

insightful vistas on the problem which, curiously, have never

been thoroughly explored. A striking example of this is a 1912

journal article:'

Some of us may be repelled at the thought that the village
of our boyhood should ever, even in the remote future, be
graced with cornfields in the streets and potato patches
in the front yards, But whether we like it or not, this
process is actually going on. ,..the present development
in village (de)population seems likely to be more sharply
defined a generation or two hence than now.

From such as this striking prophesy of a syndrome of trade center

decline that has been remarkably fulfilled a "generation or two"

later and from other sources can be constructed a number of

relevant perspectives to help in diagnosing trade center viability,

There are three groups of writings that are worthwhile con-

sulting on the question of trade center viability. One is the

47



considerable amount of work done, mostly by rural sociologists,

on analyzing trends in trade center population. In some cases

this research was combined with studies of changes in trade

center functions. A second group of relevant writings are those

concerned with central place theory which provides us with

descriptive models of trade center systems. A third group is of

more recent origin (within the past 15 years) and is oriented

largely to the problems accompanying changes in agriculture and

rural life in the Great Plains, In all this literature only a

few studies deal more or less directly with the particular

problem of trade center viability. There is also little compar-

ative literature for other countries or regions, and Canadian

literature is especially meagre.

The available literature is useful for the insights it

provides and the many tentative hypotheses that are suggested.

The present chapter deals with each of the three groups of

writings referred to above. Three of the most relevant hypothe-

ses that emerge directly from the writings have been selected

and made operational. The shortcomings of the literature in

considering the spatial aspects of trade center change have

prompted two additional hypotheses and these are also included

in a list of working hypotheses that serve as a guide to the

analysis in succeeding chapters.

11
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Do Villages Grow? - A Perspective From Rural Sociological

Literature

The first major study of the effects of changes in western

North American agriculture on the pattern of towns and villages

was carried out by Hoagland in 1912 (12)*, He studied popula-

tion trends in rural centers for the period 1890-1910 and found

considerable evidence of decline, He attributed this to increas-

ing farm size, improved roads and means of transportation, and

the desire of rural residents for more specialized goods and

services. "The farmer is divorcing himself from dependence on

the village," Hoagland claimed. He also found a high degree of

correlation between villages with growing populations and the

number of rural mail delivery routes emanating from the village.

He used rural mail delivery, which was only newly established

then, as an indicator of the impact of improved transportation

on the pattern of trade centers. He concluded that the number

of hamlets and villages in any area was a function of the means

of transportation and communication at their time of origin and

that as the means improved the number of villages and hamlets

could be expected to decline,

For whatever reason, Hoaglandt s prognosis is not disputed,

and in fact only barely mentioned, in subsequent literature;

however, the work of J,M, Gillette, a decade later, came in for

*Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed at the end of
this chapter.
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considerable attention(8). Gillette had data from the 1920 U.S.

Census to back up his claim that "the smaller the place,, the

greater is the liability of loss of population."
t A number of

studies were initiated as a result of the possibility that trade

center decline was general. Those by Kolb in Wisconsin (16),

Hoffer in Michigan (13), and Sanderson in New York (20) all

found that changes were occurring in the trade center pattern,

They observed that trade centers were evolving more specialized

roles on the basis of the services they could best provide. The

country hamlet did not appear to be dying out so much as accommo-

dating itself to the particular role of supplying day-to-day

needs, These studies found small trade centers declining while

large ones were growing, both in their population and complement

of services, Sanderson saw the decline of small centers as being

hastened if they were located near large urban centers,

Several other studies done in the U.S, Great Plains and in

Saskatchewan did not wholly confirm the findings from the studies

made for states to the east of them. Indeed, Zimmerman (26)

indicated for Minnesota trade centers over the period 1905-1929

that there was no "substantial correlation" between the growth of

large centers and the disappearance (in commercial functions) of

small centers, Small centers in the proximity to larger centers

did not decline any more than small centers located elsewhere.

There was also no significant change in the proportion of trade

centers of all sizes, and almost as many centers appeared as

disappeared in that same period. In a study of Saskatchewants

trade center system covering 1910-1930, Whetten (24) also found
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a lack of a "close geographical relationship between disappear-

ing trade centers and large towns." The Saskatchewan trade

center system of 1930 had already been well defined in 1910 by

the vast network of rail lines and subsequent changes were

"filling in the crevices." Whetten found, too, that disappear-

ing trade centers were randomly located and, at the same time,

found little evidence of any uniform distance relationships

among classes of trade centers as Kolb had suggested. The work

of Landis in South Dakota (17) and Lively in Minnesota (la)

provided similar information.

In 1936, sociologists were still not agreed whether trade

centers were declining. Brunner asked "do villages grow?" and

from his own work and that of others he felt justified in claim-

ing yes, even if it was only "slow growth or relative stabil-;

ity.m A precise answer wasn't possible on either side of this

question for two reasons that apparently were not recognized at

this time. First, the Great Plains settlement pattern of 1930

that was being studied had just recently been realized: occu-

pation of available land was just being completed, foreign

immigration had just ceased, the effect of the gasoline motor

for power in farm machinery was only just being felt, personal

mobility of farm families was still not extensive. Hence, it is

not unreasonable that the relative growth of larger centers and

the increasing specialization of functions among all trade

centers were seen mainly as refinements on an already defined

system of centers. Second, the onset of the Great Depression

changed the course of settlement for a decade, There was a
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return to the land and rural numbers and densities grew until at

least the mid-nineteen thirties when drought again forced people

off the land, In Saskatchewan the average size of farm actually

decreased between 1931 and 1936 even as the number of farms was

growing, Thus, if there was a tendency for small trade centers

to decline before 1930, it was somewhat counteracted in the ensu-

ing decade by the many new customers that moved into the trade

areas of these centers.

The effect of the Depression on trade center economic sta-

bility was examined by Lowry Nelson in 1941 (19). He found that

size of commercial activity of a center was a major factor in the

economic stability of Minnesota places, Centers offering a wide

range of goods and services fared better than those offering only

convenience goods, He found thatthe farther away a small trade

center was from a much larger one, the more likely the smaller

center would grow. Brunner concluded from 1940 U.S. Census data

(6) that "there may have emerged or be emerging in the U.S. two

distinct types of service centers for the rural population,"' large

centers serving the special needs of a large hinterland and small

centers serving immediate needs of a local population, He

averred, however, that the village was not disappearing.

A rigorous analysis of two facets of trade center growth

and decline undertaken by Hassinger in 1956 (10) (11) served

to clarify part of the picture of accumulated research findings

of the past. Hassinger studied more than 300 trade centers in

southern Minnesota in an attempt to explain how population change
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in these centers was related to (a) their retail service level,

and (b) their distance from larger centers, Using a seven-fold

classification of retail services he found that 42% of the

centers in the lowest two classes lost more than 5% population

between 1940 and 1950; whereas in the next two classes only 16%

lost population, and in the top three classes less than 6% lost

population. Moreover, the middle two classes had a much larger

proportion of centers that neither gained nor lost more than

5% population than did any higher or lower classes. Then he

examined population change in relation to changes in retail

service levels of these centers. He found that of those that

retained their retail level from 1939-1950 about half gained

more than 5% in population and about half lost population at the

same rate, Among those centers that increased their retail

level 69% gained population, and of those that declined in retail

level only 33% gained population, He also found a distinct

shift in the distribution of trade center classes such that

there were more centers located in both top and bottom classes

in 1950 than in 1939. He put this down to increased mobility

and changed buying habits.

When Hassinger studied the distance relationships of popu-

lation change he found that of the "smaller" centers (less than

2000 pop.) located within ten miles of a larger center only 39%

gained more than 5% in population. But of the smaller centers

located more than ten miles away, more than 53% gained population.

When the larger centers being considered were limited to places

of over 5000 people, the previous picture was reversed indicating
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that a form of suburbanization was occurring around those large

centers, He also found that, grouped according to size, trade

centers with 400-999 population showed less tendency to grow

within the ten-mile zone than other size categories,

In summary) the work of these rural sociologists provides

very useful insights into the question of why trade centers

decline. First, trade centers that are small in population size

are more likely to decline or disappear than those with a large

population. Second, those trade centers that offer only a small

range of goods and services are more likely to decline or disappear

than those offering a wide range, Although substantial correla-

tion was found for both these relationships there were many

instances of trade center growth and decline that could not be

explained by either the size of population or the level of retail

service of the place. Other relationships such as the proximity

to larger centers, or the access to improved transportation or

the possession of major public facilities such as a high school

or hospital were also suggested as having a bearing on the prob-

lem. There is a third insight that is also important and it con-

cerns what Sanderson saw as the emergence of two distinct types

of service centers for the rural population. Brunner made the

same observation a few years later and Hassinger noted a similar

tendency -- the distribution of farm trade centers is becoming

polarized around a group of small centers serving local needs and

another group of large centers serving specialized needs.
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The Perspective Offered by Central Place Theory

There is considerable research devoted to explaining the

spatial organization of the functions performed by urban centers*

Some of this work is highly inductive, as that of Christaller (7)

and Vining (25), and some is largely empirical, as that of Brush

(5) and Berry and Garrison (4). The knowledge from both kinds

of investigation is useful for understanding the basis of the

trade center system in Saskatchewan, However, none of these

studies deals explicitly with change in the pattern of central

places, and their usefulness in diagnosing trade center viability

is limited to inferences that can be drawn from the theory,

The classic model of central places was formulated by Walter

Christaller in his Die zentralen Orte in Stddeutschland in 1933,

It is relatively well known and may be presented in a summary

way. Christallerts basic building blocks are "central place,"

"central good," and complementary region. He contends that

serving economic and social needs of a dispersed population gives

rise to service centers in which are located establishments

offering various central services. In order to supply these

needs it is necessary to have a sufficient market to cover the

cost of setting up an establishment, The area occupied by the

minimum number of consuming units is the market area of the

central good and constitutes the complementary region, or

trading area, of the central place.

Christaller also specified certain relationships: (1) the

price of a central good varies directly with the distance from
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the central place due to transportation costs; (2) consumers will

choose to obtain central goods from the closest place available;

(3) there is a range, with inner and outer limits, to the market

area in which central goods may be sold; and (4) the number of

goods sold from a central place varies with the population of

that place, The resulting spatial model envisioned by

Christaller is a system of central places that blankets an area

with the fewest number of centers. On a plain whose resources

and income are homogenously distributed, neighboring central

places would lie at the corners of equilateral triangles,

Hexagonal market areas satisfy this concept for any single set

of central goods. For two or more sets there will be over-

lapping sets of hexagons. The smaller hexagons (representing

the market area of widely demanded goods) nest into larger

hexagons according to the rule of threes (e~g., six satel-

lite centers of a higher center are also within the market area

of two other centers of the same higher rank),

Christaller "fittedlt his model to the situation in south-

ern Germany, and, in many respects, achieved a high degree of

correlation with reality. However, some significant distortions

occurred that are not accounted for in Christallerts theory.

Of particular note are the deviations in the number and size

and shape of trading areas. Empirical studies of central

places in recent years provide refinements which make central

place theory a more useful descriptive tool. The work of Brush

in Wisconsin is notable for its testing of the Christaller
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model, Brush sought to determine whether a "functional and

spatial hierarchyf? of trade centers existed in Wisconsin. His

analysis dealt with 234 settlements in an area almost 8000

square miles in size. Centers were classified according to the

commercial functions they performed and three ranks of centers

were derived. He studied distance relationships among the

centers and observed the size and shape of their trading areas9

Brush found that the mean distance between centers increased

for each rank by approximately the -/3 rule of hexagonal systems.

However, the locational patterns did not correspond to

Christallerts hexagone, The Wisconsin trade centers tended to

be grouped in rows along railway lines or valleys. The shape

of the trading areas was accordingly affected by this pattern;

instead of being concentric about the trade center they were

elongated at right angles to the transportation routes or

valleys. A study of Saskatchewan trade centers, of which more

will be said later$ showed the same sort of deviations from the

Christaller model. Brush concluded of Wisconsin, and the same

must be said to apply to Saskatchewan, that the spatial pattern

of trade centers was a result of "site and transport influence"

which contributes to an inertia in the settlement pattern.

Berry and Garrison have directed attention toward making

central place theory understandable and verifiable in terms of

realistic situations. They hve shown through extensive empir-

ical work that central place theory can be reformulated on the

basis of two simple concepts: (1) The Range of a Good, which

Ow"



delineates the market area of a central place for the good;

and (2) Threshold Purchasing Power, which is the minimum size

of market below which a place will be unable to supply a central

good. The threshold, according to Berry and Garrison, is also

the point at which sales are large enough for the firm to

earn only normal profits. Using just these two concepts they

demonstrate that a-hierarchical spatial structure of central

places emerges no matter what the distribution of purchasing

power. Hence, the assumption of a uniform spatial distrib-

bution of purchasing power that is basic to the hexagonal

arrangement of trade areas can now be dropped.

The refined central place model allows also for excess

profits to be earned in the system and is thus more like

reality than the earlier model. It can be argued, for example,

that purchasing power for some goods in a region will be

greater than the multiple of "thresholds" of all the present

centers but not great enough to justify establishing an

additional center. Present centers therefore earn extra prof-

its. For other goods, usually of a low order, a set of

centers may be justified in the interstices of higher order

centers, but if the market area of the lower order centers is

just at the threshold they will only earn normal profits.

These are marginal centers in the hierarchy, If the lower

order centers are not established, or if they die out, nearby

higher order centers will share in serving the area and thus

earn excess profits.

These refinements in central place theory are helpful in
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explaining some aspects of change in Saskatchewants settlement

pattern, although Berry and Garrison do not claim it to be a

dynamic model, For example, the already functioning system of

trade centers faces the prospect of depopulation which decreases

the number of consuming units. In Saskatchewan since 1941,

rural population has declined by one-third, but there has only

been a drop of ten per cent in the number of business estab-

lishments in the trade centers serving this population. This

is due in part to increased incomes of the rural population

now farming larger farms and in part to a reduction of "excess"

profits earned by trade centers. There is also the prospect of

increased mobility of farm families and their decreased

dependence upon local centers. Today, firms in larger centers

not only supply the "urbanized" farmer with speciality goods

and services, but also compete for the purchasing power prev-

iously allocated locally, The firms in the larger centers are

thereby offered the opportunity to earn "excess" profits$

whereas the local center, if it persists, does so as a marginal

center. When a local center reaches this marginal level,

where threshold sales coincide with both the inner and outer

limit of the range of the central good(s) offered, its exis-

tence is bound to be tenuous in the face of continued depopu-

lation. Even the increased incomes of remaining farm families

will not be diverted to the purchase of the convenience goods

these centers usually offer.
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"The Great Plains in Transition" - A Broad Perspective

There has been a growing awareness in the Great Plains over

the fundamental changes that are occurring in the agriculture,

community life, and settlement pattern of the region. There is

a group of writings from a variety of agencies, institutions, and

scholars that direct attention to the problems caused by

these changes, The main concern of most of this literature is

social rather than economic and focuses on the adjustments

currently being made in the local community and in other insti-

tutions as a result of expanding farm size and the urbanization

of rural life. These studies are more prescriptive than the

material already reviewed and none of it deals directly with the

analytical problem of diagnosing trade center viability. Of

five selected for review here, two examine the changing role of

small trade centers and three are large scale studies of Great

Plains trade centers.

Among the earliest and best work on the changing role of

farm trade centers in the Great Plains is A.H. Andersonts study

of Adams, Nebraska (1). He examined the spatial pattern of farm

marketing, consumer shopping, and social contacts in a large area

surrounding the center. He also studied the areats agriculture,

level of living on the farm, and the size and composition of

population. He found that such small trade centers still remained

dominant as locations for marketing farm products and were in-

creasing their importance as institutional and social centers)
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at least on an informal level, He concluded that as retail

centers such small towns, at best, could hope to supply only

the day-to-day needs of farm people. Rural shopping patterns

were found to be shifting to large trade centers (population

over 2,500), or 'farm cities" as he called them.

In a later study of six Nebraska counties (2) Anderson

confirmed the increasing dominance of the "farm city" in the

social and economic relationships of farm and small town people,

He made the observation that "much of the Plains region appears

to be overcrowded with small service centers' and that this

represented uneconomic duplication of many facilities. He called

for "economic community units" as a counterpart to the large size

economic farm units of the region in order to collect the divid-

ends of the man-land adjustment occurring in agriculture. His

prescription suggests that community institutions and services

be adapted to provide better accessibility to schools, churches,

recreation places, hospitals, etc., and that isolated farm

residences be relocated either to all-weather roads or to

nearby villages and towns,

A recent study of one county in south-central Kansas has

developed data showing how residents of that part of the Great

Plains feel about the relative advantages of large and small

centers (3)- In general, it was felt that large centers (pop.

over 2,500) had more adequate services and facilities in medical

care, hospital care, employment opportunities, community recrea-

tion, streets and roads, and retail marketing than had small
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services and facilities of large centers had been improving

faster and to a higher level than those in small centers, The

future role of small communities was seen to be mainly a place

of residence for a larger community of people: few, if any,

commercial functions would be performed there, The persons

most likely to reside there would include people who had lived

in the community most of their lives and who were unable or

unwilling to move, people who had retired from nearby farms and

wished to remain in the locale, and people who preferred small

town living.

The effects of adjustments in Great Plains agriculture on

social organization in the region have received much attention

from Kraenzel, whose 1955 book, The Great Plains in Transition,

(14) supplies the heading for this section. His studies for

Montana (15) indicated a considerable increase in the area of

service and association for both formal and informal group

activity. This is necessary under the prevailing sparse popu-

lation pattern, but with continuing depopulation is not suffic-

ient to allow effective social organization, he found. Moreover,

social organization was being increasingly centered in towns

and cities rather than in the open country or hamlets. Smaller

places were remaining as centers for informal local association

but were too weak in both population size and fiscal capacity

to promote "community" projects. There was thus a tendency for

social organization to take on a "formal and legal emphasis" to

62
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compensate for local deficiencies of a real power and

finances. Extra-territorial arrangements in the form of

special districts became necessary for providing schools,

hospitals, roads, and so on.

Before moving to a review of two larger scale studies, note

should be made of three points arising from the studies just

discussed. First, there is further evidence of a polarization

of trade center types around a relatively few "farm cities"

serving speciality needs and a large number of local convenience

centers. Second, there is an indication that the level and

quality of public services are important to the growth of farm

trade centers, Third, the effectiveness of local governmment

must be accounted for in any assessment of trade center viabil-

ity,

The Saskatchewan Royal Commission on Agriculture and Rural

Life studied the system of trade centers in the provinces in the

course of its investigations in 1956(21), They sought to

establish a basis for determining the functional differences

among centers as well as to offer an explanation of their level

of development and location. They adopted Christaller's

ItMarketing Principle" of trade center location and applied this

in an analysis of trade centers in a 35,000 square mile area of

southwestern Saskatchewan. A classification scheme was developed

which identified five types of central places according to the

level of goods and services offered: Hamlet, Village, Town, Great-

er Town, City. All trade centers were classified and their
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trading areas mapped. A pyramidal distribution of trade center

classes was found and it corresponded closely to Christallert s

theoretical distribution. The main' differences were more

Hamlets and fewer Villages than the model predicted. There

was a close correlation between the distribution by function

and by population size; and the average distance between

trade centers also conformed closely to the distances that

might be expected with an hexagonal structure,

Despite the closeness of "fit" to the Christaller scheme,

a regular hexagonal system of trade areas did not exist in

Saskatchewan. Neither the shape of trade areas nor their

arrangement conformed to the theoretical model; and the

criterion that lower order centers be linked by transportation

to two or three higher order centers was met in only half the

cases. Reasons for the divergencies were sought by introducing

environmental influences such as the occurrence of national or

provincial boundaries, topographical variations, and transpor-

tation systems. It was deduced that transportation routes,

primarily railways$ were the single strongest influence of

deviation from the model. In contrast to the theoretical

expectations, the rail network helped to produce a trade center

system in Saskatchewan that has more centers, a larger propor-

tion of small centers, and a linear arrangement of centers along

the rail lines.

Upon completion of the trade center analysis, which was

essentially static, some recent trends in agriculture and rural
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life were examined to determine whether the trade center system

could expect to remain stable in the future# Trends in farm

mechanization, depopulatinn, farm income, and personal mobility

were judged to cause a shift in emphasis from the small village-

centered community to larger ones in Towns and Greater Towns,

Hamlets and Villages were not expected to grow but only a few

would fail to survive, as long as there were day-to-day needs of

farm people to be met. However, a little discussed finding of

the study showed ample evidence of general decline among small

trade centers, i.e, among Hamlets and Villages. On an index of

change related to per capita postal revenue of the center from

1931-51 compared to the provincial average, 83 per cent of the

Villages and 75 per cent of the Hamlets showed decline. Further-

more, the Commission attributed a "remarkable stability" to the

trade center system that was not justified. They had observed

a great deal of constancy of proportions among population classes

of incorporated trade centers over the forty years preceding the

study, But almost one-half of the trade centers in Saskatchewan

are not incorporated, and population data for them are usually

not available. Indeed, the latter centers tend to be small in

population size, low in functional rank, and hence more suscep-

tible to decline. Had the Commission had access to 1961 popula-

tion data, it is likely that these conclusions about stability in

the system would not have been as strongly drawn.

Among the most recent studies of Great Plains trade centers

is the work of the Upper Midwest Economic Study whose area

encompasses North and South Dakota, Montana, Minnesota, and parts
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of northern Wisconsin and Michigan. Analysis has been carried

out on the urbanizatinn process in the region since 1930 (22)

and on the nature of present trade centers and trade areas in

the region (23). The main findings may be summarized as follows:

first, most of the population growth of the past thirty years

has occurred at a relatively few selected centers, and second,

retail trade is increasingly concentrated in so-called "partial"

or Itcomplete" shopping centers (equivalent to Andersont s "farm

cities"). Trade centers at the lowest level in the functional

hierarchy generally failed to grow or even declined in popu-

lation size between 1930 and 1960, A close correlation was

found between population growth, population size, and previous

growth. On this basis it was concluded that tthe larger a

place was at the beginning of the automotive era, the better

have been its chances to retain old functions and acquire new

ones.t There was the clear indication that major shopping

center towns were "penetrating" their trade areas more fully

and attracting buying power away from smaller outlying centers,

The larger centers are favored because of the economies of scale

in their establishments, because of the increased speed and

range of transportation bringing both customers and goods to

them, and because of the increasing competition among the

larger centers themselves that encourages further internal

economies.
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Usefulness of the Literature in Diagnosing Trade Center Viability

As stated at the outset, the literature reviewed here does

not provide a conclusive picture of the reasons for trade center

decline. There are seeming inconsistencies among the studies

about whether trade centers are really dying out or only de-

clining relatively0 To a large degree the differences stem

from the use of different measures of trade center size and

function and different definitions of trade center decline.

However, even if there is not general agreement on the nature

and extent of trade center change in the Great Plains, the

amount of literature devoted to the subject indicates that

fundamental changes are occurring.

The present study has, in large measure, been stimulated

by the inconclusiveness of the literature on the subject of

trade center change. The content of the study and the methods

of analysis it proposes to use have derived from an attempt

to clarify three major issues that are raised by the literature.

First, and foremost, is the issue of whether trade centers

actually are declining and, if so, to what extent, An approp-

riate means of measuring trade center change is needed for this

purpose. A second point of issue stemming from the literature

is thevalidity of a number of tentative hypotheses about the

nature of trade center change -- e.g., that it is related

largely to trade center population size, that it is most preva-

lent in proximity to larger centers, that it is occurring

mostly in certain classes of trade centers. These hypotheses



need to be made operational so that they can be tested. The

third issue stems from the conclusions of a number of studies

that the key relationships governing trade center change are

more complex than those of size, retail service level, proximity

to large centers, etc. just alluded to* This conclusions

would seem to warrant further study to discover which other

relationships might exist. It will be helpful to discuss each

of these issues in order to understand better the rationale

behind the analysis conducted in the following chapters.

Throughout most of the literature population change is used

to measure viability among trade centers. This is not a satis-

factory measure of the ability of a center to survive either in

terms of analytical method (dozens of trade centers are too

small to be recorded in official censuses), or in terms of the

true nature of trade centers. In Saskatchewan, as in the rest

of the Great Plains, trade centers exist to serve primarily

the commercial needs of a limited, surrounding, agriculturally-

based population. The number of persons residing in such a

trade center may increase for three possible reasons, all other

things being equal: open-country residents may choose to reside

in town; family size of those residing in town may increase;

or migrants may be attracted by a large expansion of economic

activity, The last possibility is limited to a few centers by

virtue of their location relative to non-agricultural resources

or their superior location for commerce in serving a very large

hinterland. The possibility of family size increasing is not
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borne out by recent data. The possibility of an increase of

town residence by farmers is more likely, on the basis of

Saskatchewan data, but it must be remembered that the source of

this kind of population flow is exceedingly.limited, Moreover,

even if a trade center grows in population by the inflow of

farm families, this means no more than the transfer of an

originally dispersed hinterland population to a point of central

residence, It cannot be expected to affect significantly, the

amount of commercial activity in the community, Conversely, a

trade center that shows no change in population, or even some

decline, still may be viable in commercial terms as it serves

the dispersed population in its hinterland.

For the present study, then, change in the retail service

level of a trade center will be used as the prime measure of

growth or decline of trade centers. This measure has the

advantage not only of data being available for all trade cen-

ters (through Dun and Bradstreet Directories) but also of being

inherently involved in the meaning of trade center, It is a

measure of the basis of a trade center ts existence, its power

to attract patrons. The actual measure, a seven-point scale of
trade center specialization in goods and services, is described

in Chapter Three. Population changes of trade centers are also

included, where the data is available, to supplement the analy-

sis of changes in retail service level.

Turning to the second issue, there are a number of appar-

ently important judgements raised in the literature about the

li-k- --- -
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relationships governing trade center change. They have arisen

from generally limited observations of trends in a few trade

center characteristics. In the present study of Saskatchewan

there exists the possibility of testing the validity of these

judgements. First, however, the judgements have to be conver-

ted into testable hypotheses. Those considered most relevant

for this study and their reformulation into testable hypotheses

are discussed below.

Some Hypotheses on Trade Center Change. First, if trade

centers that are small in population size or low in retail

service level are more likely to decline or disappear than

centers with large populations or a high retail service level,

as contended by Lively, Hassinger, and others, then for

Saskatchewan we should find:

Trade centers ranking low in the retail service hierar- (1)
chy at the beginning of the period, lost rank more
rapidly than higher ranking centers between 1941 and
1961.

Second, if there were two distinct types of trade cen-

ters emerging in rural areas -- those serving local, day-to-

day needs and those serving specialized needs of large areas

-- in place of a more differentiated hierarchy, as contended

by Anderson, Brunner, and others$ then for Saskatchewan we

should find:

Between 1941 and 1961, the number of centers at both (2)
extremes of the retail service hierarchy increased
relatively to centers in the middle range of the
hierarchy,
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Third, if larger trade centers have a debilitating effect

on small, nearby centersas contended by Sanderson, Lowry, and

others, then for Saskatchewan we should find:

a. The density of small trade centers in both 1941 and (3a)
1961 decreases with increasing proximity to larger
centers (Class 5 or larger): and/or

b. The rate of decline between 1941 and 1961 for cen- (3b)
ters ranking low in the retail service hierarchy
increases with increasing proximity to larger
centers (Class 5 or larger).

The literature reviewed here generally disregards the

relationship of changes in trade centers to the characteristic

spacing of trade centers,2-" In a region so uniformly dotted

with small farm trade centers as Saskatchewan, it would seem

unusual if trade center changes were not closely related to the

spacing of centers. Or, conversely, it would seem unusual if

the recent changes in retail service level of so many centers had

not engendered some new characteristic spacing within trade cen-

ter classes, Brush found for Wsconsin, as did The Royal Com-

mission studying southwestern Saskatchewan, that the spacing of

centers within any class was higher by -V/3 than for centers in

the next lowest class, or an affirmation of that part of

Christaller ts theory, Whether this spacing still prevails in

Saskatchewan or whether it did in an earlier period needs to be

examined. The twin processes of rural change that have been

occurring in Saskatchewan in recent decades -- depopulation and

increasing physical mobility -- suggest that the characteristic

spacing would also change so that farm families had to travel

farther to convenience goods centers but not as far to shopping
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goods centers, If this is so, then we should find:

The characteristic spacing of trade centers in any one (4)
class for the period 1941-1961 is increasing for centers
at the lower end of the retail service hierarchy and
decreasing for centers at the upper end of the retail
service hierarchy,

A further aspect of the spacing of trade centers in

Saskatchewan that would seem important to their continued vital-

ity concerns their actual spacing relative to the average spacing

for like centers, In Saskatchewan it can be observed that many

like centers are situated adjacent to one another at very small

intervals. Where like centers lie adjacent to one another there

would seem to be insufficient trade area for each unless their

spacing is at or above the mean for the class. If the spacing

were less than the mean, decline of one or more of the centers

would not seem unusual. If less-than-average spacing between

like centers leads to their instability, then for Saskatchewan

we should find:

Where trade centers of the same class situated adjacent (5)
to one another were separated. by less than the average
spacing for the class in 1941 one or more of the centers
experienced relative decline during the period 1941-1961.

"Relative declinelt as used in this hypothesis acknowledges the

possibility that one of the adjacent centers may grow to a higher

level, thereby relatively downgrading the other center(s).

Finally, there is raised by the literature the issue that

the relationships governing trade center change cannot be ade-

quately deduced from only the evidence of retail service level,

or proximity to larger centers. Various environmental factors

are introduced in the studies reviewed here, by evidence and
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inference, as being significant in determining the chances of a

trade center's survival. In order to adequately explore the

notion that the relations are more complex and involve many more

variables requires an inductive approach to ascertain what, if

any, are the associations between such variables. A factor

analysis, as proposed in the preceding chapter, can help accom-

plish this purpose by providing a statistical base upon which

additional hypotheses about trade center change can be formula-

ted and tested.

The usefulness of the literature in this regard results

from the large number of variables it suggests should be taken

into account when attempting to diagnose trade center viability,

Listed below are these variables; they are each stated in terms

of the relationship they are assumed to bear toward improving

a trade centerts chances for survival. That is, if a trade

center possesses some or all of the following qualities, its

chances for survival will be greater than for a center not

possessing them, or at least not possessing a high degree of

them:

1. A large population,
2. A history of sustained population growth,
3, A wide selection of retail services,
4. Good access to rail transportation,
5. Good access to highway transportation,
6. A high level of community services,
7. A high school,
8. A hospital,
94 A high ratio of non-agricultural employment,

10. High rural population density and/or
11. A location not in proximity to large centers.
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Four points need to be made about this list. First, it cannot

be said to exhaust the range of variables that might possibly

impinge on the question of trade center survival. Other

possibilities include, the proportion of dependent population,

the efficiency of local government, and the level of education

of the population. The full range of variables considered in

the present study is described in Chapter Five, Second, quan-

titative measures must be found for these and any other variables

considered important to the problem in order to develop the

needed statistical base. The quantitative measures used herein

are also described below. Third, variables have been included

to which mention has already been made in the hypotheses formu-

lated above. They are included because it will be necessary

to establish the interrelationships among all variables that

are deemed important to the problem. Fourth, these variables

and others that might be added are not, as they now stand, either

independent or dependent variables in the usual meaning of these

terms, They merely constitute the input for the proposed factor

analysis. From the latter will be extracted clusters of var-

iables which are highly intercorrelated and these clusters can

be examined for their potential role as independent variables

in determining trade center change.
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CHAPTER THREE: TRADE CENTERS AND TRADE AREAS IN SASKATCHEWAN,1961

The pattern of trade centers and trade areas in Saskatchewan

must be looked at in a perspective that deals initially, with

the development of the whole Canadian West. For, until 1930 when

the federal government returned control of all natural resour-

ces to the three prairie provinces, development of the province

was subject to policies and programs aimed at settling the

entire region. Moreover, these federal policies and programs

have had a lasting impact on the physical environment of

Saskatchewan. They were responsible for the grid survey system,

the pattern of dispersed farmsteads, the numerous farm centers,

and the vast railway net. Within this context evolved a highly

commercialized and mechanized agriculture and a base of popu-

lation that is highly mobile in physical terms and in attitude.

The long-standing pattern of settlement has become out-

moded in recent decades and has undergone considerable change.

It is today a mirror of both past and future settlement patterns*

This chapter examines the image of today's settlement pattern;

in particular it examines the functional and spatial patterns

of trade centers and trade areas,



A. EVOLUTION OF THE SETTLEMENT PATTERN

Basic Policies for Settling the Canadian West

Following Confederation of the British Colonies of North

America in 1867, the new Dominion of Canada was faced with

developing policies and programs for opening up a territory

five times its own size west of the Great Lakes to the Rocky

Mountains, The land had to be settled and the foundations of

a viable economy laid in an almost uninhabited region of over

one-half million square miles, and about which little was known

of its soils, climate, or weather. The Canadian Prairie Region,

or the North-West Territory as it was known, was separated from

the then-settled area of the St. Lawrence Valley by a thousand

miles of wilderness and was under pressure from United States

interests who wished to expand northward from the newly-settled

Dakota territories.

The young Dominion of Canada was faced with four basic

demands if it was to secure the North-West Territory for its

1/!
own settlement, First, a system of communication had to be

provided which would link the prairies with the St. Lawrence

Valley. Second, a policy had to be devised for distributing land.

Third, settlers had to be encounaged to come to the region by

an adequate immigration policy. And, fourth, a staple crop had

to be found that would support the population and repay the

cost of exploiting the land. A number of policies were formu-

lated over the sixty years from 1870-1930 to meet these de-

mands, by which time settlement was virtually complete. The
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long-run implications of the policies for the settlement pattern

were not always fully considered. But the policies helped

meet the short-run objectives of settlement remarkably well.

Railway Policy, If the prairies were to be settled, a

railway link with the St. Lawrence Valley was of prime impor-

tance. The greatest asset possessed by Canada for accomplishing

this task was the unoccupied land through which the railway

would pass. Thus, originated the Canadian land grant policy of

subsidizing railway construction; many of its provisions were

patterned on similar experience in the United States,/ The

major difference in Canadian policy was the allowance for rail-

ways to choose any land "fairly fit for settlement t if the land

along their rights-of-way was not suitable. U.S. policy,

restricted free railway land to narrow zones paralleling rights-

of-wayo

After several abortive starts, the railway was completed

to the prairies in 1883 and extended to the Pacific Coast in

1885. The building of branch line railways into areas where

settlers had established themselves was also aided through land

grants to the companies, By 1907, land grant subsidies were

replaced by the device of guaranteeing bonds for construction

purposes. In all, 2000 miles of rail lines were built in

Saskatchewan under the incentive of land grants; however, the

railroads had chosen almost half their total land grants within

the province, These amounted to 15.2 million acres, or about

25 per cent of the present farming area. While it was in



effect, the land subsidization policy had the result of encouraging

a plethora of both branch and trunk lines, Hardly any part of

Saskatchewan was left more than ten miles from a railway because

of the rule-of-thumb used by the companies which defined the

service area of a line in grain-growing areas as all the terri-

tory within ten miles.)

Land Distribution Policy, The land assets of Canada in the

prairie region at Confederation amounted to an estimated 110

million acres of arable land, after grants had been made to the

Hudsonts Bay Company and for a few other subsidiary purposes,

The staples of the so-called "Dominion Lands policy" were the

railway land grant, as already described, and the free homestead,

A grid survey using the American system of townships six miles on

a side which contained 36 sections of 640 acres each and quarter

sections of 160 acres was adopted for Canada. Railway companies,

while the land grant was in effect) had the right to choose from

among the odd-numbered sections and settlers were entitled to

claim a free homestead of 160 acres in any even-numbered section

except those already granted for school purposes and to the

Hudsonts Bay Company, The township in the Canadian west thus

took on the characteristic form shown in Figure 3.

The survey system made a lasting impact on the physical

environment of Saskatchewan. First, it engendered the pattern of

dispersed farmsteads; homesteaders had to maintain residence on

their land in order to obtain title to it and the farms were

separated from one another by the intervention of railway and

other land grants, Second, it was responsible for the almost
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ORIGINAL DISTRIBUTION OF
LAND WITHIN TOWNSHIPS

Railway Lands School Lands

Free Homestead Lands Hudson's Bay Lands

PLAN OF TOWNSHIPS AFTER REGULATIONS OF 1882:

(a) School Lands (Sections 11 and 29), (b) Hudson' s

Bay Company Lands (Sections 8 and three-quarters of

26; the whole of 26 in every fifth township),

(c) Free-homestead lands (remaining even-numbered

sections), (d) Railway lands (all odd-numbered sec-

tions). Each section (640 acres) bounded on three

sides by a road allowance of 66 feet.

...U
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complete saturation with roads that prevails in rural

Saskatchewan. The survey system provided for roads on three

sides of every section, or 1.5 miles of road for every square

mile of land. In 1955, there were about 104,000 miles of munic-

ipal roads and provincial highways, generally following section

lines, or just over one mile for every square mile of occupied

farm land.kI'

Immigration Policy. Providing a population to occupy the

prairies was the third demand that had to be met in settling the

west. Canada used a variety of means to attract settlers: it

maintained agencies abroad, it gave financial aid for Atlantic

crossings and transportation in Canada, and it granted large

tracts of land to individuals and societies that would bring in

immigrants. Despite these efforts, most settlers came under

their own initiative. By 1926, when immigration was beginning

to slow down, the distribution of farm operators in Saskatchewan

indicated that only about half utilized the incentives of the

immigration policy. One important effect of this policy,

however, was through its provisions for large land reserves for

groups of settlers, which often encouraged socially and cultur-

ally distinct enclaves of people many of which continue to exist.

Staple Crop Policy, A generation after Confederation it

still remained to be demonstrated that a staple crop could be

produced on a consistent basis in the prairie region. Exper-

ience at the Red River Settlement in Manitoba and also in the

U.S. Plains pointed tentatively to wheat, But much refinement



was needed in farming techniques and now strains of wheat were

required in order to develop a viable agriculture in the sub-

humid climate and northerly latitudes of the Canadian Prairies.

Several experimental farms were established by the federal gov-

ernment and to them must be given a large part of the credit for

overcoming these constraints. They developed an earlier

maturing wheat, Marquis, that fit with the short frost-free

season and they promulgated vigorously "dry-land farming"

techniques for this region where rainfall is between ten and

thirty inches per year0

Besides developing techniques for growing wheat the govern-

ment also had to face the task of marketing the produce. Since

the main markets were in eastern North America and Europe, it

was necessary to devise means to store and move the grain and

to have a system of inspection to ensure its quality, Large

terminal elevators were established on the Gret Lakes and at a

few inland points; while at the local level the typical phys-

ical facilities for grain handling were a railway siding, a

loading platform and/or flat warehouse, and possibly one or

more grain elevators, Grain loading stops were established by

the railway companies on the average of six to ten miles apart.Z

The nucleus of grain collection facilities at these stops was

often used by the railway companies to attract further commer-

cial activity to serve local farmers, The railroads generally

had large land holdings at these sites and often had them already

surveyed into elaborate townsites.V At least a few residences



and places of business were established at nearly 85 per cent

of the over-ll00 grain stops, This is the foundation of the

present extensive trade center system,

The Settlement Period in Saskatchewan

The settlement period in Saskatchewan effectively began at

the beginning of this century and continued for the next thirty

years by which time immigration was terminated, over 85 per cent

of the land had been occupied, and the period of great drought

and depression had started. As the twentieth century began

there was a "favorable conjuncture" of circumstances that brought

an unprecedented influx of settlers to the province; the price

of wheat had been moving upward since 1893; ocean transport

costs for wheat were lowered; the best land on the American

frontier had been taken by 1896; interest rates were low at

the time; the incidence of rainfall was high; and a harder,

earlier maturing wheat had become available,2/ The vast expan-

sion of settlement from 1900-1930 can be seen from the fact

there were tenfold increases in both the population and number

of farms in Saskatchewan (see Tables 2 and 3). The population

today is only a little higher than the level reached in 19314

On the matter of farm size, it is important to note that

farmers in Saskatchewan discovered early the impracticability

of the 160-acre homestead. In 1901, the average farm in

Saskatchewan already occupied 285 acres, and continued to ex-

pand to 408 acres by 1931, an increase of 43 per cent.



Saskatchewan 1901-1961
Urban Population,

RURAL URBAN PROVINCE

Year Number % Number % Number /

1901 77,013 84 14,266 16 91,279 100

1911 361,037 73 131,395 27 492,432 100

1921 538,552 74 218,958 29 757,510 100

1931 630,880 68 290,905 32 921,785 100

1941 600,846 67 295,146 33 895,992 100

1951* 461,047 55 370,681 45 831,728 100

1961* 397,697 43 527,484 57 925,181 100

Source: Census of Canada.

Definition of Itrural"i and "urban" population according to
that used in 1941 and previous censuses.

The vagaries of the region t s climate as well as the potential

offered by mechanization forced these changes. By implication,

then, agriculture as practiced in Saskatchewan has been always

commercially oriented; it was not just for subsistence.

Reliance on a single cash crop, wheat or other food grains,

sold in world markets under competitive conditions contributes

to the highly commercial outlook of Saskatchewan farmers. As

long as farm practice in the region favors extensive development,

farm operators who are commercially motivated will opt for

larger farms and the commensurate level of mechanization.

The use of power machinery on Saskatchewan farms did not

become widespread until after 1920, although steam tractors and

r MMM94

TABLE 2: Distribution of Rural and



TABLE 3: Number of Farms and Inputs per Farm, Saskatchewan,
1901-1961

Number Average Workers Machinery Total Capital

Year of Farms Farm Sizel Per Farm Per Farm2 Per Farm 2

(acres) (constant $)(constant $)

1901 13,445 285 1.52 446 5,100

1911 96,055 297 1,38 738 10,820

1921 119,451 368 1.46 1,006 9,630

1931 136,472 408 1,50 1,480 10,100

1941 138,713 432 1.35 960 5,550

1951 112,0l8 550 1.32 2,270 9 040
(1950)

1961 93,924 687 1.28(est,)3,280 13,150

Source: Census of Canada, and Thomas L, Powrie, "Labor and
Population in Saskatchewan," unpublished thesis
University of Saskatchewan, 1955.

Notes: 1. Occupied farm acreage.

2. 1935-39 dollars = 100; cfQ, G.E. Britnell and
V,C, Fowke, Canadian Agriculture in War and
Peace, (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University
Press, 1962), Appendix Table XVII, p. 466,

steam power units had been available from just before the

turn of the century. It was the adaptation of gasoline-

powered engines to farm machinery that provided the needed

impetus: in 1921, one farm in six had a tractor, by 1926,

this ratio had reached one in four, and was one in three by

1931 at which time one farm in two also had a car or truck.LiP

This speed-up in the substitution of machinery for labor also

marked the beginning of the situation where the agricultrual

economy was not able to absorb all the natural increase in

I"



farm population, a situation that continues to prevail (see

Figure 5).

It was in this period that the provincets extensive rail-

way network largely was constructed and the complementary trade

center system, which followed the rail routes, was established.

From a total of slightly less than one-thousand miles of trackage

in 1900, within thirty years there was over eight thousand miles

of trackage. The number of trade centers, likewise, increased

from less than one hundred to over eight hundred in the same

thirty years (Table 4).

TABLE 4: Growth in Railway Mileage and Trade Centers,
Saskatchewan, 1900-1950

Year Railway Mileage Trade Centers

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

962 60

2,932

6,220

8,166

8,777

8,739

360

687

833

905

891

Source: File material Saskatchewan, Local Government
Continuing Committee.
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The settlement period in Saskatchewan, 1900-1930, was the

formative period in the province's development. It was in this

period that the basic pattern of the space-economy was laid down

which still influences much of the spatial distribution of

activities of the rural population. Many of the constraints

on present development were set in this period, including the

trends to larger farms, the trends in farm mechanization, and

the trends in railway and trade center development. A number of

these trends are shown in Figure 4; there seems little doubt that

the character of these trends will continue well into the future

as well.

Recent Trends in Farm Mechanization and Population Change

World depression and unprecedented drought in the nineteen

thirties halted, and in some cases reversed, the trends of the

settlement period. However, the trendsto larger farms, more

mechanization, and rural population loss were restored after

1940, In response to relative prosperity caused by better crops

and the demands of World War Two, because of a labor shortage

brought on by the War, and in conjunction with major improvements

in the efficiency of farm machinery these trends were even accel-

erated. The number of occupied acres per farm increased from

432 in 1941 to 550 in 1951, an increase of almost 30 per cent

compared to the 11 per cent gain in farm size in the decade prior

to 1931. The value of farm machinery per farm (in constant

dollars) regained the losses sustained during the depression

decade, and in 1951 was almost one and one-half times larger than

in 1941. In the succeeding decade) 1951-61, the increases in
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farm size and the value of machinery per farm were not as

dramatic but were still impressively high -- 25 and 45 per cent,

respectively,

The important consequence of the rapid increase in farm

size and mechanization that commenced in 1940 has been rural

depopulation, Not only hasn tt the agricultural economy been

able to absorb the natural increase of rural population, but

it has also witnessed an absolute drop in rural population as

workers flowed out of agriculture, Total population of the

province fell as a result between 1936 and 1956. It did not

regain its 1931 level until substantial non-agricultural employ-

ment opportunities appeared toward the end of the 1950's.

Beginning in the five years prior to 1940 and continuing up to

the present time, there has been a steady drop in rural popu-

lation.W' It has never been less than 12 per cent in any five-

year period and has been as much as 30 per cent, Meanwhile) the

land base occupied by farms has continued to increase with the

result that the gross density of rural population has declined

sharply, In 1941, the density stood at 6,43 persons per square

mile on the average in the province; in 1961, it stood at only

3.95 persons per square mile, or a drop of almost 40 per cent,

With but two exceptions all rural areas in the province have

suffered depopulation during the past two decades as can be seen

on Figure 6. The exceptions are in northern areas where new land

has recently been opened up and on the fringes of larger centers

where a kind of "suburbanization't has been taking place.
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It will be seen from the map of rural population density

that there is a gradient of density running from southwest to

northeast across Saskatchewan. This gradient is consistent with

the pattern of soil zones (see Figure 2) and climate that prevail

in the province. The more arid southwest, or Prairie Region as

it is called, with its characteristically poorer soils supports

only very large farms, The northeast, or Park Region, with its

greater rainfall and richer soils can accommodate smaller

economic farm units. However, depopulation has been tending to

reduce the rural density gradient. In the decade just past,

rural depopulation occurred at a faster rate in the northeast

than in the southwest, and a further diminishing of the differ-.

ences in density can be expected.

B. TYPES OF TRADE CENTERS AND TRADE AREAS

The Functions of Trade Centers

Trade centers in Saskatchewan perform two general functions:

a commercial function and a social function, The commercial

function can be divided into two parts for descriptive purposes.

First, trade centers act as a local nexus between the farm

production unit and the agricultural economy. Second, trade

centers act as a source of retail goods and services for rural

residents. The social function performed by trade centers is
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based on their ability to act as a focus for social expression

in various community activities.

The Commercial Function. Trade centers are an essential

part of the system for efficiently producing, marketing, and

distributing the output of the provinces farms. The local trade

center brings within easy reach of the farmer many of the

services and facilities necessary for him to maintain a sophisti-

cated farming enterpriseminimum parts and repair services for

machinery, sales of seed, fuel, and oil, grain sales and storage.

These basic services are distributed at almost all railway grain

stops, and the farmer has come to depend upon being able to obtain

them within, approximately, 6-8 miles of his farm. It is to his

advantage not to have to transport grain or animals long distances

to market or to have his machinery idled excessively by long trips

for parts or repairs. A trade center offering these basic ser-

vices, in Douglas Northt s words, provides "external economies for

the export industry,"t#/ Not all the services needed by the mod-

ern, mechanized farm can be found locally and for hardware and

supplies, banking, more elaborate implement parts and repairs, or

legal and business services the nearest trade center may be as

much as twenty miles away,

Besides providing goods and services for the farm firm, trade

centers provide goods and services for the farm family and for the

residents of small towns and villages, Here rural people shop for

food, clothing, or furniture and obtain such services as mail

delivery, medical care, shoe repairs, or commercial entertainment,
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There is, of course, a high degree of differentiation among trade

centers since not all goods and services can be offered at all

places. All trade centers provide local mail service and groc-

ery shopping, for example, but additional patrons will have to

be attracted to the center that is to provide a hotel, bank, or

drug store. More specialized goods and services are supplied,

therefore, at other than local centers,

A number of studies of trade center communities in Saskatche-

wan have found that 30-45 per cent of farm families most often

patronize their local centers for food, mail, hardware, and

petroleum productsi3/ But, as these findings indicate, farm

families do not limit their purchases of even day-to-day

necessities to a single, nearby trade center. The presence of

a very large center within easy reach may further disrupt local

shopping patterns, another Saskatchewan study showsAJ In short,

with the former isolation gone due to better means of travel most

rural families have frequent contact with several centers for

commercial purposes (see Figure 7).

The Social Function. Trade centers in Saskatchewan provide

a focus for organized community activities and informal neigh-

borliness in addition to their commercial functions. The elemen-

tary school and the church are characteristic social facilities

in all levels of trade centers. Most farm trade centers also

have a Community Hall that is used frequently for public dances,

fairs, or the meetings of voluntary and elected groups. A sports
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ground, an ice skating rink, and, in many towns, a curling rink

are standard community assets. One very small trade center (pop.

86) in Saskatchewan showed evidence in a study of its social

activities -- square-dancing, school sports days, and municipal

celebrations -- that participants came from towns 20 or 30 miles

away.l' This is a much larger service area than such a size of

town enjoyed for its commercial activities, Trade centers that

are legally incorporated have local government activities as well.

Many others, incorporated and unincorporated, are the seats of

government for surrounding rural municipalities, school districts,

hospital districts, or other public entities.

Trade centers are differentiated in their performance of

public and recreational functions just as they are in commercial

functions. However, the "division of labor" among trade centers

in social functions also may be due to differences in the char-

acteristics of the local population such as the proportion of

school children or elderly people. This complicates any classi-

fication of trade centers on the basis of their level of social

functions. In order to describe the entire trade center system

it may be assumed that the performance of social functions is

highly correlated with both the level and vitality of the com-

mercial functions in a trade centers. A later section will show

how the presence of such facilities as a high school and hospital

relates to trade center classes. In the present study a classifi-



cation scheme of trade centers, therefore, is based on a defi-

nition of commercial functions performed in the province's

centers.

The Trade Center Hierarchy

There are seven types of trade centers in Saskatchewan.

From the lowest to the highest functional level they are

Hamlets, Minimum Convenience centers, Full Convenience centers,

Partial Shopping centers, Complete Shopping centers, Secondary

Wholesale-Retail centers, and Primary Wholesale-Retail centers. 1

Each center in the province has been classified according to the

variety of commercial activities found in the center (see Table

5 and Figure 8). The classification scheme is comparable to

those devised for use in other studies of Great Plains trade

centers. It is based on the number of retail and service

establishments in the center and is explained fully in Appen-

dix A. The trade center classes thus defined are discussed

below:

1) Hamlets are the most ubiquitous form of trade center in
Saskatchewan. One-third provide only minimal services in
grocery shopping and automobile servicing (the threshold

level for all trade centers). The remainder offer one or
more additional services up to a total of five including
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welding and repairs, farm implements, or fuel oil sales.
There may be as many as seven business establishments in
these centers, When located on a railway they have one or
more grain elevators.

2) Minimum Convenience centers provide an increment of services
not found in Hamlets: hardware store, lumber -yard, hotel,
restaurant. Hamlet services tend to reappear in greater
strength in these centers which may have as many as thirteen
business establishments. All but four such centers are on
railways.

3) Full Convenience centers offer the fullest range of conven-
ience goods and services among local centers. They offer a
bank, frozen food storage, barber, billiard parlour, and
automobile sales in addition to the services characteristi-
cally found in lower level centers. Centers in this class
may have as many as twenty retail and service firms.

4) Partial Shopping centers offer several specialized estab-
lishments not found in lower level centers: drug store,
shoe repair shop, women's clothing, meat market, electrical
appliance sales and service, movie theatre. These centers
are also stronger in the less specialized services as
evidenced by more and/or larger facilities compared to lower
centers. Public services also play a prominent role: most
have a hospital, physician, dentist, lawyer, local news-
paper, and many have well-developed public utilities systems.
They may have as many as thirty-nine firms.

5) Complete Shopping centers offer the most urban level of
retail, professional, and public services found in centers
in rural Saskatchewan. These centers, with upwards of one
hundred commercial establishments display greater strength
in all the services found in lesser centers and offer, in
addition, such as dry cleaning, shoe sales, men's clothing,
bakery products, tailor, mortician, jeweler, upholstering,
tire and battery service, mail order outlets, and variety
stores. Many have small department stores. Some wholesale
distribution is also carried on from these centers such as
for automotive and implement parts and bulk oil. All but
a few have a substantial hospital and a comparatively urban
level of public utilities.

6) Secondary Wholesale-Retail centers comprise all the small
and medium-size cities of the province. They possess the
level of retail specialization of the complete shopping
centers with more elaboration of services and facilities.
In addition, there is an array of wholesaling functions and
an increased level of transportation, financial, and public
services, and there may be some manufacturing activity. The
distinctive wholesaling activities include building materials,
fuel, farm equipment, business machines and food. Such
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centers are generally regional headquarters for many
provincial and federal government services.

7) Primary Wholesale-Retail centers in Saskatchewan are the
two largest cities, Regina and Saskatoon. These centers
supply a full range of retail and wholesale services and
are also important manufacturing centres, Some services$
such as the provincial government seat in Regina and the
provincial university in Saskatoon, are province-wide in
scope. In most services characterizing these centers the
service areas are the southern and northern halves of the
province, respectively.

TABLE 5: Population, Number of Retail Establishments, and Index
of Sales Volume for Trade Centers, Saskatchewan, 1961

Type of No. of Population Population Avg. No. Sales
Center Centers Median1  Range Firms Volume2

(000ts) (000ts) Index

Primary 2 103,80 95.5-112.1 1414.0 2000
Wholesale-Retail

Secondary 9 10,00 5,2-33.2 232.0 500
Wholesale-Retail

Complete 29 1.80 0.9- 4.0 58-5 100
Shopping

Partial 85 0.61 0.3- 1.4 26.1 35
Shopping

Full 100 0,36 0,2- 146 16.5 13
Convenience

Minimum
Convenience 150 0,21 0.08-0.7 9.9 7

under
Hamlet 404 0.05 0.03-0.3 3,3 3

11 I 3

Source: Dun & Bradstreet
of Canada.

Reference Book, January 1961 and Census

Notes: 1. Population of unincorporated places has been estimated.

2, Sales volume of Complete Shopping centers - 100.
Index derived from a limited sample of centers for
1957 contained in files of Saskatchewan, Local
Government Continuing Committee.
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Two qualifications about the above classification need to

be made. First, the types of businesses listed in the descrip-

tions for the various classes of centers are characteristic only

of the array of establishments found in these types of centers.

They do not constitute a complete list and they are, moreover,

symptoms of the differences among trade centers, not the causes

of such differences.A8 Second, it is difficult, if not impos-

sible, to define precise thresholds between the classes of

centers. The demarcations are more diffuse than the specifica-

tions used here suggest. The result is that some trade centers

inadvertently may have been assigned to either an immediately

higher or lower class than their actual development attests.

It is not unreasonable to expect that there is a balancing out

of the centers ranked either too high or too low; thus the

proportions in each class are probably correct, Furthermore,

any centers that fall at or close to the divisions between

classes may be defined as "Ttransitional"having either recently

shifted from one class to another or are likely to in the future

in light of the changes occurring in agriculture and rural life.

The trade center hierarchy that exists today in Saskatchewan

shows a less regular frequency distribution among the intermed-

iate levels than might have been expected. Minimum and Full

Convenience centers and Partial Shopping centers constitute

relatively similar proportions of the total. A better step-

like arrangement would exist if the two classes of convenience

centers were combined. This would mask, however, the trends
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that are occurring among classes of the trade center hierarchy,

which indicate a great expansion in the number of Partial

Shopping centers and a reduction of the number of convenience

centers. These trends are discussed in the next chapter, but

suffice it to say here the present distribution appears to

represent a stage in a trend in which centers supplying conven-

ience goods are becoming less attractive when they are larger

than Hamlets but smaller than Partial Shopping centers.

The present distribution may also be examined in light of

the theoretical expectations of the Christaller model. In

that hexagonal scheme each center is surrounded by six centers

of the next lower rank and each lower ranking center, in turn,

is equidistant from three higher ranking centers. Hence, in a

complete hexagonal system of trade centers the number of cen-

ters of any given rank is equal to twice the number of all

higher ranking centers. Starting with the two centers that

comprise the Primary Wholesale-Retail centers of Saskatchewan,

the frequency distribution under a hexagonal model can be com-

puted as in Table 6, It will be seen from this table that the

actual distribution does not conform to the theoretical in

either total numbers or the numbers expected in each class

(except in ane case).*: In a later section, it will be

shown that the Christaller model is also inapplicable with

regard to the spacing of trade centers in Saskatchewan. The

trade center hierarchy) thereforet seems more appropriately

described in terms of the empirical findings than in terms of

such a model.
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TABLE 6: Real and Theoretical Distribution of Trade Centers,
Saskatchewan, 1961.

Type of Expected Actual
Center Distribution' Distribution

No. Total No. Total

Primary 2 -- 2 --
Wholesale-Retail

Secondary 4 6 9 11
Wholesale-Retail

Complete 12 l 29 40
Shopping

Partial 36 54 85 125
Shopping

Full 108 162 100 225
Convenience

Minimum 324 486 150 375
Convenience

Hamlet 972 1458 404 779

Expected distribution based on the rule postulated by
Christaller that the number of centers in any rank is twice
number of all higher ranking centers. Thus, the second column
in each case is a cumulative total.

Population of Trade Centers and Trade Areas

There is a direct correlation between the retail service

level of a trade center and its population size, But there is

also a wide range of population within any given trade center

class4 The median and modal values of population for each class
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are given in Table 7, Among lower ranking centers therange of

population in any class is due in large part to the differing

proportions of farm families maintaining town residence from one

area to another as well as to differing degrees of attractiveness

that one town has over another for residential purposes. Among

large centers the range of population represents responses to a

variety of local conditions. Many large centers, for example,

are railway division points while others serve as supply centers

for exploiting various mineral resources in their locale. The

classification scheme of trade centers used here also contrib-

utes to a range of population within each class by bracketing

centers with a range of commercial development.

The very small population size that is typical of lower

ranking centers is an important factor in their continued exis-

tence. Of Hamlets, 91 per cent have a population under 150 and

the median population is only 50. For Minimum Convenience centers)

8l per cent are under 300 populatinn; and of Full Convenience

centers, 92 per cent have less than 500 residents. These small

sizes underline the difficulty of the lower ranking centers in

maintaining a relatively attractive position as commercial and

social centers and as places of residence, Neither a high level

of physical amenities nor very many local government services can

be supported by a tax base that depends upon so few residentso

Not only is it difficult for these small communities to raise

sufficient money for public projects, but the scale at which they

must be built generally means higher per capita costs than for

the same project in a large center. A study of 82 trade centers

II
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TABLE 7; Proportion of Trade Centers in 1961 Population Size
Classes, Saskatchewan.

Type of Nooof Population Per cent in 1961 Size Class
Trade Center Trade Median 0- 150-300- 500- 1000-5000- 40,000

Centers (000ts) 149 299 499 999 4999 39999 & over

Primary
Wholesale-
Retail 2 103.80 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Secondary 9 10.00 0 0 0 0 0 100 0
Wholesale-
Retail

Complete 29 1,80 0 0 0 3 97 0 0

Shopping

Partial 85 061 0 2 22 65 11
Shopping

Full 100 0.36 0 33 59 7 1 0 0
Convenience

Minimum 150 0.21 16 65 16 3 0 0 0
Convenience

Hamlet 404 0.05 91 8 1 0 0 0 0

Total Number
of 779 51 21 13 9 5 1 0

Trade CenteI

Source: Census of Canada. D Modal values.

* Population of unincorporated trade centers has been estimated.
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which possessed combined waterworks and sewerage systems showed

that small population size correlated closely with increasing

costs per capita for the facilities (r=0.66 ). Indeed, the cor-

relation would have been closer if costs had been translated into

constant dollars to account for different times of installation

of the different utilities systems.

The prospects for the future development of Saskatchewan

trade centers will also be affected by the age-distribution of

their population. Using data available only for incorporated

places it was found that the proportion of residents in the

dependent age groups (0-14 years of age and over 65) in trade

centers differed from rural farm groups and from those in large

cities of the province. The population under 15 averaged 31

per cent of the population in the incorporated trade centers

compared with 37 per cent in the rural farm population and 32 per

cent in cities.S' A more significant difference was found in

proportions of over-6 5 population, the average for the incorpor-

ated centers was 15 per cent, while for the cities it was only

9 per cent and 6 per cent for rural farm residents. According

to these figures the incorporated trade centers should not be

as affected by out-migration of young people as farm areas. On

the other hand, the incorporated centers can expect higher-than-

average death rates because of the very high proportion of elderly

people. This not only makes it difficult to maintain population

in these centers) but it also raises the question of providing

housing, recreation, and other facilities for the aging popu-

lation.
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Average trade area populations for all trade centers

appear in Table 8. The size of trade area for each class of

center was calculated by dividing the total study area (121,980

sq. mi.) by the total number of centers offering the particular

level of goods and services (the number of centers in the class

plus all higher ranking centers). To the trade area size were

applied the average rural population density and the population

of all lower ranking centers which had been averaged for the

number of trade areas in the class.

TABLE 8: Average Trade Area Population for Various Types of
Trade Centers, Saskatchewan, 1961,

Population (thousands)

2
Type of Center External Trade Area Total
Center

Rural Small Urban

Wholesale- 1142 36.20 17,45 64,85

Retail 3

Complete 2.43 9.95 3.49 15.87
Shopping

Partial 0.61 3.18 0.71 4.50
Shopping

Full 0,36 1.77 0.29 2.42
Convenience

Minimum 0.21 1.06 0.05 1*32
Convenience

Hamlet 0.05 0.51 --- 0456

Source: Tables 1, 4, and 8.

Notes: 1, Median value
2. Mean value
3. Both types of Wholesale-Retail centers combined for

convenience.
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Hamlets serve about 560 rural residents (mostly on farms)

on the average, according to these data. In equivalent terms,

Hamlets serve about 110 farms, which means that it takes about

33 farms to support one business establishment in the average

Hamlet with 3-4 firms (see Table 5 for average number of firms

by trade center class). Knowing the possibilities for further

rural depopulation points up the tenuous existence of Hamlets

that are dependent upon this population base. Successively high-

er ranking centers include increasing proportions of urban pop-

ulation of smaller centers within their hinterlands. For Complete

Shopping centers, an average of 22 per cent of the external trade

area population reside in lower ranking places, The ratio of

trade center population (median) to total trade area

population (mean) varies from 9 per cent in Hamlets to 17 per

cent in.Wholesale-Retail centers.

The Development of Physical Facilities in Trade Centers

The level of development in physical facilities of Saskat-

chewan trade centers is closely associated with the level of

retail service. As measured by the presence of selected physical

facilities in 473 incorporated places, lower ranking centers are

much less developed than higher ranking centers in the trade

center hierarchy. Table 9 compares the physical facilities

found in Saskatchewan centers of various retail service level.

Hamlets, for example, are the locations for high schools in only
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42 per cent of the cases, and no Hamlets have hospitals. Only

one Hamlet has a waterworks system above the minimum required

by provincial law (public well, standpipe, or tank). These per-

centages would be much lower if data for unincorporated centers

were available. Minimum Convenience centers have high schools

in 77 per cent of the cases, but only 5 per cent of this level

of center have a hospital, and the proportions are similarly small

for those having full waterworks and sewerage systems. The level

of urban development , measured in these terms, becomes pro-

gressively higher with higher retail service levels of centers

with only a few Complete Shopping centers missing any of these

facilities.

Another way to view the level of urban development is the

degree of population density of the trade center. For the in-

corporated centers, for which data was available, it was found

that the gross density of population within the area subdivided

for urban purposes averaged 2.56 persons per gross acres. In

contrast to even the low densities of normal suburban areas of

8-12 persons per gross acre1 it can be seen that Saskatchewan

trade centers are sparsely developed. Figure 9 shows the ex-

tent of urban development of a large and a small trade center in

the province. The excessive subdivision into small lots com-

bined with a light scattering of dwellings, as shown in the lower

sketch, is typical of small trade centers in the province. It

was also found that low density of population in a trade center
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exhibits a fairly close correlation with a low level of retail

services (r = 0.63) and also with a small population (r=0.64),L"

Clearly) these low densities make it difficult for a community

to provide itself with just minimum services at a reasonable

cost; in turn, it contributes to an unattractive community

setting.

TABLE 9: Percentage of Incorporated Trade Centers
Physical Facilities, Saskatchewan, 1961

With Selected

Type of High Waterworks" Sewerage
Center School Hospital System System

Primary 100 100 100 100
Wholesale-Retail

Secondary 100 100 100 100
Wholesale-Retail

Complete 100 97 93 90
Shopping

Partial 95 68 45 51
Shopping

Full 93 33 13 27
Convenience

Minimum 77 5 3 8
Convenience

Hamlet 42 0 1 0

as aA fully-pressurized system over-and-above that required
minimum in provincial statutes,
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C, THE SPATIAL PATTERN OF TRADE CENTERS

The spatial pattern of trade centers that presently ex-

ists in Saskatchewan is shown in Figure 10, Two characteristics

of this pattern are immediately apparent -- the very uniform

distribution of centers and the beadlike formations that com-

prise the distribution. Each of these characteristics is

discussed below in terms of the density and spacing of centers

along with their effect on the size and shape of trade areas.

Density of Trade Centers

The general density of trade centers in Saskatchewan is

6.4 per 1000 square miles.L' Although this is an average

figure for the province, the actual distribution is remarkably

uniform throughout. If one were to overlay a 1000 square mile

grid on a map of Saskatchewan trade centers, it would be found,

for the most part, that the density was no higher than 8 nor

less than 5 per 1000 square miles. A general density of 6,4

trade centers in every 1000 square miles means that within a

radius of less than l miles or, conservatively one-half hourts

travel by auto a rural family has access to more than six trade

centers offering at least Hamlet-level goods and services.*

An average driving speed of 45 miles per hour is used
throughout when discussing accessibility to trade centers. On
the straight, smooth, uncrowded roads of rural Saskatchewan,
this speed is conservative. In the case referred to here, an
lb-mile driving radius would amount to nearly 23 miles by road
because roads are located according to the rectangular grid lines
and are seldom truly radialQ
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Table 10 gives the average density for all levels of trade

centers and indicates the relative accessibility of each within

a driving radius of one hour. Also given in this table is the

relative accessibility for centers offering equivalent services

at each level. The fairly small time-distance requirements

needed to reach the higher level centers contributes greatly to

the difficulties of survival of many smaller centers. With the

further improvement of roads and the means of transportation

the small centers will be even more susceptible to being by-

passed in favor of larger centers that have a wider range of

goods and services available.

It is important to note that the density of trade centers

is not significantly different throughout most of the province.

The general density figures apply to almost 85 per cent of the

area under study, excluding only the southwestern corner and

much of the northern fringe of the agricultural area. Thus,

areas settled earliest (e.g., the southeast) are little differ-

ent now, in trade center density from those settled much later

(e.g., the west-central area), Nor is the density much differ-

ent in areas where the farms average 1000 acres, as in west-

central Saskatchewan, than it is in areas where the average size

of farm is only half that, as in the east-central part of the

province.

Within the area of relative uniformity in trade center

density important differences occur regarding the densities of

the various kinds of trade centers, In the western half of the
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TABLE 10: Average Density and Accessibility of Trade Centers,
Saskatchewan, 1961.

Centers in the Class Centers With the Same
Service

Type No. of Density Number2 No. of Number 2

of Centers per within Centers within
Center 1000 one one

sqmiles hour hour

Wholesale-3  11 0,1 1 11 1
Retail

Complete 29 0,2 1 40 1
Shopping

Partial 85 0,7 3 125 4
Shopping

Full 100 0.8 3 225 7
Convenience

Minimum 150 1.2 5 375 12
Convenience

Hamlet 404 3.3 13 779 25

Notes: 1. Based on total study area of 121,900 square miles.

2. Assumed speed of travel, 45 miles per hour over
straight-line routes.

3. Both types of Wholesale-Retail centers combined for
convenience,

province, for example, the general density of trade centers

comprises relatively more Hamlets and less convenience-type

centers than in the eastern half, Several areas are character-

ized by a dense clustering of Complete Shopping centers, as in

the north-central portion of Saskatchewan. Other areas have no

such configuration. The various arrangements of trade centers

found in the province represent different ways of achieving a

Pon
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spatial division of labor among centers. This may be due, on

the one hand, to unique sub-reginnal conditions including the

quality of soils, climate, transportation, non-agricultural

resources, or the initiative of local residents. On the other

hand, the differences may reflect different stages of development

of the trade center system from one area to another.

The uniform trade center density does not hold true for

those parts of the province with extremes in rural population

density (see Figure 6). The lowest trade center densities occur

in southwestern Saskatchewan where the agriculture tends to be

characterized by cattle ranching rather than by grain farming.

Rural population density is lowest in this area. The highest

trade center densities occur in the northeastern part of the

province where the greater rainfall and richer soils allow

smaller-than-average economic farm units. The uniform density

of centers is also disturbed by the presence of large areas of

sub-marginal land, varigated topography, or forests scattered

throughout the province.

Another facet of the density of trade centers not readily

seen on Figure 10 is the lower density of small trade centers

in proximity to large centers. Concentric zones described

around Complete Shopping centers (and higher ranking centers)

show the density of small centers to be two-thirds the provin-

cial average within a ten-mile radius. The provincial average

is equalled only up to 15 miles away from a large center, as

shown in Table 11. J.H, K-olb, investigating Wisconsin trade



TABLE 11: Density of Small Trade Centers" in Relation to
Distance from Large Centers) Saskatchewan, 1961.

Distance Number per
Zone 1000 sq. mi,

within 4.0
10 miles

10-15 6,3
miles

15-20 7.3
miles

Provincial
Average All 6.2
Small Centers

Hamlets, Minimum and Full Convenience Centers, and
Partial Shopping Centers only.
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centers in 1923, noted that higher ranking centers, because of

the large aggregate of services they provided, tended to

reduce the trading area of adjacent lower ranking centers.?'

This also conforms with Reillyt s "law of retail gravitation,2/'

where the retail pull of a center varies directly with the size

of the center and indirectly with the distance from the center,

and with more recent gravitation models. Not explained by any

of these models is whether continued expansion of the range

of services offered in the large center has a debilitating

effect on small nearby centers leading to their eventual demise.

This question is broached in the next chapter.
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Spacing of Trade Centers

The spacing of trade centers in Saskatchewan today reflects

the influence of the provincets railway grain collection system

that was established largely in the period 1900-1930. The rail-

ways located grain stops every six to ten miles along their

routes and then encouraged other commercial development there,

too. Over 95 per cent of existing trade centers are located

on rail lines; only 38 out of 779 are not thus situated (Figure

10). The average distance between trade centers of all types is

7.4 miles,

The characteristic spacing for each class of trade center is

given in Table 12, It shows the average minimum distance between

like centers: Hamlets, on- the average, are spaced 9o6 miles

apart, Minimum Convenience centers average 13.5 miles apart,

and so on. (Each center is also within 7.4 miles on the average

from a neighboring center of higher, lower, or the same rank

regardless of its own characteristic spacing.) The distances

separating all classes of centers up to, and including, Complete

Shopping centers are relatively small given automobile trans-

portation and the generally good roads of rural Saskatchewan.

Hamlets are less than fifteen minutes driving time apart; while

Complete Shopping centers are about one hour apart.

The regularity of spacing trade centers in any class increases

with the retail service level of the center. Table 12 gives the

range of spacing for each level of center and it can be seen that



Actual Spacing

Avg.
Distance

E t a
Expected Spacing"'

Range of
Spacing

( m i 1 e s )

Primary
Wholesale-Retail

Secondary
Wholesale-Retail

Complete
Shopping

Partial
Shopping

Full
Convenience

Minimum
Convenience

Hamlet

144-0

76o5 99 - 185

39.5

22.4

1909

13.5

9.6

20 - 87

6 - 43

5 - 40

3 - 29

3 - 228

* Expected spacing based on "troot three" rule postulated by
Christaller that the spacing within any class in higher by

-,/3 than for the next lowest class.

the ratio of the highest to the lowest distances separating

Hamlets and Minimum Convenience centers is just over 9:1. For

successively higher level centers the spacing becomes progres-

sively less variant; not only is the ratio between highest and

lowest distances smaller for large centers, but the spacing

between a greater proportion of centers falls closer to the

mean for the class.

Type of
Center

260,0

150.0

86.6

49,9

I:
16.6

9,6

7

TABLE 12: Actual and Theoretical Spacing Within Trade Centex
Classes, Saskatchewan, 1961

120
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Also given on this table is the expected characteristic

spacing for all classes of centers under a theoretical hexa-

gonal scheme: ioe., the spacing within any class is higher by

- /3 than for the next lowest class. The disparity between

the real and theoretical spacing shown here further emphasizes

the inappropriateness of such a spatial model for describing the

Saskatchewan trade center system.

It also can be seen that despite a more or less regular

linear arrangement of centers there is a variety of

intervals existing between like centers along the rail lines.

Even under the influence of transportation routes, a more regu-

lar spacing should have been expected much in the manner of the

sequence postulated by Kolb and by Christaller. The latterts

spatial model of a transportation-oriented system is shown in

Figure 11. The expected sequence of different types of

centers along transport routes would be, for example, 5,1,2,1,

3,1,2,1,4 over half the distance between Complete Shopping

centers (where 5 = a Complete Shopping center, 4 = a Partial

Shopping center, etc.). Neither a sequence of this sort nor

any other regular arrangement occurs in Saskatchewan; Figure

11 shows a typical portion of the provincets trade center system.

Within all classes of centers up to Complete Shopping centers

there are at least several instances of two or more like cen-

ters situated adjacent tp one another along rail lines and not

separated by a center of either higher or lower rank. In such

instances the spacing would seem to be insufficient to provide
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an adequate size of trade area. The importance of this facet

of the spatial pattern for the growth or decline of trade

centers is examined in the next chapter.

Size and Shape of Trade Areas

On the evidence thus far presented it is clear that the

trade areas of Saskatchewan are generally not hexagonal in form,

or even circular. Both the size and shape of trade areas have

been affected by the railway orientation of the trade center

system. For example, the average spacing of trade centers

along rail lines is less (6-10 miles) than the typical spacing

between rail lines (12-15 miles). This causes the trade areas

of those centers located on railways to be elongated at right

angles to the line, This phenomenon is seen in the portion

of the trade center system reproduced in Figure 11. The trade

areas shown are for convenience level goods and services; they

encompass areas of approximately 320 miles each.

Table 13 gives the average sizes of trade areas for all

levels of centers. They have been calculated in a similar

manner to that described for Table 8, above. The areas indi-

cated on the table are for all centers offering an equivalent

level of services. If the trade areas were circular, Hamlets,

for example, would be at the center of a circle of 7 miles

radius, and so on. Average sizes and shapes vary somewhat

due to the lack of complete symmetry in the rail pattern, the

presence of natural barriers such as lakes and rivers, and the

occurrence of provincial and international boundaries.
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TABLE 13; Average Size of Trade Area for Various Types of
Trade Centers, Saskatchewan, 1961.

Type of Size of Trade Area1
Center (square miles)

Wholesale- 2

Retail 11,090

Complete
Shopping 3,050

Partial
Shopping 975

Full
Convenience 543

Minimum
Convenience 325

Hamlet 157

Notes: 1. Obtained by dividing the size of the total
area under study (121,900 square miles) by
the total number of centers offering the
particular level service (centers in the
class plus all higher ranking centers),

2, Both types of Wholesale-Retail centers
combined for convenience.

The elliptical trade area becomes a less distinguishing

feature of trade centers at higher retail service levels. The

irregular spacing of trade centers of any class, as noted

above, causes trade areas of convenience centers and Partial

Shopping centers to vary considerably in size and shape, Some

are elongated along the axis of a rail line) others are nearly

circular, and still others are a combination of these two

The more regular spacing of Complete Shoppingshapes,
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centers brings a return to more regular sized trade areas. The

latter trading areas still vary greatly in shape due to the

effect of boundaries, submarginal land, natural barriers, and

transport routes.

The pattern of trade areas for Complete Shopping centers,

and for higher ranking centers offering this level of retail

service, is shown on Figure 12. The trade areas have been

defined by lines drawn at the mid-point along highways separ-

ating Complete Shopping centers, then adjusted for rivers, lakes,

and differences in the size of competing centers. Larger cities,

it was assumed, attract customers from a greater distance than

the average Complete Shopping center. The boundaries of trade

areas are drawn along the boundaries of rural municipalities,

which accounts for the square corners and the somewhat distorted

shapes of trade areas* However, the approximation of size and

shape is assumed to be close and the use of the minor civil

divisions allows the best possibility for comparisons between

centers since it is the smallest areal unit for which data is

generally available. Tables 14 and 15 present comparisons of

these trade centers and their trade areas for a number of

characteristics.

Complete Shopping centers serve as the local "downtown" for

residents of farms and small towns in rural Saskatchewan. These

centers are of growing importance in the trade center system as

rural residents demand and are able to support centers offering

more specialized goods and services. The median values reported
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TABLE 14: Trade Center and Trade Area Characteristics of
Complete Shopping Centers, Saskatchewan, 1961

Shopping Center
Chn ctrisis

araaa Tra d e
Area
Size

(sq.mi.)

Trade Area
Characteristics

Complete
Shopping
Center

Center Number
Pop.

(000ts)

Retail Per Cent
Trade
Area

Pop.

of Sales
Firms 1957

($mill

Trade
Area

Pop.
(000ts)

Small
Trade
Centers

Assiniboia 2.5 73 5-3 14 5,120 18.0 29
Biggar 2.7 52 3,9 31 1,918 8,7 12
Canora 2.1 73 3.2 11 2,526 18.7 24
Eston 1.7 45 3,0 24 927 3.8 3

Fort
QutAppelle 1.5 44 1.4 14 1,631 10.9 11
Gravelbourg 1.5 47 2.3 21 1,642 7,8 12
Gull Lake 1.0 41 1.5 43 1,2 2 3.0 2
Hudson Bay 1.6 41 1.6 22 3,333 7.3 10
Humboldt 3o2 79 5o3 16 2,317 20.1 20

Indian Head 1.8 53 3.0 15 1,674 11.9 13
Kamsack 3.0 70 3.9 35 1,147 8q4 5
Kelvington 0.9 41 1.5 20 965 4.5 5
Kerrobert 1.2 40 1.9 23 1,713 7.5 10
Kindersley 3,0 68 7.0 28 2,593 10.5 13

Leader 1.2 44 1.4 16 2$037 7,4 9
Maple Creek 2.3 65 4.7 44 1,919 5.2 3
Meadow Lake 2.8 71 4.3 26 4.358 11.0 8
Melfort 4.0 93 5.5 23 2,119 1742 17

Moosomin 1.8 54 3.1 8 3#325 22.0 23

Nipawin 3.8 90 4.5 25 3,124 15o4 13

Outlook
R t n

1.3
2 5

44
67

1.6
6.3 14 4,9504

18.0
ose-,JyY.L ow . H - i

Shaunavon
Tisdale
Unity
Wadena

Watrous

2.2
2.4
1.9
1.3

74
69
52
51

4,8
4,6
3.4
2.2

21
18
30
11

1.5 52 2.0 12
8 2

Wilkie 1.0 4 2,O 4
Wynyard 1.7 55 3,0 12

Median Values l.8 53 3,0 21
I -- - 1

5,766b
1,803
1,009
1 0).

11.*4
13.2
6 3

11

29

18
15

10

2,743 12.2 23
1,478 6.6 5
2,001 13.7 15

1,919 10.9 13
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in the table reflect the characteristics of the typical Complete

Shopping center in the province. Complete Shopping centers

have about 53 different retail and service establishments and

a population of about 1800. The trade area they serve covers

nearly two thousand square miles in which reside just over ten

thousand people. A trade area this size) if circular in form,

would have a radius of about 25 miles, or the equivalent of

about three quarters of an hour in auto travel from the outer-

most limits. There are typically 13 small trade centers within

such trade areas. The median value of retail sales in Complete

Shopping centers in 1957 was 3 million dollars. It is noteworthy

that older, well established centers tend to fall above the

median values in all the characteristics cited* Centers new to

this class, on the other hand$ tend to have values below the

median. Many of the new centers have developed in the inter-

stices of previously established trade areas of Complete Shop-

ping centers. It is significant that such growth is possible

and that these new centers can be sustained on generally smaller

trading areas and lower retail sales levels. It suggests the

possibility for further filling in the pattern of Complete

Shopping centers in areas now seemingly under-served. The

southeast and northwest corners of the province appear most in

need of such filling in of the pattern,

New Complete Shopping centers will emerge from Partial

Shopping centers of today. Some 45 per cent of the latter cen-

ters presently are located on or near the boundaries between

no



COMPLETE SHOPPING
CENTER TRADE AREAS*
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* See Table 14 for Names and Descriptions
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Complete Shopping center trade areas. Such locations are

advantageous for future development because they afford a maxi-

mum of isolation from competing higher level centers,

The same set of trade center characteristics, except for

retail sales volumes which were not available, is presented

for Wholesale-Retail centers of the province in Table 15.

These eleven cities have a median population just over 11,000

and a median array of more than 200 retail and service

establishments. Their trade areas are larger than for Complete

Shopping centers, thus reflecting the greater attractiveness of

the cities. Each city also constitutes a larger proportion of

its total trade area population.

TABLE 15: Trade Center and Trade Area Characteristics of
Wholesale-Retail Centers, Saskatchewan, 1961.

Wholesale-
Retail
Center

Estevan
Lloydminster
Melville
Moose Jaw
North Battleford
Prince Albert
Regina
Saskatoon
Swift Current
Weyburn
Yorkton

Trade Center
Characteristics

Center
Pop.

000?s)

7.7
5,7
5.2

33.2
11.2
24.2

L12.1
95o5
12.2
9.1

10.0

Number
of

Firms

165
115
117
487
289
352

1,518
1,310

200
136
227

Per Cent
Trade
Area

Pop.

26
16
30
64
33
43
82
73
36
32
28

Trade Area
Characteristics

Trade Trade No. of
Area Area Small
Size Pop. Trade
(sq.mi.)(000rs)Centers

4,611
51308
1,760
5,226
5,120
6,991
5,086
5,762
5,546
4,805
3,166

30.1
34.2
17.1
52.2
34.4
56.2

137.9
130.3

33,6
28.3
31.6

31
30
14
38
38
45
42
33
32
32
26

Median Values 11,2 227 33 5,120 34Q2 32
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D, THE PROSPECTS FOR STABILITY IN THE TRADE CENTER SYSTEM

The prevailing theme in this study is the effect of recent

changes in agriculture and rural life on the trade centers and

trade areas of rural Saskatchewan. The changes that most

affect the trade center system are (1) rural depopulation,

caused by increasingly larger farms; (2) an expanded physical

mobility, due to improved means of travel and improved roads;

and (3) an increased "worldliness" among rural people, encouraged

by growing farm income levels, increased leisure time$ and

exposure to the many xmass media. These changes have achieved

considerable momentum in the past two decades and have affected

the trade center system significantly, as the next chapter will

show. Not only is it expected that these changes will continue,

but the outlook is that some, at least, will be accelerated in

the next two decades. What then are the prospects for the

present-day pattern of trade centers and trade areas described

above?

Rural population dropped by one-third in the two decades

just past and was accompanied by a similar drop in the density

of rural population and in the number of farms. Increased

efficiency in farm machinery and improved farm technology are

inevitable in the future, as they are in all walks of life, with

the result that farms will get even larger. With more farm

people forced off the land, trade area populations will further

shrink. If depopulation continues its 1941-61 pace to 1981,

the rural trade area population equivalent to every third trade
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center will have left the countryside. Such a loss is more

critical for small centers that tend to supply those goods

and services of which people buy more or less regular amounts

regardless of changes in their incomes or tastes. This also

means that the trading area for small centers will have to

expand by almost one-half on the average in order to encompass

the same number of people as are presently in their hinterlands.

The farther people have to travel to a small center the more

likely they are to by-pass it altogether and patronize a larger

center in the vicinity.

The physical mobility of farm residents in Saskatchewan

effectively doubled in the decade 1941-51. Virtually no farm

was without a car or truck by 1951, whereas ten years before

only half the farm families were so equipped.Sil The team-haul

community could noilonger be a reality when the time consumed

in travel by auto would cover six or more times the distance

of equivalent travel time by horse and wagon. This increase in

mobility, abetted as it has been by improved roads, has meant

that equal travel time today gives rural people access to

forty times more trade centers than with the previous mode of

travel. Moreover, the increased ease of travel afforded by

the automobile likely prompts longer trips to fulfill needs for

goods and services.28

Despite the thinning out of trade centers that has already

occurred, the present density of trade centers and their spacing
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is still related to team travel. Within one-half hourts drive

in rural Saskatchewan today there are at least six centers

offering Hamlet-level goods and services, three offering Mini-

mum Convenience level goods and services, and two offering

the equivalent of Full Convenience centers. Given the accessi-

bility of the automobile afforded todayts rural residents,

such densities seem unwarranted. For example$ if we were to

assume 15 minutes to be a reasonable maximum in travel time

in rural Saskatchewan to obtain the daily necessities offered

in Hamlets and convenience centers, it would mean that fully

one-half of the small centers presently in these classes could

be dispensed with. Furthermore, the future holds the high

probability of two or more cars per family, which will further

increase the number of centers that can be contacted and the

distance that can be travelled without inconveniencing the

entire household.

Saskatchewan farmers have experienced a continued bettering

of their income level in the past two decades as well as de-

creasing its variability from year to year. Mechanization has

permitted an increase in scale, effectiveness, and timeliness

of farm operations resulting in higher output and income per

operator and less fluctuation in yields and prices. Progress in

agricultural science has added further to farm income stability,

as has increased government participation in marketing of farm

products. These influences on income will continue to apply

in the future and incomes will continue to rise. This will

tend to favor the purchase of more specialized goods and services

RM
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and thus the trade centers that can supply them. In areas

lacking in readily accessible centers of the desired caliber

it will act as an incentive for their establishment, or more

likely for the expansion of already existing large centers.

Increased income of farmers will not directly affect the

level or amount of commercial activity in small centers to any

great degree, However, when higher income levels are accom-

panied by increased leisure time and facilitated by improved

mobility the trip to the more specialized center to spend the

added increment of income often leads to purchases that could

have been made at a small, nearby center, The situation thus

begins to resemble that in urban areas with the establishment

of new "one-stop" sub-regional shopping centers. Local mer-

chants tend to receive a smaller proportion of the sales they

normally received in the past.

A rise in the income level also has implications for

public services by raising the demand for them and the ability

to pay for them. Many trade centers that presently lack a good

system of public utilities, roads, etc. are still too small in

population to accede to such demands. As a result they are

likely to be by-passed as places of residence for farm famil-

ies seeking more "urban" surroundings, This tendency will

further concentrate activities in larger and more developed

centers,

The prospects for trade centers and trade areas i n light

of the changes discussed are for substantial thinning out of
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small centers as a result of depopulation and increased mobil-

ity. Consequently, there will be an enlargement of the trading

areas of the remaining small centers, An almost opposite

prospect would seem to be in store for larger centers, Partial

and Complete Shopping centers, in particular, can expect to

increase in number (with their average trade areas growing

smaller as a result) due to increased incomes and mobility which

will support more centers supplying specialized goods and ser-

vices,

Although the tendencies expected in trade centers and trade

areas seem plausible, an exact rendering of the extent and

location of such changes is difficult to give. Since trends of

the next twenty years have their origins in the trends of the

past twenty years, among the best estimates of the future will

be extrapolations of the 1941-61 changes in trade centers and

trade areas, A view of these changes is given in the next chap-

ter.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CHANGES IN THE TRADE CENTER SYSTEM, 1941-1961

Since 1941, the trade center system of Saskatchewan has

undergone a number of changes that stem from rural depopulation,

increasing farm size, and expanded mobility and income. There

has been the demise of a large number of centers and the decline

of many more. In contrast, the twenty years prior to 1941

showed a continuing increase in rural population, farm size,

and a net growth in the number of farm trade centers. Between

1921 and 1941 over two hundred centers emerged and were sus-

tained, or an increase of almost one-third over the number of

centers existing in 1921. There has also been a change in

the distribution of trade center classes in the hierarchy of

centers, as well as a change in the spatial distribution of

trade centers, These changes are discussed below, and the

portent for the future on the basis of an extrapolation of the

1941-61 trends is given. In the course of the discussion, the

hypotheses posed in Chapter Two regarding changes in the trade

center system are tested and the results presented.
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A. CHANGES IN THE TRADE CENTER HIERARCHY

Changes in Absolute Numbers by Trade Center Classes

Since 1941,when Saskatchewan recorded its largest number

of extant trade centers, there has been a decrease of 127, or

14 per cent, over the total twenty years ago. The decade

1941-51 was the first time the province experienced a net loss

in trade center numbers; although 69 new trade centers emerged

in that decade, 83 expired. In the succeeding decade the net

loss was much greater. Table 16 presents the picture of

aggregate changes in the provincels trade center system from

1941-1961.

TABLE 16: Aggregate Changes in the
Saskatchewan, 1941-1961

Trade Center System,

1941-1951 1951-1961

No. of Trade Centers
at the Start of the Period

No. of Trade Centers
Emerging in the Decade

No of Trade Centers
Expiring in the Decade

No, of Trade Centers
Declining (but not
expiring ) in the Decade

Source: Dun & Bzadstreet, Reference Book, 1940, 1950,

1961

892906

69

779

16

129

142

1961.
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It can be seen from this table that besides outright disappear-

ance of some centers, the system suffered considerable decline

among its centers in the same period -- 142 declined in commer-

cial status between 1941 and 1951 and 148 more declined in the

following decade. Thus, the past twenty years have seen an

increase in the rate of both demise and decline among centers in

Saskatchewan. Furthermore, these changes have been general

across the province as can be seen in Figure 13.

Viewing the changes in terms of trade center classes, four

classes experienced net increases in numbers in the past twenty

years, two classes had not decreased in numbers, and one class

(that containing only Saskatoon and Regina) remained constant

(Table 17). Of the four classes that had not gains in numbers--

Secondary Wholesale-Retail, Complete Shopping, and Partial

Shopping centers and Hamlets -- the unweighted average increase

was l per cent. Of the two classes that had net losses in

numbers -- Full Convenience and Minimum Convenience centers --

the average decline was 45 per cent.

The changes in the trade center classes were largely one-

step changes of either growth or decline. Only 3 per cent of

the centers that either grew or declined in trade center status

moved through more than one class in the trade center hierarchy,

and none moved more than two classes. The matrix of trade

center changes presented in Table l indicates the proportion of

centers in each class at the beginning and end of the period.

Each row of the matrix gives the proportion in each class (as

specified by the columns) at the end of the 1941-1961 period
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given that they were in one class (as specified by the rows) at

the beginning of the period, It is not unrealistic to think of

these proportions as statistical probabilities of changes that

might occur over the next two decades.v

Altogether there are only four non-zero cells beyond the

diagonals adjacent to the main diagonal, the latter of which

indicate movements of only one class, in Table 18. The three

classes in which two-step changes occurred include the Full and

Minimum Convenience centers which experienced both growth and

decline of this degree in some of their centers and the Partial

Shopping centers which showed a few centers declining by this

degree. The proportions of centers in each class which remained

TABLE 17: Changes in the Number and Proportion of Trade Centers
by Functional Class, Saskatchewan, 1961-1961.

Type of 1941 1951 1961 f% Change
Trade Center No. f No. f No. f 1941-1961

Primary
Wholesale-Retail 2 0.2 2 0,2 2 0.3 040

Secondary I
Wholesale-Retail 5 0.6 8 0,9 9 l.2 80.0

Complete
Shopping 26 2,9 23 2.6 29 3,7 11.6

Partial
Shopping 57 6.3 66 7o4 85 10.9 49.2

Full
Convenience 171 18,9 169 l8,9 100 12.7 -41,5

Minimum
Convenience 287 31,8 191 21.4 150 19.4 -47

Hamlet 358 39.3 433 48.6 404 51,8 12,8

All Trade 906 100.0 892 10040 779 10090 -14.0
Centers

Source: Same as Table 16.
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TABLE 18: Changes in the Proportion of Trade Centers in Each
Class, Saskatchewan, 1941-1961,

Class of Center in 1961

(percentages)

Class of Center
in 1941

New Center
(1942-51)

Hamlet

Min. Convenience

Full Convenience

Partial Shopping

Complete Shopping

Secondary Wholesal
Retail

Primary Wholesale
Retail

Expired Ham-
by 1961 let

Min, Full Part. Comp, Sec. Prim.
Conv Conv. Shop. Shop. W-R W-R

K
N48 52

5N
46 52 02

02 63 27
N

07 01

06 2 8 3 9

02 19 N, 63

26 01

16
IN

12 --- 73
N

100
*N

100

stable in the past twenty-year period are revealed through the

percentages in the main diagonal. It can be seen that each of

the three lowest ranking types of centers have the least stability:

both types of convenience centers have proportions well below 50

per cent in the main diagonal, while the Hamlet class has only 52

per cent showing stability in the period. In each of these lowest

ranking classes there are also large entries in the diagonal

immediately to the left of the main diagonal thereby indicating

that the lack of stability is due to substantial decline or demise

occurring in these classes.
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Two other facets of change in the Saskatchewan trade cen-

ter system are revealed in this table. First, there is a some-

what ambivalent behavior among the centers at the middle of the

trade center hierarchy. Full Convenience centers shifted

equally in both directions; to some extent, but less pronoun-

ced, the behavior is repeated by the Partial Shopping centers

and the Complete Shopping centers. This seems to be a clear

indication of the state of flux in the current organization of

the trade center system particularly in its middle range. The

second aspect to be noted is the high mortality rate among the

centers that emerged subsequent to 1941, Of the latter centers,

which were shown to be present in 1951, fully 48 per cent had

disappeared by 19614 Most of the recently appearing centers are

very small which probably accounts largely for their high rate

of early disappearance.

The Changing Distribution of Trade Center Classes

Along with the changes in the number of trade centers since

1941 has come a distinct shift in the proportion of trade cen-

ters accounted for by each class. These changes in distribution

within the trade center hierarchy are shown on Figure 14 and

in Tables 17 and 18. According to these data, three situa-

tions are developing in the trade center system. First, there

is a growing number and proportion of the lowest level centers,

Hamlets; Hamlets now account for more than one-half of all the

27
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trade centers in Saskatchewan, although in numbers they have

undergone a slight downturn from the high reached in 1951.

The reason for this growing proportion of Hamlets is not the

emergence of new centers but rather the deoline among Minimum

Convenience centers. Second, there is a very fast rate of

decline among trade centers of the convenience type. For both

Minimum and Full Convenience centers the rate of decline

actually increased in the second of the two decades under

study. And,, third, there is a large increase in the propor-

tion of trade centers accounted for by the four top classes,

There were only 90 of them in 1941 and they accounted for 10

per cent of the total; now there are 125 of them and they

account for 16 per cent.

In the literature reviewed in Chapter Two inferences were

drawn by several authors upon assessing changes in trade center

systems that commercial needs of rural people were being served

increasingly by only two types of centers -- those serving

local, day-to-day needs and those serving specialized needs

of large areasi4 This prompted the formulation of Hypothesis

(2) such that this might be found to be occurring in Saskatch-

ewan. The sharp decline of the convenience type of center

heretofore known in the province may presage a pattern like

that hypothesized (see Table 18). Local, day-to-day needs may be

met adequately in centers much like present Hamlets, the

majority of which will be convenience centers that decline in

the next two decades. Today, there are one-third less con-

venience centers than Hamlets, whereas twenty years ago there
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were almost 30 per cent more,

The picture of changes in the upper end of the trade center

hierarchy is not as clear as for the lower end. Excluding the

two provincial centers, Regina and Saskatoon, there has been an

increase in the number and proportion of Partial Shopping, Com-

plete Shopping, and Secondary Wholesale-Reatil centers since 1941.

There does not, however, appear to be any strong tendency for

the convergence of higher ranking centers into one type of

shopping center providing specialized goods and services to

rural residents over large areas. Another possibility is

suggested by the strong increase in the number and proportion

(almost 50 per cent in both cases) of Partial Shopping centers.

The latter centers may develop a special role as an intermediate

level shopping center for rural residents much as do"community

shopping areaslt for residents in a large city. Partial Shopping

centers have been emerging at remarkably regular intervals and

their characteristic spacing is now just over 22 miles. Assuming

half this distance to constitute the radius of their trading

area, this puts them easily within twenty minutes drive of rural

residents at the extremes of the trading area. A third, or upper,

level of specialization in trade centers might then be postulated

on the basis of the data presented. Both Secondary Wholesale-

Retail and Complete Shopping centers have increased substan-

tially in number and proportion with new ones emerging at inter-

vals of 30-50 miles (see Figure 15).
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Rates of Change Among Trade Center Classes

The aggregate changes in the number of trade centers in

each class show only part of the picture of what has been

occurring. Each class of center was experienced different rates

of growth, and decline, and stability, In Table 19 are the

results of grouping together those centers in each class that

either shifted up one or more classes ("growing"), shifted

downward one or more classes ("declining"), or remained in the

same class ("Stable") over each of the two decades from 1941.

Thus, the rates of change as well as the tendency for these rates

to increase or decrease can be seen.

TABLE 19: Proportion of "Growing," "Stable, and "Declining"
Trade Centers, Saskatchewan, 1941-1951 and 1951-1961.

Type of Growing Stable Declining
Trade Center 1941-51 1951-61 1941-51 1951-61 1941-51 1951-61

(p e r c e n t a g e s)

Primary
Wholesale-Retail -- -- 100.0 100,0 -- --

Secondary
Wholesale-Retail -- -- 100.0 100.0 -- --

Complete
Shopping 11.5 4.2 7'7.0 95.8 11.5 --

Partial
Shopping 5.3 9.1 75.4 78.8 19.3 12.1

Full
Convenience 14.3 20.1 72.0 46.8 13.7 33.1

Minimum
Convenience 11.0 6.3 53.8 48.7 35.0 45.0

Hamlet 3.7 2.1 73.6 68.5 22.7 29.4

Source: Same as Table 16



In each of the three lowest classes of trade centers there

has been a marked increase in the rate of decline. This has been

accompanied by a decrease in stability among these classes.

However, these changes were not as great for Hamlets in the

province as for the convenience type of centers. Nearly 70 per

cent of the Hamlets remained in the class they were in at the

beginning of each decade while for the convenience centers the

figure was less than 50 per cent remaining stable. Similarly,

Hamlets increased their rate of decline at a lesser pace than

for the convenience centers. Growth among these lowest level

centers was not as consistent as the picture of decline: both

Hamlets and Minimum Convenience centers experienced a halving of

the proportion growing to a higher class, but the Full Conven-

ience centers increased substantially their ability to grow into

Partial Shopping centers4

The foregoing data generally substantiates the thesis that

small trade centers are declining at a faster rate than large

trade centers, as posited by Hypothesis (1). However, what would

have been expected -- an increasing rate of decline for each

successively lower rank of center -- is not fully borne out by

these findings. Hamlets are declining at a high rate, but it is

only two-thirds the rate of decline of the Minimum Convenience

centers and is less than for the Full Convenience centers, at

least in the 1951-1961 decade. Apparently, the most unstable

groups of centers are the two types of convenience centers.
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Population Changes of Trade Centers

Although in this study population change is not considered

a sufficient measure of trade center viability, it is inter-

esting to note the population changes coincident with the chan-

ges in centers just described. It is not possible to derive a

complete picture of trade center population changes due to the

paucity of data regarding unincorporated centers, but for the

more than half that are incorporated information is available.,

Population changes for 478 trade centers for the period 1941-

1961 are presented in Table 20. The seven size categories used

here closely approximate the ranges of population into which

fall the seven trade center classes used previously: i.e.,

Hamlets are mostly less than 150 population, Minimum Conven-

ience centers are mostly less than 300 population, and so on.

TABLE 20: Population Changes by Size of Incorporated Trade
Center, Saskatchewan, 1941-51 and 1951-61,

Population1/ 1941-1951 1951-1961
Size Class No. Growig Declining No.Growin Declining

or Stablev No. or StableN No.

40,000 + 2 -- 0 2 - 0
5,000-39,999 5 - 0.0 6 -- 0,0
1,000- 4,999 23 -- 0.0 29 - 0.0

500-999 29 7 19.5 44 7 13,7

300-499 60 13 17.8 88 17 13,7
150-299 130 48 27.0 112 37 24.8

0-149 97 64 39.7 82 54 39.7

TOTAL 346 132 27.6 363 115 23.6

Source: Census of Canada.

Notes: 1. Population at the beginning of each decade.
2. Includes all centers experiencing no decline in

each decade.

I



Again it can be seen that small trade centers are most

susceptible to decline (population decline in this case).

Almost 40 per cent of the centers with less than 150 residents

declined in size in the 1941-1961 period, whereas for the next

highest category the rate of decline was only two-thirds that

pace. Among the larger centers, none over 1000 population in

1941 suffered a drop in population up to 1961. These data may

be viewed in at least three ways: in the first place they show

that no matter what the functional level of a center it is more

likely to lose population if it is small in size to begin with.

In the second place, since the size classes parallel retail

service levels, they show that Hamlets are more likely to lose

population than higher ranking centers. Undoubtedly, if data

were available for unincorporated centers which comprise the bulk

of Hamlets and which seldom exceed 100 population, these

relatinnships would be even stronger. The third way of view-

ing these data is, however, not as consistent with previous

findings: for example, the two types of convenience centers which

fall almost entirely within the population categories 150-299

and 300-499 have not shown as much tendency to decline in popu-

lation size as they did in retail service level.
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B. CHANGES IN THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TRADE CENTERS

The changes in the trade center system of Saskatchewan for

the 1941-1961 period pictured in Figures 13 and 15 do not

exhibit readily apparent spatial patterns. Indeed, it is the

purpose of this study to determine if any such patterns exist,

Hence, we now will analyze the changes that have been mapped here

in terms of three spatial dimensions: density, spacing, and

location of trade centers, Density is measured for all centers

and for each type of center in the total area of the province,

This allows, among other things, comparisons to be made of

changes in the relative accessibility of trade centers, Den-

sity will also be measured for sub-areas of the province to

determine if there have been regional differences in the pattern

of trade center change. Density, combined with a measure of

location, is used to examine the effect on small trade centers

located in proximity to large centers, The spacing between

trade centers in distance (and time) terms is investigated for

the beginning and the end of the period. Spacing of centers of

the same class is combined with a measure of location to deter-

mine the effect of below-average spacing on adjacent like-centers,

a widespread spatial phenomenon in Saskatchewan.

The Changing Density of Trade Centers

The Province-wide Picture. The general density of trade

centers in Saskatchewan declined at a similar rate to the decline
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in the number of centers since 1941 (the same land base prevails

in both cases). That is, there was a drop of 14 per cent in the

density of all trade centers measured across the province which

lowered the density from 7.4 to 6*4 per 1000 square miles.

As a consequence, rural families today have access to one less

trade center offering at least Hamlet-level goods and services

within one-half hour (by auto) radius than they had in 1941.

Among the various classes of trade centers the changes in

density differ according to the changes in number experienced

by each class. These are reported in Table 21. This table

shows the accessibility for each type of center relative to

their general density throughout the province. Hamlets, as a

group, are more accessible now than they were in 1941, and the

same is true for Partial Shopping centers and all higher ranking

places. Convenience centers, on the other hand, have become

almost one-half as accessible as they were twenty years ago

because of their much fewer numbers,

Also shown on this table, and possibly most important, is

the relative accessibility of various levels of goods and ser-

vices. Since, as we have seen, rural residents do not restrict

their shopping for particular goods and services to a single

center offering only that level, it is important to note the

change in relative accessibility of equivalent-centers. Thus,

it can be seen that each of the three lower levels of goods

and services are less accessible today than in 1941, whereas

for the four top categories the accessibility is greater today.
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TABLE 21: Density and Relative Accessibility of Trade Centers,

Saskatchewan, 1941-1961.

No. of Centers

Density
(N6/1000 sq. mi.

No.Within One
Hour by Car

1961:

No. of Centers

Density
(No/lOO sq.mi.

No.Within One
Hour by Car

4amlet Nn.
Conv.

Full Part. CompWholesale
Conv. Shop. Shop Retail

All
Centers

)

358

2.9

287

2,3

9

)

404

3.3

10

7

150

1.2

4

171 57 26 7

1.4 0.5 0.2

4 1.5

100

1

0.1

0.4

85 29 11

0.8 0.7 0.3

2

0.1

2 1 04

906

7.4

23

779

5o4

20

Centers Offering
Equivalent Level
Services:

No. Within
i-hour by car

1941: 7.4 4.5 2.1 0.7 0-3 0.1 ---
1961: 6,4 3-1 18 1.0 0-3 01l ---

This finding further emphasizes the difficulty small trade cen-

ters have in maintaining their competitive position in the trade

center system.
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Sub-regional Differences in Trade Center Density. The

densities of trade centers in various parts of Saskatchewan for

both 1941 and 1961 are shown in Figure 16. The province, as

divided here into roughly 10,000 square mile sections, evidences

a high degree of uniformity in the density of trade centers at

both the beginning and end of the period, except for the south-

western and northern fringe areas. The change in density did

not, however, affect all areas to a similar degree. Southern

and western parts of the province declined in trade center density

between 11 and 26 per cent. Eastern, central, and northern

Saskatchewan experienced only a 1 to 12 per cent range in the

decline of trade center density. Further, if we divide the

province into eastern and western halves it will be seen that

average trade center densities declined by about 8 and 16 per

cent, respectively. This is explainable largely by the fact that

the western half of the province generally has suffered more and

faster rural depopulation than the eastern half. In the twenty

years prior to 1941, the western half of Saskatchewan increased

its farm size almost 40 per cent faster and had a net loss in

rural population of about 12 per cent compared to the eastern

half which continued to show a net gain in rural population of

43 per cent in the 1921-1941 period. It is only since 1941 that

eastern Saskatchewan has picked up the tempo of change of the

western area in terms of depopulation and expanding farm size.

Since it must be assumed that trade center decline and demise

follow rural depopulation (probably after some lag as individual

firms attempt to adjust), the differences just cited between
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western and eastern Saskatchewan are understandable. Moreover,

we should expect trade center densities in eastern parts of the

province to decline more rapidly in the coming decades than in

those just past.

There are also important sub-regional differences between

eastern and western Saskatchewan in the mixture of trade centers

that comprise the density distribution of each area, Western

Saskatchewan ts trade centers at the present time include an

above-average proportion of Hamlets -- 57 per cent in the west

compared to 52 per cent for the province and 48 per cent for

the east. The same relationships prevailed in 1941 with

Hamlets being relatively more numerous in the west than in the

east. The converse was true for the two types of convenience

centers, where in both 1941 and 1961 the west had proportionately

less convenience centers among its trade centers than did the

east. If this is indicative of a more advanced stage of devel-

opment in the trade center system in the western part of

Saskatchewan, then the eastern part of the province must expect

a substantial lowering of its proportion of convenience centers

and a raising of its proportion of Hamlets.

Changes in Small Trade Centers Situated in Proximity to Large

Centers

Hypothesis (.a), posed in Chapter Two, contended that if

large centers had a debilitating effect on small nearby centers,



TABLE 22: Change in Density of Small Trady/Centers in Relation
to Distance from Large Centers, -'Saskatchewan,
1941-1961.

1941 1961 Per cent
Distance No./1000 No./1000 Chan e
Zone sq. mi. sq. mi. 1941-91

within
10 miles 5.2 4.0 -23ol

10-15
miles 7,6 6.3 -17.1

15-20
miles 8.2 7.3 -11.0

Prov. Avg.
All Small 7.2 6.2 -16,7
Centers

Notes: 1. Complete Shopping centers and above.

The data show that in 1941 as well as in 1961 the density

of small trade centers decreased with increasing proximity to

large centers. Not until the distance was between 10 and 15

miles was the average density for small centers reached in either

case. That this is more than the phenomenon of large centers
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then we should find the density of small trade centers to be

decreasing with increasing proximity to larger centers. It has

already been demonstrated (see Chapter Three) that this was the

case in 1961. Table 22 presents data for both 1941 and 1961 on

the density of small trade centers (Partial Shopping centers and

smaller) within three concentric zones -- 0-10 miles, 10-15

miles, and 15-20 miles -- around all large trade centers

(Complete Shopping centers and larger).
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having larger trade areas than small centers in the same goods,

as noted by Kolb, is the fact that the density of the small

nearby centers within the 0-10 mile zone decreased during the

period. Furthermore, the decrease in density was 40 per cent

faster than the decrease in density of small centers in the

province as a whole* In the 10-15 mile zone the density of small

trade centers closely approximates the provincial average, but

even here there is evidence that attrition of small centers may

be extended to a wider area soon.

The data show, conversely, that small centers beyond 15

miles from a large center are much less likely to decline in

density than those that are closer. This condition holds des-

pite the fact that the small centers are much closer together

in the 15-20 mile zone than in the province as a whole.

Another way in which to view the effect of large cen-

ters on small nearby centers is to examine the rate of decline

(and demise) in retail service level among the various classes

of small trade centers in the same three concentric zones,

i.e., Hypothesis (3b), The effect of proximity to large centers

on the rate of decline of small trade centers is shown in

Table 23. For all small centers within ten miles of a large

center, 61 per cent declined in retail service level compared

to a rate of decline of 51 per cent for all small trade centers

regardless of location. In the 10-15 mile zone, decline of

small centers was still above the provincial average for all

small centers. Small centers continued to decline in the outer
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zone, 15-20 miles, but the rate was considerably bielow the

provincial rate of decline for all small centers or for any

class of small centers.

TABLE 23: Rate of Decline Among Small Trade Ce ers in Rela-
tion to Distance from Large Centers, Saskatchewan,
1941-1961,

Notes: 1. Complete Shopping centers and above.

Hypothesis (3) both as regards to falling density and a

growing rate of decline among small trade centers that are sit-

uated in close proximity to large centers is borne out by the

data presented here. To give an even more precise picture of the

nature of trade center decline in Saskatchewani these findings

may be combined with the results of testing the first hypothesis,

which showed that small centers in general had the greatest

propensity to decline. That is, not only are small centers more

susceptible to decline in retail service level, but also the

closer they are located to large centers the greater are their
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chances to decline. In a zone up to 15 miles surrounding large

centers there is a probability of 0.55-0.61 that small centers

will decline and even expire.

Changes in the Spacing of Trade Centers

Observations made of recent changes in agriculture and rural

life -- of depopulation, increased physical mobility, and expan-

ded farm incomes -- suggest the possibility of complementary

changes in the spacing of trade centers, Depopulation reduces

the number of consumers in any given trade center hinterland and

thereby disadvantages those centers most dependent upon a certain

volume of customers to support their businesses, that is, Hamlets

and convenience centers. Increased mobility and income favor

more distant centers offering specialized goods and services, such

as the Partial Shopping centers and above. Hypothesis (4)

suggested changes of this sort might be found to increase the

distance between similar centers at the lower end of the trade

center hierarchy while decreasing the distance between similar

centers at the upper end of the hierarchy, Table 24 presents the

data resulting from testing this hypothesis.

Small trade centers, according to the table, are farther

apart today than in 1941 and large centers are closer together.

The characteristic spacing between Hamlets increased by more than

5 per cent even though the density of such centers increased in

the period. This is due to the decline of many convenience

centers, with their greater spacing, to Hamlet level. Minimum
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Primary
Wholesale-Retail

Convenience centers are about one-third farther apart and Full

Convenience centers one-fifth farther apart than either were in

1941. Partial Shopping and Complete Shopping centers and

Secondary Wholesale-Retail centers are all closer together on the

average. The Primary Wholesale-Retail centers of Regina and

Saskatoon remain, of course, as before.

Other than for the general division into small and large

trade centers just made, there is not a fully consistent pattern

of change in the characteristic spacing of trade centers such as

by increasing retail service level, by changes in density of
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TABLE 24: Characteristic Spacing Within Trade Center Classes,
Saskatchewan, 1941 and 1961.



centers, or by changes in number of centers. In some cases

changes in the spacing appear to have been affected by

areally selective tendencies. For example, Complete Shopping

centers, althnugh growing in number by more than 25 per cent

since 1951, tended to emerge in areas of the province where the

spacing of such centers was already small, and thus the charac-

teristic spacing of this class of centers was only decreased

by 2 per cent. And, as already noted, small trade centers in

proximity to large centers have declined in density faster than

small centers elsewhere which adds further to the increase in

spacing of small centers since those located close to large

centers were already more widely spaced. In other cases,

changes in spacing appear to be affected by local spatial

tendencies, such as the closeness of like centers, or by non-

spatial factors such as population characteristics. However,

it can be said that where the changes in the characteristic

spacing of a class of trade centers has been large, whether

decreasing or increasing, there has been a definite tendency to

more regular spacing of centers in the class.

Changes in the Linear Arrangement of Trade Centers

In Chapter -Three it was noted for 1961 that there existed

considerable variety in the sequence of different types of

trade centers in the linear arrangements that characterize the

spatial distribution of Saskatchewan centers. The variety was

no less evident in 1941, Then, as now, there were many instances
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of two or more like-centers situated adjacent to one another

along transport routes and not separated by a center of either

higher or lower rank.* It was suggested, therefore, that less-

than-average spacing of like centers might prove weakening to one

or both adjacent centers. The fifth, and final hypothesis

regarding changes in the trade center system proposed examining

the performance of adjacent like-centers relative to their spacing

in 1941. Table 25 gives the results of this test on all adjacent

pairs of the four types of centers at the lower and of the

hierarchy where such spacing is found.

TABLE 25: Effect of Spacing on Adjacent Pairs of Similar Small
Trade Centers, Saskatchewan, 1941-1961,

Type of No. Pairs Pairs Spaced Below Mean1'

Trade Adjacent
Center Centers No. No Change Decline

Pairs No. f No. f

Hamlet 91 87 25 29 62 71

Minimum
Convenience 78 73 10 14 63 86

Full
Convenience 26 26 5 20 20 80

Partial
Shopping 5 5 -- 5 100

Total 200 190 40 21 150 79

Notes: 1. See Table 24, above for characteristic spacing.

2. One center of pair declined or grew, or both declined.

The presence of an intervening center of different class
almost by definition means that like-centers are spaced at or
above the mean for their class.
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Two hundred pairs of trade centers of similar class were

found for 1941, and of these 190 or 95 per cent were spaced less

than the mean distance apart for their particular class. For

those pairs with spacing below the mean, 79 per cent experienced

growth or decline of one of the centers in the pair. In some

cases, both centers declined and in other cases one center grew

and one declined. The effect of such changes was either

absolute decline for one or both centers in the pair or at least

relative decline for one center as the other grew to a higher

retail service level. The remaining centers spaced below the

mean experienced no change in the retail service level of either

center in the pair. Hamlets were less affected when situated

at less-than-average distances from another Hamlet than centers

in the other three classes in comparable situations.

It was also found that the rate of decline was considerably

greater among like-centers spaced below the mean than for all

centers in the same class. Of Hamlets thus situated) 66 per

cent declined between 1941 and 1961 compared to a rate of decline

of less than 46 per cent for all Hamlets in the same period.

Similar differentials were found for the other types of centers,

except that the sample of Partial Shopping centers found adjacent

to one another was small and not strictly comparable to the

class as a whole.

Changes in Size, Shape, and Population of Trade Areas

Since the present analysis does not address itself directly
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to the changes in trade areas of Saskatchewan trade centers,

little can be said except through inferences regarding the effect

of other changes in the trade center system on trade areas. The

change in the total number of centers and the numerical changes

within each class of center since 1941 have affected the average

size of trade area for each class of center by defitiition. Table

26 gives the average size of trade area in square miles for both

the beginning and end of the period. Trade areas were calculated

by dividing the total stttdy area by the total number of centers

offering the particular level of goods and services (all centers

in the class and all higher ranking centers).

TABLE 26: Changes in the Average Size of Trade Area for Trade
Centers, Saskatchewan, 1941-1961*

Type of Average Size of Trade Area
Trade Center 1941 (sq. miles) 1961

Wholesale-
Retail 17,400 11,800

Complete
Shopping 4,690 4,200

Partial
Shopping 1,36o 980

Full
Convenience 470 540

Minimum
Convenience 220 330

Hamlet 130 160

centers offer-
ing the equivalent services at each level.

Note: 1. Total study area divided amongst all
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For Hamlet-level goods and services the average trade area

has expanded 15 per cent over the past two decades, for example.

The change in trade area size for each retail service level dif-

fers because of the varying rates of change within each class of

center and in turn, the relation of these changes to aggregate

changes. The trade area for Hamlet-level goods and services

increased because the total number of all centers declined even

though the number of Hamlets actually increased. These changes

may be seen also as changes in the area of commercial dominance

for centers, i.e., increases for Hamlets and convenience cen-

ters and decreases for shopping centers. The increase of dom-

inance for Hamlets and convenience centers is somewhat illusory,

of course, because despite an enlarged trading area the popula-

tion within it is smaller on the average than in the 1941 trade

areas. And today's rural residents have more ability and

inclination to travel farther for retail services. For Partial

and Complete Shopping centers it means that the rural population

must be shared among more centers, and this brings them into

even closer competition with smaller centers,

The increase in the characteristic spacing of the three

lower ranks of trade centers means, inferentially, that the shape

of their trade areas has become more circular than elliptical,

This arises from the fact that the spacing between centers

situated along rail lines has increased to become more nearly

equal to the distance separating rail lines.
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The changes in the number and distribution of trade centers

since 1941, in conjunction with rural depopulation, have caused

a general lowering of the number of rural people (farm resi-

dents and residents of unincorporated places) in trade areas.

Table 27 reveals these trends for trade areas of the various

types of trade centers. The variation in the changes occurs

because not only has there been a general lowering of rural

population density but there have also been changes in the

number of centers from which the equivalent goods and services

are available. Minimum Convenience centers appear to have

suffered least in the decline of rural trade area population

until it is revealed that the average trade area for such

centers has had to increase by almost 50 per cent due to the

large loss in number of this type of center. Partial Shopping

centers have experienced the sharpest drop in trade area popu-

lation due mainly to a large increase in the number of these

centers which means a much wider sharing of the remaining rural

population.

C, OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE TRADE CENTER SYSTEM

The data presented in the preceding sections regarding

the period 1941-1961 established that a number of basic changes

are occurring in the Saskatchewan trade center system. Changes

are occurring in the number of centers, the distribution of
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various types of centers, the density and spacing of centers,

and in the performance of trade centers in certain spatial

situations, These are key trends which, if they continue into

the future, will significantly affect the organization of the

Saskatchewan space-economy. In the following paragraphs, these

trends are extrapolated to help provide a picture of the trade

center system twenty years hence. First, however, it will be

useful to review briefly the essence of past trends. Figure 17

portrays some of these trends graphically and includes projec-

tions for the future.

The major changes in the Trade center system of

Saskatchewan since 1941 include:

(1) The number of trade centers has dropped by 127, or an
equivalent of 14 per cent of the total in 1941, and
a further 290, or 32 per cent, declined in retail
service level.

(2) Changes in trade center classes were almost entirely
one-step changes in the trade center hierarchy for
either growth or decline.

(3) Hamlets grew as a proportion of the total, increasing
from 39 per cent to 52 per cent in the period.

(4) Trade centers of the convenience type experienced a
rate of decline between 33 and 45 per cent, while
Partial and Complete Shopping centers and Secondary
Wholesale-Retail centers all grew in both numbers
and proportion.

(5) Trade centers that were small in populatinn size at
the beginning of the period lost population more
readily than centers with large populations regardless
of retail service level.

(6) The gross density of trade centers declined from 7.4
to 6.4 per 1000 square miles, which is the equivalent
of reducing the accessibility to Hamlet-level ser-
vices within one-half hourts drive by 15 per cent.
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(7) Trade center densities in western Saskatchewan de-
clined by 16 per cent compared to only 8 per cent
in eastern parts of the province.

(8) Small trade centers within a ten-mile zone surrounding
large centers experienced a nearly 40 per cent
greater decrease in density than small centers in
other locations.

(9) Small centers grew farther apart by between 5 and
33 per cent; large centers reduced their average
spacing by between 2 and 44 per cent.

(10) Adjacent trade centers of the same class spaced less
than the mean apart declined more rapidly than sim-
ilar centers located elsewhere.

(11) The average size of trade area increased for the three
lowest ranks in the trade center hierarchy by between
15 and 50 per cent and decreased for the top ranks
by between 10 and 31 per cent; rural population in
trade areas declined by between 10 and 60 per cent
for all ranks.

Since the period of the above changes has also been the

most dramatic period so far in terms of rural depopulation and

expanding farm size, and since the pace of these changes appear

not to be slackening, at least a comparable rate of decline in

trade centers must be looked for over the next two decades.

Trade centers would, therefore, be lower in numbers by a further

110 in another twenty years according to this criterion.

It is likely, however, that the aggregate rate of disappear-

ance of trade centers will increase in the next two decades

because the rate of decline among Hamlets has been increasing.

"Decline" among Hamlets, it will be remembered, means demise

for centers of that type; thus, the future number of trade

centers can also be estimated from a projection of the rate of

decline among Hamlets. From Table l it can be seen that
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46 per cent of the Hamlets extant in 1941 did not exist

twenty years later. Extrapolating this rate of decline for

the next two decades would mean that as many as 186 fewer

Hamlets would exist compared to the present total. It does

not seem unreasonable to expect the number of trade centers

to decline by an amount somewhere within the range of the

latter estimate and that arrived at from a projection of

aggregate decline, that is between 110 and 186. It can be

assumed that there will be few if any new centers emerging

in the forthcoming twenty years (see Table 16); any tendency

in this direction would likely be balanced out by the demise

of a small number of Minimum Convenience centers (see Tables

16 and 18).

The trade center hierarchy exhibited the tendency in

the 1941-1961 period to become concentrated among classes at

the top and bottom. Minimum and Full Convenience centers

experienced the greatest proportionate decline of any of the

seven types of trade centers thereby causing a tendency to

polarization within the hierarchy, By projecting the average

rates of growth and decline (Table 18) for each class of trade

center, the future distribution of trade center types in the

hierarchy can be estimated. Figure 17 presents the results

of such an estimation procedure. This picture of the future

trade center system indicates a slight increase in the propor-

tion of Hamlets from 52 to 54 per cent of the total, but also

includes a decline of 17 per cent in numbers in this class.



Minimum Convenience centers, in the coming twenty years4 will

likely decline from 19 to 12 per cent of the total as well as

experiencing almost a halving in numbers. The proportion of

Full Convenience centers will continue to fall (from 13 to 10

per cent) due to decline of many of these centers as well as

to the growth of many others. Partial Shopping centers will be

the recipients of the latter growth trend. An increase of more

than one-quarter in the proportion of Complete Shopping centers

and almost one-half in the proportion of Secondary Wholesale-

Retail centers is also indicated. The growing urbanization

of the provincet s population supports these general projections.

Large centers were found to have a debilitating effect

on nearby small trade centers. Within ten miles of large centers,

in the period 1941-1961, small centers of all classes suffered

decline at a rate of 61 per cent, The few small trade centers

still remaining in this zone will likely disappear almost com-

pletely in the next twenty years. There is also evidence that

the zone of attrition around large trade centers will soon

extend outward as much as 15 miles (see Tables 22 and 23)D

Moreover, the emergence of as many as eight new Complete Shop-

ping centers in the projection period will bring even more small

centers within range of the debilitating effects of large centers,

Data presented in support of the Hypothesis that spacing

was increasing for lower level centers and decreasing for upper

level centers can also be extrapolated to provide an idea of

spacing in trade center classes in the future, If the trends in
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trade center spacing shown in Table 24 continue space in the next

two decades, important disjunctures will occur in the trade center

system. First, the spacing of Full Convenience centers could

increase so that this type of center will be less accessible than

Partial Shopping centers presently are. Whereas, a continued de-

crease in the spacing of Partial Shopping centers would bring

them as close to rural residents as are Full Convenience centers

now. This suggests that there is no longer much need for the Full

Convenience type of trade center and that they will either grow

into Partial Shopping centers or decline to lower ranking types.

By these extrapolated trends Partial Shopping centers would aver-

age about 19.5 miles apart, or encompass the equivalent of a

trade area with a maximum 15-minute time-distance radius by auto,

Second, if the spacing of Minimum Convenience centers continues

to increase at the 1941-1961 pace, it will nearly equal the

expected spacing for Partial Shopping centers by the end of the

next two decades. This convergence of characteristic spacing

will serve to bring the Minimum Convenience centers into sharper

competition with higher ranking centers, a competition which even

now convenience centers are hard pressed to withstand.

Complete Shopping centers, as has been the case in the

past two decades, can be expected to emerge in the interstices of

the Wholesale-Retail centers and, thus, decrease their average

spacing very little. The prospects for changes in the spacing

of Secondary-Wholesale-Retail centers must be judged on the

prospects for urban growth at Complete Shopping centers. Urban

growth is widespread, however, and is more prevalent in larger
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centers of the province which does increase the possibility of

two or three new Secondary Wholesale-Retail centers emerging.

Again, it is expected that the latter type of centers will

emerge in areas not now adequately served by small and medium

cities,

Finally, with regard to the spacing of small centers spaced

less than the mean distance apart it was found that such centers

had a high tendency to decline4 The results of these observa-

tions further testify to the importance of spacing and location

in the continued commercial vitality of trade centers. Not

only are small centers in close proximity to large centers more

susceptible to decline, but also centers spaced too close to

like-centers must be expected to experience decline, in either

an absolute or relative way0

The projections of the future trade center system presented

above are aimed at satisfying the initial objectives of this

study -- to predict the amount of trade center decline and the

kind and location of centers most Vulnerable to decline. To

the extent that this is possible using an aggregate analysis of

all centers or groups of centers, the data is presented here,

It is apparent that this type of analysis cannot predict with

precision, for example, which center of a pair spaced less than

the mean distance apart will decline. It also cannot tell us

which Full Convenience centers will grow into Partial Shopping

centers and which will decline to a lower rank. Nor can such

an analysis tell us which traits of trade centers, other than
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size and location, make them more conducive to growth or de-

cline. To achieve the latter answers in the deductive analy-

sis would have meant framing and testing innumerable hypotheses,

many of which cover only unique situations. In order to broaden

the perspective on declining trade centers, a Factor Analysis

for 473 incorporated centers has been performed and is reported

in the next chapter.

TABLE 27: Changes in Rural Trade Area Population for Trade
Centers, Saskatchewan, 1941-1961.

Type of No. of Rural Residents in Trade Area1'
Trade Center 1941 1961

Wholesale-
Retail 115,000 46,000

Complete
Shopping 30,700 16,400

Partial
Shopping 8,750 3,850

Full
Convenience 3,010 2,150

Minimum
Convenience 1,430 1,280

Hamlet 870 620

Note: 1. Derived from density of rural population on
occupied farm land and applied to average trade
area size from Table 26.
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CHAPTER FIVE: COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENT AND TRADE CENTER VIABILITY

When reviewing the literature about trade center decline,

the issue arose that the relationships governing changes in

trade centers derive from a variety of environmental influences

in the community of the trade center. That is, trade center

decline may be more dependent on other factors than its position

in the retail-service or population-size hierarchies, or its

relative location, A trade center's survival, according to

some arguments noted in Chapter Two, is dependent upon such

elements as the possession of a high school, a hospital, a high

ratio of non-agricultural employment, good accessibility to

rail and highway transportation, and a high level of education

of the population, among other things. The deductive analysis

of trade center decline reported in the foregoing chapter

reveals limitations in explaining fully, much less precisely,

the nature of trade center changes. Hence it seems reasonable

to pursue the issue that there are strong and explicable assoc-

iations between the environment of trade centers and their

pattern of growth and decline.

The essence of the argument that the relationships govern-

ing trade center change are rooted in the environment of

communities is that trade centers differ from one another in
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strategic ways that affect their ability to survive, This

immediately opens up a wide realm of conjecture about the

relevant influences in the environment affecting trade center

decline. Indeed, in discussions in Saskatchewan preliminary

to choosing a method to analyze trade center viability, over

fifty environmental variables were suggested as important to

the question. The analytic problem is to determine in what

"strategic and relevant" ways trade centers differ from one

another, given the many possible variables against which commun-

ity differences can be measured. J Then it will be necessary

to determine to what extent trade center decline is related

to community differences. This chapter reports on the multi-

variate analyses employed to examine these questions.

A. DIMENSIONS QF TRADE CENTER COMMUNITIES

The great amount of data available from numerous commun-

ity studies justifies the assumption that the socio-economic

environments of communities are somehow structured. A

community is not a "patternless mosaic of an infinite number

of elements without functional groupings," to paraphrase

Thurstone.J We expect, and find, a high degree of order and

uniformity among observable characteristics of communities:

for example, a large population is usually associated with a
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high populatinn density, a well developed system of utilities,

an efficient local government, a large number of public ser-

vices, a large proportion of employment in non-primary indus-

tries, a high level of transportation accessibility, and so on.

But to recognize that such relationships exist is not to specify

the nature and strength of them, or how they are associated

with trade center change. The procedure of factor analysis

was used in this study to help clarify the structural relations

among observable characteristics.

Potentials and Limits of the Factor Analysis

With factor analysis it is possible to analyze systemati-

cally the relationships among a large number of variables*

Moreover, it can proceed with a minimum of presumptions about

these relationships, for factor analysis is designed to dis-

cover whether any underlying order is present in the data

gathered about the problem. Factor analysis can thus be

used to determine whether community differences on a variety of

tests are attributable to common factors, or traits, possessed

to one degree or another by all communities. It is a means of

classifying trade center communities on the basis of not only

more complete data (than the deductive analysis used) but also

of the intercorrelation of this data. This is done by expres-

sing a great number of measures in terms of a relatively small

number of linearly independent factors, or dimensions as they

are sometimes called.
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In this study, thirty-five measures of community environ-

ment in the Saskatchewan region were selected for analysis.

They were subsequently condensed mathematically to three dimen-

sions against which individual trade centers could be compared.

The factor analysis did not simply sort the thirty-five meas-

ures into three groups containing a certain number of charac-

teristics in each. Rather each factor gathered together

community characteristics on the basis of their intercorrelation.

Before proceeding to describe the method used here and the

dimensions that were derived, it will be useful to point out the

limits of this type of analysis. As a general limit the choice

of relevant variables depends largely upon the investigator ts

intuition and previous knowledge, as well as on the availability

of data. Measures were chosen for this study that were assumed

to have a substantial relationship to the question of trade

center decline because, as Wood has noted, one gets nothing more

out of factor analysis than what is put in. A more specific

limit concerns the coverage of the data, The data for

Saskatchewan are limited to incorporated centers, for other-

wise many of the measures would have to be sacrificed. The

data is also limited mostly to measures of a single year since

few data are readily available for extended periods of time.

Probably the most important limit of all stems from the fact

that the analysis is based on correlations among observed

community characteristics. One cannot assert positively that

the characteristics "cause" trade center decline, they may in

fact only be "symptoms" of the decline of centers. The factor
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determining causal relations. Finally, the number of factors

deemed to be appropriate involves a judgement factor despite

certain procedures designed to furnish objective criteria. In

brief, factor analysis as used here is not as objective as the

uninitiated may think, and is exploratory in contrast to explan-

atory techniques like regression analysis.

The Analytical Procedure

The Variables, Many variables appear to play a part in a

trade cenater's growth or decline and over fifty were investi-

gated initially, Many had to be rejected for lack of data

despite their apparent relevance (i.e., community leadership,

farm income, non-farm employment). Others were discarded to

avoid including duplicate measures of community environment.

Thirty-five variables finally were selected and they are listed

below with a brief definition and an indication of their source.

They are designated by the prefix txt and a subscript number;

a strict numerical sequence by subject matter was not possible

due to the initial methods used to collect and collate the data.

Unless otherwise mentioned, the measure refers to the area within

the municipal boundaries of incorporated centers, The sources

consulted for the various data are appendixed.

17$
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x,1 Population Size, 1961.

x2, Population Density, 1961, defined as the ratio of the

1961 population to the area (in acres) of the center which is

sub-divided for urban purposes.

x 3, Population Change, 1951-1961.

x4 Dependency Ratio I,1, defined as the proportion

of the population under 15 years of age.

x51 Dependency Ratio II, 1961, defined as the proportion

of the population over 65 years of age.

x6, Sex Ratio, 1961, defined as the ratio of males to

females in the population.

X7, Private Physical Investment, defined as the

ratio of total taxable assessment (in dollars) to the total

population.

Public Utilities Investment , defined as the

ratio of dollars invested in water and/or sewerage systems at

the time of their installation to total population,

xg, Level of Public Utilities, 0, defined from a

weighted index of the quality of the utilities system(s).

x Quality of Buildings 1961, defined as the ratio of

taxable assessment on improvements to the area of land sub-

divided for urban purposes.

x Level of Retail Service, 1961, defined as the

number of separate retail establishments.
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x1 2 1 Retail Dominance, 1961, defined as the percentage

deviation from the average distance separating centers of a

similar class as measured by the distance to the nearest

neighboring center of the same class.

x 13, Rural Population Growth, 1951-1961, defined as the

change in population in the Rural Municipality surrounding the

trade center,

x14, Local Government Payroll, 1960, 
defined as the

ratio of expenditures for salaries of all municipal employ-

ees to total population.

x151 Physical Assets of the Community, 1 defined

as the ratio of the installation value of all capital invest-

ment of the local government to total population.

x16 , Local Government Services, 1960, defined as the

ratio of local government expenditures for all except capital

expenses to total population (not including services provided

by senior governments or special districts).

xlj Efficiency of Local Government, 1960, defined as

the ratio of expenditures on administration to total expendi-

tures.

xy1, Rural Population Density, 1961, defined as the

ratio of rural population (1941 Census definition) in the

surrounding Rural Municipality to the total area of the

municipality,

x Agricultural Land Potential) 1961, based on an

index of agricultural land productivity and location in the

surrounding Rural Municipality as used by provincial assessors.



x 20 Average Farm Size, 1961, defined as the mean size

of "commercial farm" in the surrounding Rural Municipality.

x ,Average Wheat Yield, 1940-1959, defined as the mean
21

annual yield of wheat in bushels per acre on farms in the

surrounding Rural Municipality.

Regional Location I, 1 defined as the direct

distance to the nearest neighboring trade center.

x 2 3 1 Regional Location II, 1 defined as the direct

distance to the nearest "regional center."

x24 , Regional Location III, 1961, defined as the direct

distance to the nearest provincial center, Regina or Saskatoon,

x 25, High School Quality, 1962, defined as the number of

teachers in the high school(s).

x2, Hospital Quality, 1962, defined as the ratio of

hospital beds to total population,

x 27 Participation in Cooperatives, 1961, defined as the

number of members in community service cooperatives (as dis-

tinct from producers? cooperatives).

x2g, Manufacturing Employment, 1961, defined as the

number of persons employed in manufacturing plants.

x29, Grain Shipments, 1958, defined as the dollar value

of all grain shipped through the center in a typical (non-

drought) year.

x Railroad Accessibility, 1962, defined by an index of

rail service derived from type of service and frequency of call.

x Highway Usage, 1961, defined as the annual average

24 hour daily traffic volume on highways serving the center.
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x32, Fund of Professional People, 1962, defined as the

total number of professional people resident in the center.

x ,3 Educational Attainment I, defined as the pro-

portion of the population over 15 years of age with grade 8 or

better education in the center.

x 34"Educational Attainment II, defined as the

proportion of the population over 15 years of age with grade

8 or better education in the surrounding Rural Municipality,

x 35  Social Aid Case Load, 1961, defined as the proportion

of the populatinn receiving social welfare during a typical

(November) month of the year.

Each variable was transformed into quantitative terms such

that it maintained linear properties, In some cases the variables

lent themselves to numerical transformation easily, as with

population size or value of grain shipments. In others, the

numerical measures were derived from two facets of the variable,

as with the many percentage and per capita measures, Still

others required new scales to be devised for the occasion as in

the railroad accessibility and level of utilities measures.

Ordinal scales were sufficient for the latter case, In such an

exploratory analysis it is understood that the means selected

for measuring a variable may only be a close approximation of

what the variable is intended to encompass; it may even en-

compass meanings beyond the designated variable, This is the

prime reason multiple regression would prove an unsatisfactory
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model at this stage of the investigation, for there are latent

characteristics in the problem area which cannot be accounted for

adequately in a regression equation.

The Universe of Trade Centers, The trade centers studied in

the factor analysis were 473 incorporated cities, towns, and

villages within the province of Saskatchewan, The four largest

cities, Regina, Saskatoon, Prince Albert, and Moose Jaw, were

excluded from the analysis because, essentially, these centers

are provincial wholesale centers rather than service centers

for local rural areas, They are many times larger in population

than the centers immediately below them and, moreover, there

appears to be little doubt of the viability of the large cities,

The most populous of the 473 centers studied had just over

12,000 residents (Swift Current) and the least populous had

just over 30 residents (Ardill), Three-quarters had less than

500 residents. One center) Tate, had become unincorporated in

late-1960 but since data was still available it was included in

the sample.

This sample of 473 trade centers represents nearly 61 per

cent of the total number of trade centers recognized in this

study as of 1961. The remainder are unincorporated, which

means they are excluded from most of the formal data sources

relied on by this study. The primary difference between these

two groups is that among the incorporated centers there are

found six types of trade centers, from Hamlets to Secondary
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Wholesale-Retail centers. Among the unincorporated centers are

found only Hamlets and Minimum Convenience centers; for the

sample chosen, only 52 per cent are of the latter two categor-

ies. This should be sufficient, however, to give proper atten-

tion to the study of the environment of small trade center

commuanities, The basic limitation of using any sample less

than the total universe of trade centers is that those not

studied would have to be similarly factor analyzed in order to

derive factor scores placing them on the dimensions developed

in this analysis. It was presumed the inclusion of the gener-

ally smaller unincorporated centers, had this been possible at

the time, would not have significantly altered the results of

the factor analysis,

In order to determine the effects of the local agricultural

base and rural population base on the trade center several

measures were included for the rural municipality in which the

center was located. Rurzl municipalities in Saskatchewan are

about l miles square, on the average, or about 284 square

miles. This makes them about one and one-half times as large

as the average size of Hamlet trade area (Table 26) and, thusj

suitable for repoi-ting locality characteristics of the agri-

culture and rural population.

The Computational Method. A rank-order matrix was con-

structed from the original data matrix; that is, each of the

473 communities received a ranked position equivalent to its

numerical score on each of the 35 variables. Rankings were used
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for a number of reasons: first, several different kinds of

measures were used, including those derived from ordinal scales

as well as from ratio scales; second, many of the data had

log-normal distributions, since most centers were small and of

generally the same size; and third, ranked data are not highly

demanding statistics, which was more consistent with the level

ofVprecision known-to exist for many of-the-data.-/ By ranking

the data, each distribution was treated as if communities

occurred evenly spaced along a linear continuum as well as

reduced the reliance on the precision of the original data, many

of which were known to be approximate even if correctly ordered,

Rank-order correlations were calculated for each pair of var-

iables according to Spearmants technique and this constituted

the input for the factor analysis . The complete rank-order

correlation matrix is given in Appendix C.

Principal Axes factor analysis using Hotellingts Iterative

Procedure was employed in the final calculation of the factors.

The correlation matrix, 35 x 35, was reduced to nine principal

axes. ' The nine factors were, according to this technique,

orthogonal or independent of one another. Together these nine

factors accounted for 71.1 per cent of the variance present

in the original correlation matrix*Z/ Among the individual

variables the explained variance was similarly high: 34 of

the 35 items had more than 50 per cent of their variance ex-

plained by the nine factors; twelve variables had over 80 per

cent of their variance explained, The Principal Axes factor
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matrix is also given in Appendix C,

A further refinement of the factor matrix was achieved by

rotating the factor loadings to orthogonal simple structure,

according to the varimax criterion. This process results in

a maximization of the variance of the factor loadings of the

variables on a factor. The procedure renders a new factor

matrix in which each factor is described in terms of only those

variables with which it is most highly correlated. The result

is a further economy in the number of relevant variables, com-

pared to the original principal axes, and thus affords greater

ease of interpretation. For instance) the principal axes

solution extracted six factors that appeared relevant and the

varimax rotation reduced these to three factors. The Varimax

factor matrix is presented in Table 28. Thus, the three factors

derived from the factor analysis provide almost as much infor-

mation about Saskatchewants trade centers as did the original

35 items. The remaining factors were judged to be terms of

uniqueness and/or error,

Interpreting the Factors

The factors extracted in the analysis resulted from the

"collapse" of highly correlated items into distinctive clusters

of variables. Each factor is made up of a linear combination

of all the variables and, to paraphrase Thurstone again, is

somewhat similar to a linear regression equation in which the

factor loadings are analogous to the regression coefficients.



TABLE 28: Rotated Orthogonal Factor Loadings for Trade Center
Variables

Trade center variables
I.

x 1 Population

x2 Population Density

x3 Population Growth

x4 Pop. 15 and under

x5 Pop. 65 and over

x6 Sex Ratio

x7 Physical Investment

x Utilities Investment

x Utilities Quality

x10Building Quality

x1iRetail Services

x1 2Retail Dominance

x 3Rural Pop. Growth

x 14Local Govt. Payroll

x1 5Community Assets

x1 6Local Services

x1 7Local Govt. Admin.

x 18Rural Pop. Density

x19Agric, Land Potentiaj

x20Average Farm Size

X21 Average Wheat Yields

x22Dist. Nearest Center

x23Dist. Regional Ctr,

x 24Dist, Prov4 Center

VARIMAX FACTORS

Urban
Si ze

V 1

Farm
Size

V 
5

V2 V3

Urban
Density

V
6

67 -16 11 -23 -03 48

31 -07 13 -16 04 82

19 15 38 -35 14 42

-02 09 88 07 13 -04

08 -09 -86 -06 07 -08

-24 18 -01 -05 60 -16

17 28 -45 53 04 06

72 23 -01 13 -21 08

88 14 03 10 23 21

29 10 -11 14 -01 82

67 -21 -03 -21 -01 52

-02 05 00 00 -05 -03

07 64 09 18 16 02

79 06 -15 07 -01 04

75 23 -12 25 -20 07

45

V7 V8 V9

28 -16 -08

01 01 04

38 13 02

-01 04 22

08 15 13

04 -08 -14

-27 -04 19

13 09 01

24 00 20

-14 -01 11

19 -16 -06

11 07 79

16 02 06

-05 -10 -06

08 06 -05

-06 -05 13 11 -01 -11 -66 -05

25 12 -07 -02 26 -33 -10 63 -05

13 -82 09 21 19 -03 16 00 -02

17 -12 19 76 15 05 11 11 -25

04 89 00 -14 12 00 -09 03 19

16

05

-76 02 33 27 01 00 -06 01

07 -14 -04 15 16 39 -27 38

37 -01 -06 -55 25 12 -19 12 -01

11 -03 13 -18 24 08 -28 -17

V4

55



TABLE 28 conttd.

Trade center variablesj V1 V2 3 4 5 V
6

V7 V8 V9

x2 5 High School Quality 65

X2 6 Hospital Quality 69

x Coop, Participation 22

x28 Manufacturing Empft.79

x29 Value Grain Shipped 32

x30 Rail Accessibility 29

x 3Road Accessibility 31

x32 Professional People 66

x Educ, Attaintt, Town 22
33 1

x Educ. Attaintt. Rural 10

x Social Aid Load 36

-11 10 -22 -01 43 18 -14 -09

01 03 -04 39 35 14 -08 20

04 07 09 76 16 11 07 27

-02 04 04 35 23 21 -07 15

13 -05 35 -01 58 06 -l -04

-03 -04 09 13 02 66 05 05

-06 03 05 08 -04 68 -03 -04

-22 03 -16 -03 37 22 -14 -09

65 17 19 18 -06 -07 11 -09

76 04 22 16 01 05 11 -07

-22 15 -14 13 -06 01 -57 10

Absolute contribution-4692 394 208 208 183 319 186 151 154

fo contribution of fac-
tor 28 16 8 8 7 13 7 6 6

Note: Decimal points have been omitted.

1. The sum of the squared factor loadings.



The factor loading is the measure of the degree of closeness

between the variable and the factor. The largest factor load-

ings, either positive or negative, suggest the meaning of the

dimension; positive loadings indicate the variable increases as

the dimension increasess while negative loadings indicate a

decrease in the variable as the dimension increases.

The highlights of the three new dimensions are discussed

below. An attempt is made to name them, but this should not be

considered binding, It is in the nature of factor analysis that

the real meaning comes from how well extant community relation-

ships are described by the factors. The names that have been

affixed are, therefore, descriptive labels. Each factor is, in-

deed, a mathematical statement of relationships of all the

environmental variables used in the analysis.

Dimension 1, Urban Size (V1 ): This dimension has signif-

icant loadings on 11 of the 35 measures. High positive load-

ings on the items of Population Size, Level and Investment in

Utilities, Level of Retail Services, Quality of High School and

Hospital, Manufacturing Employment, Number of Professional

People, Assets of the Community, and Local Government Payroll

clearly indicate this dimension to be structured around a

syndrome of urban characteristics. Lesser loadings on Popula-

tion Density, Community Services, and Social Aid Case Load lend

further support to this interpretation. Moreover, it would

seem to point up distinctions between centers more or less on

the basis of size. The absence of high loadings on the various

-MMMEMEMEN
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measures of agricultural development suggest that a high degree

of urban development is not dependent upon the local agricul-

tural base.

Dimension 2, Farm Size (V2 ): Another dominant dimension

distinguishes those communities in which there has been a high

degree of adaptation to the exigencies of a highly mechanized

and commercialized agriculture as exemplified by the large farm.

High positive loadings on Average Farm Size, Rural Population

Growth, and Educational Attainment of both country and town

indicate a willingness and ability to make adjustments. High

negative loadings on Farm Population Density and Average

Wheat Yields, indicate, respectively, that density decreases

with increasing farm size and that the adjustment to larger

farms is more advanced in areas of low yield.

Dimension 3, Urban Density (V6 ): This dimension is

characterized by high loadings for Population Density and

Quality of Buildings (the value of buildings per acre). Also

closely associated with this factor, and significantly

different from the urban size dimensinn, are the variables of

Population Growth and Value of Grain Shipments; the variables

of Population Size$ High School Quality, and Number of Pro-

fessional People also show up as closely associated with the

factor. This dimension appears to describe another aspect of

urban development. It is by definition orthogonal to the

dimension of urban size, although some variables are sollinear.

Trade centers characterized by this trait would display a more
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compact development as well as possess a range of residential

and commercial buildings which represent relatively higher pri-

vate investment than for other centers. Such centers are grow-

ing in population and are focal points for grain shipments.

The three dimensions distinguished by this analysis account

for most of the variance in 24 of the original 35 variables.

They also account for nearly 60 per cent of the variance in the

factor matrix, The remaining factors that were extracted each

contain no more than two variables with significant loadings

and, furthermore, they resist easy interpretation on other than

the grounds that they reflect unique trade center situations,

Also from these results we can say that as many as eleven of

the original variables play little or no important role in

distinguishing among trade centers in Saskatchewan. Interesting-

ly, the four location variables and three population variables

are in the latter group. Hence, we are left with three factors

in terms of which each trade center in the study may be classi-

fied; each center will be more or less closely associated with

each of the three factors.

Whether these three dimensions are actually elements of

some fundamental structure underlying trade center communities

or merely mathematical conveniences requires testing in terms

of existing trade centers. To facilitate this it is necessary

to provide values for the 473 trade centers on the new dimen-

sions. Such values, often called "canonical variates," are
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obtainable for each center using the original rank of the center

on each variable and the factor loadings of the variables. Thus,

a centerts value on Dimension 1 = (0,67) (rank of center in

population size) + (0.31)(rank of center in population density)

+ (0.19) (rank of center in population growth), and so on through

all thirty-five variables. The same procedure is followed to

obtain center scores on Dimensions 2 and 3. Ranks of centers are

used in this computation because rank-order correlation coeffic-

ients made up the original data matrix.

Having established the relative position of centers on the

three dimensions, an examination was made of these values) first

of all, using personal knowledge about the trade center system.

It was apparent from this examination that Dimensions 1 and 3

each mirrored the Saskatchewan pattern of urbanization: the

largest and most well-developed places fell high on these two

scales and the converse was true for typical small Hamlets.

Furthermore, there was a strong and direct correlation (r=0487)

between the position of the centers on these two scales. Dimen-

sion 2 upon examination reveals centers arrayed by agricultural

regions such as soil and climatic zones. Centers in the southwest,

or Prairie region, tend to fall high on the scale while those

in the northeast, or Park region, tend to fall low on the same

scale. When the values on each dimension were plotted on maps,

the tendencies just described were corroborated. The center

scores for Dimension 2 provide the basis for a map that shows a

gradient of values from southwest to northeast in zones that
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closely approximate zones of rural population density as well

as soil zones (see Figures 2 and 6). When the values for

Dimensions 1 and 3 are mapped there is very little regularity

in terms of zones, Nor should this be expected since the

arrangement of centers is regular only with respect to the rail

lines. It may be, as a later section in this chapter will

explore, that for various ranges of scores a fairly regular

pattern of spacing exists. This is, of course) a problem in

scale calibration. The evidence seems abundant, however, that

these three dimensions do in fact represent basic structural

features of Saskatchewan trade center communities. Two of them

describe urban aspects of trade center development and the third

describes trade center relationships to the local agricultural

base. Factor scores for each center in the sample are given in

Appendix C.

B, COMMUNITY DIFFERENCES AND TRADE CENTER CHANGE

The three apparently valid dimensions of trade center

communities may now be tested to determine whether, and to what

degree, they are associated with trade center change. If, as

claimed at the outset, trade center change is dependent upon

certain structural relationships in the community environment,

then the canonical variates for the centers may be treated

as independent variables in a regression model which tests

this hypothesis. A regression model in the typical form,

Y = b 0+ B x1i + B2 2 + B3x 3
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would combine the elements as follows: the Yi are the depen-

dent variables of trade center change and the x are the

canonical variates on each of the three dimensions,

Two regression analyses were completed: one to determine

the ability to predict change in retail service level (Y) and
01

the other to predict change in population (Y2 ). Changes

in retail service level for the regression analysis were

measured in terms of changes in the number of business firms

in the trade center from 1941-1961. The latter scale was used

because it could be more finely calibrated than that using just

change in class of trade center, Population change was also

measured for the twenty years 1941-1961. For each dependent

variable an index was constructed on which 100 equaled no

change from 1941-1961, less than 100 equaled decline in the

period, and greater than 100 equaled some degree of growth in

the period. The variables used in the two regression analyses

are listed in Table 29,

The results of the regressions show a rather inconclusive

picture regarding the relationship of community differences as

measured by the factor scores and trade center changes in the

1941-1961 period. Table 30 presents these results. On the one

hand, they indicate several highly significant statistical

relationships (i.e., at less than 0.001 level) between the

independent and dependent variables, The position of centers

on the urban density dimension is highly significant in terms of

both change in number of retail firms and change in population,
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TABLE 29: Variables Used in Two Regression Analyses

Y , Index of change in number of retail and service establish-
ments, 1941-1961.

Y2, Index of population change, 1941-1961,

X Canonical variates for trade centers on factor 
one (V).

,Canonical variates for trade centers on factor two (V2)

X Canonical variates for trade centers on factor three (V6)

b0, The intercept of Y at X=0.

B Amount to be added to an estimate of Y. if trade center
P has a value of unity on Xi variable,

The position of centers on the farm size dimension is also

highly significant (at the 0.05 level)asis the relationship

between centers on the urban size dimension and the two depen-

dent variables. On the other hand, the coefficients of deter-

mination (R 2) obtained in both regressions were not overly large.

The regression model was slightly more powerful in predicting

change in the number of retail firms (0.3308) than change in

population (0.3175). Insofar as the latter are presumed to be

measures of the power of the regression model to predict these

trade center changes, it cannot be considered a powerful pre-

dictive tool, However, given the exploratory nature of this

investigation, the tentativeness of the hypotheses leading up

to it, and the fact that several highly significant relation-

ships were found, seems to justify pursuing it further, It

will be useful, first, to examine the substantive aspects of
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the regression relationships and, then, to determine the coinci-

dence of results obtained by this method and those obtained

through the deductive analysis of trade center change.

TABLE 30: Results of Two Regression Analyses

Independent Variables Regression Yl Regression Y2

Change in NoFirms Change in Population

Bj T.Value JB T Value

Xi "Urban Size" 0,1396 l,7888 -041728 -2,0927*

x "Farm Size" -0.1458 -3.8306** 0.0385 0,3869

X3, ItUrban Density" 0,4161 5*30814**I 0,0789 8,8872*

Intercept bo 42.74 84.79

2
R , Coefficient of

Determination 0,3308 0.3175

** indicates B is significant

* that B is significant at

at the 0.1 per cent level and

the 5 per cent level.

The Substance of the Regression Relationships, The first

of the regressions involved the prediction of change in retail

service level, In this case, the position of a trade center

on the urban density dimension is more closely related to

trade center change than its position on either of the other

two scales, A comparison of the Beta values confirms this and
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the linear relationship that can be derived from these results --

Y = 42,74 + 0,4161(x3 ) -- is plotted in Figure 18. A centerls

position on the urban size scale is also significantly related

to trade center change in this regression. These results

suggest that the level of urban development of a trade center

may be closely associated with its performance in maintaining

its position as a commercial center.

More specifically, the regression analysis suggests that

it may be a particular aspect of urban development as measured

by the urban density scale that is important in determining

trade center growth or decline, The latter scale, it will be

remembered, is dominated by two items -- the gross population

density of the built-up area of the center, and the assessed

valuation (or physical investment) per acre over the same areao

The scale is also structured on several other items of an urban

or central place nature -- the level of retail service, the

value of grain shipped through the center, the population

size, the population growth (1951-1961), the quality of high

school and hospital, the number of professional people, and the

efficiency of the local government. Although several of these

items are also found highly weighted on the urban size scale,

this cluster of urban variables is statistically and substan-

tively different from that scale.

The generally weaker relationship of the urban size scale

to trade center change suggests that size of a trade center

alone is not sufficient to guarantee its viability.
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The ability of a trade center to hold or increase its

population from 1941-1961 is also associated with its posi-

tion on the urban density scale, according to the second

regression. Again, it is this cluster of variables that is

highly significant in trade center changerather than the

urban size cluster. But since none of the relationships

derived in either regression analysis can be said to be con-

clusive with regard to explaining trade center changes) it is

possible the explanation lies in some general dimension of

urbanism which did not emerge from these analyses. Or,

alternatively, variables other than those which were able to

be included here may prove to be significant in explaining

change among trade centers, although this is less likely given

the large number and wide variety of variables used here.

However, it is not surprising that there is considerable

association manifested between the degree of urban develop-

ment as measured by the urban density scale and performance

of a trade center as a commercial place. We have become, even

in agricultural regions, a highly industrialized and urbanized

society. Economic development in North America acts to inten-

sify the possibilities for growth at urban places. But it is

almost axiomatic that not all centers can expect to share in

the possibilities for growth; many, whose urban accoutrements

are meagre and quality of physical development is not high,

start with a handicap in attracting investment and population.

The particular qualities of urban development that are assoc-

iated with trade center viability must be determined and the
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status of communities measured. The dimension of urban

density seems to provide important clues in this direction,

even if it does not provide a definitive answer.

Coincidence of the Inductive and Deductive Analyses.

The usefulness of the urban density scale in making predic-

tions about trade center viability may be given further

credence upon comparison of its results with those obtained

in the deductive analysis reported in the previous chapter.

There are two ready ways in which the coincidence of results

can be viewed: first, it can be ascertained how well the

scale distinguishes the classes of trade centers we know to

be experiencing decline, and second, it can be ascertained

if the scale distinguishes centers known to bein vulnerable

locations according to the deductive analysis. In both

cases, low scale values on the urban density dimension by

definition reflect a low level of urban development in a

center) and vice versa.

Given in Table 31 are the results of these two tests.

The two classes of trade centers known to be experiencing

the greatest proportion of decline in the twenty years 1941-

1961 -- i.e., Minimum Convenience centers and Hamlets --

in most cases have factor scores on the urban density

dimension below the median. Hamlets, in 85 per cent of the

Reference is made to the median of the sample size of
473 trade centers at all times, rather than the median factor

score.
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cases, fall into the lowest two quintiles of trade center scores;

50 per cent of the Minimum Convenience centers are also in these

two quintiles and a further 37 per cent is no higher than the

third quintile. Full Convenience centers, in apparent reflec-

tion of the tendency of the class to experience both growth

and decline, have substantial proportions with factor scores

below as well as above the median. The remaining higher classes

of trade centers have factor scores mostly in the top two

quintiles. Only 11 per cent of the Partial Shopping centers

have scores below the top two quintiles; all of the Secondary

Wholesale-Retail centers in the sample fall easily within the

top quintile,

The deductive analysis showed that small trade centers,

Partial Shopping centers and below, in close proximity to large

centers were more vulnerable to decline than when located far-

ther away, The trade center scores derived from the factor

analysis for centers located within the 0-10 mile zone around

large centers shows that two-thirds have scores in the lowest

two quintiles and 95 per cent have scores no higher than the

third, or middle, quintile (see Table 31), In the 10-15 mile

zone, again, two-thirds of the centers in the sample thus loca-

ted have scores in the lowest two quintiles; but because centers

in this zone are also less subject to decline, especially if

they are of a higher order, almost twenty per cent in this zone

are in the top two quintiles. The 15-20 mile zone shows no

regular pattern of scores much as it shows no regular pattern

of trade center changes in the deductive analysis,

L
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TABLE 31: Trade Center Scores on the Urban Density Scale in
Relation to Trade Center Classification and Distance
from Large Centers,

Quintiles of Urban Density Scale

1 2 3 4 5
(top) (bottom)

(p e r c e n t a g e s)

Type of Center

Wholesale-Retail 100

Complete Shopping 82 14 4

Partial Shopping 56 33 10 1

Full Convenience 15 44 29 12

Minimum Convenience 13 37 37 13

Hamlet 1 2 12 27 58

Distance Zone (miles)

0 - 10 9 24 29 38

10 - 15 7 11 14 34 34

15 - 20 16 18 24 22 20

The fairly high coincidence of results between the deduc-

tive analysis and the factor analysis seems to justify one

imputing considerable validity to scale of urban density

regarding the measurement of trade center viability. The in-

herent usefulness of such a scale in this question is that it

allows precise ordering of individual centers in terms of urban

density and, possibly, in terms of trade center viability as well.
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However, the overall analysis carried out in this study does not

justify designating the urban density scale as a definitive

tool, Rather, its use would be best qualified by results ob-

tained from deductive analyses, Or, conversely, the viability

of centers which are known from the deductive analysis to have

a high probability of decline by virtue of their position in the

retail service hierarchy, their relative location to large

centers, or their spacing could be more precisely identified by

determining their factor scores; scores below the median would

seem to confirm the likelihood of a trade center ts decline.

This leads naturally to the question of calibrating the

scale of urban density in relation to trade center viability,

For it to be useful we would like to know which points on this

scale set off different degrees of viability so that individual

centers could be rated, It must be remembered that this is

an ordinal scale and that scale values reflect only an ordering

of centers from highest to lowest degrees of urban density. In

deference to the limits of ordinal scaling as well as to the

tentative results of the inductive analysis, a division of scale

values only into quintiles has been chosen, Table 32 presents

the results of such a division of the scale. It is of interest

that the quintile divisions coincide closely with values on the

index of change in the number of retail firms that are meaningful

in describing growth and decline.

In the lowest quintile, the average index of retail change

is only 55, or the equivalent of 45 per cent loss in the number
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of firms between 1941 and 1961, An index of 70 on this scale

represents a 30 per cent loss in the number of retail firms in the

period, and a loss of this extent would cause a center to shift

downward at least one class in the retail service hierarchy."

In other words, the majority of centers with factor scores in the

lowest quintile actually experienced "decline" as we have prev-

iously defined this term in the deductive analysis. For centers

in the second lowest quintile, the average retail change index

is only slightly above the position that would constitute almost

certain tdecline.2t The two highest quintiles exhibit the

opposite picture to that of the lowest two quintiles and) as

expected, the middle quintile represents a transitional group of

centers many of which are growing and many are declining.

Many of the apparent inconsistencies of high index of change

values among centers in the low quintiles and low index values

in high quintiles can be explained by differences in sub-

regional development and by unique local conditions (see Figure

18). For example, most of the centers exhibiting a high rate

of growth in the number of retail firms but also having low

scores on the urban density scale are likely to be one of two

types: they are either centers that are located in recently

developed areas of the northern fringe of the province (such

as Choiceland), or they are centers that have been subject to

recent expansion. due to the exploitation of oil or other min-

erals in the vicinity (such as Carragana), In both such sit-

uations, the demands on the community to expand its range
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of retail services has outstripped its ability to acquire

urban accoutrements, A number of centers that have high values

on the urban density scale combined with a low index of change

in number of retail firms are known to be centers that reached

a fairly high degree of urban development before 1941 but have

since declined in retail level because of the competition of

nearby cities (e.g. Battleford and Bienfait).

Finally, it is possible to map the incidence of trade

center viability as defined by positions on the urban density

scale. Figure 19 presents the graphic picture of trade center

viability for the 473 incorporated trade centers used in the

factor analysis. They have been classified in terms of hviablelt

and "non-viablell according to factor scores above and below the

median, respectively, While this does not provide a rating for

all trade centers in the province, it is reasonable to assume

that the remaining unincorporated centers, which are generally

very small and poorly developed, would be rated as non-viable

by this scale, The mapts most striking feature is the amazing

regularity in the spacing of the "viable" centers. They are

approximately 15 miles apart on the average. According to

the map there are no regions of non-viability in the province,

rather there appears to be a "filtering out" of non-viable

centers in all areas resulting in this regular spacing. There

is reason to believe, referring to the forecast of trade center

changes in Chapter 4, that the pattern portrayed here reflects

the emerging pattern of Partial Shopping centers, with its

complement of larger centers,

alliwc:tailimslilimmaminnaam:..o..a
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C. SOME POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THE INDUCTIVE ANALYSIS

In conclusion, it is appropriate to point out briefly

a few of the public policy areas called to attention by the

factor analysis, The input of the analysis was a large num-

ber of variables which describe the environment of

Saskatchewan trade centers, Many of the variables are

measures of environmental situations that are amenable to

public policy determination, such as the location of a high

school, a hospital, roads, or railways. The scales that are

the output of the factor analysis comprise the same variables

but in specially weighted combinations which we may examine

to determine those attributes that are most indicative of the

scalets properties.

The urban density scale which proved to be the most

significant of the scales derived here for the problem of

trade center change is constituted by several variables

that impinge on important public policy areas. For example)

the scale is dominated by two measures of density -- one for

population and the other for the value of buildings -- both

of which are areas of direct concern in community planning.

Since most trade centers in Saskatchewan are too small to

afford their own planning staff, the provincial government is

empowered to make such services available, and as such is in

a position to influence the compactness of trade center

development. The importance of the trade center as a grain

shipment point is also important to its viability according
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to the scale. This point should be thoroughly considered,

therefore, in policy decisions regarding branch rail line aban-

donment now under discussion because, at present, the grain

collection and storage system is based on railways. Lastly, the

importance of a high school and a hospital to a trade center

as evidenced by the scale suggests the need for a location

strategy regarding these facilities, It will have to be a

strategy that allows both the possibility of decline of trade

centers housing such facilities as well as the allocation of the

facilities to bolster the position of centers which it is wished

to sustain,

TABLE 32: Calibration of Urban Density Scale in Terms of
Changes in Retail Services Level.

Trade Center
Quintil e

No. No. Centers

Index of Change in
No. of Retail Firms!/

Range Mean

Scale Value
Urban Density

Range

Suggested Level
of Viability

1 94 58 - 226 115 1771 - 2501 GOOD

2 95 50 - 169 96 1381 - 1770 MODERATELY
GOOD

3 95 33 - 183 89 1031 - 1380 INTERMEDIAT

4 95 16 - 300 78 690 - 1030 MODERATELY
POOR

5 94 1 - 116 55 107- 689 POOR

Comp.
Scale 473 1 - 300 87.6 107 - 2501

Notes: 1. Index of 100 equals
equals growth, less
of firms,

no change, 1941-1961, more than 100
than 100 equals loss in number

E
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CHAPTER SIX: LOCATIONAL POLICY IN SASKATCHEWAN DEVELOPMENT

A. THE LARGER CONTEXT OF TRADE CENTER DECLINE

The issue that is central to this entire study is the need

to recognize the basic changes that have been occurring in the

spatial distribution of social and economic activities in

Saskatchewan in recent decades and to respond to them so as to

ensure continued progress in the regiont s development. For major

transformations have occurred in the social, economic, and

political fabric of the region, but within a spatial framework

for activities laid down by the "planners" of Western Canada

starting almost a century ago, The dispersed and isolated

farmsteads, the numerous small service centers, the grid survey

system, and the vast railway net that constitute this pattern of

the past have proved, in many ways, to be inconsistent with

providing a reasonable living environment at reasonable cost to

rural people in Saskatchewan today.

The components of the space-economy in rural parts of

Saskatchewan have changed radically in only twenty years and

this is forcing a re-assessment of the efficacy of spatial

arrangements for local government, education, health care, and

so on. There are fewer farmers and fewer, but much larger, farms;

0
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and the farms have become highly mechanized and commercialized

with a consequent altering of the volume and kind of goods and

services needed to support them. Improvement in the means of

movement has literally doubled the accessibility of rural people,

thus making them less dependent upon goods and services dispensed

locally. Increased mobility and expanded farm incomes combined,

in turn, with more urban attitudes of rural residents have led

to demands for improvement in a whole range of public and private

services from schooling to grocery shopping. As previous chap-

ters have indicated these changes have also brought dislocations

in the space-economy, particularly in the system of trade

centers. Many have disappeared or otherwise declined due to

want of customers or changed demands or both.

The social and economic changes in Saskatchewan have not

been limited to rural areas of the province. The image of

Saskatchewan as a predominantly farming province must be re-cast

in terms of its present socio-economic base which is mostly urban

in its population and mostly non-agricultural in its produc-

tion. Since 1941, the proportion of the population living on

farms or in small rural settlements has dropped from 67 to 43

per cent, and the proportion of the labor force engaged in

agriculture has dropped from about 60 per cent to 40 per cent.

Although the products of agriculture still dominate the

Saskatchewan economy, in recent years they have accounted for

only 40-50 per cent of the total net value of commodity produc-

tion compared to 65-75 per cent on the average just two decades

ago,
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The problem of trade center decline must be seen within

its larger context; it must be seen, as part of the problem

of re-defining the space-economy of the entire province,

albeit a most important part. The larger problem is essen-

tially one of developing the optimum spatial distribution for

the activities and functions of the nearly one million people

in the province over the little more than one hundred thousand

square miles they occupy.: It is a problem that must be

approached within the setting of prevailing values and policies

and available controls; its solution will be formed from

presently on-going trends in the population and the economy.

The spatial organization of activities in the agricultural

sections of the province will, of course, be of prime impor-

tance for the reasons that almost all the territory is taken

up by farming operations and that this sector of the economy

is now, and will continue to be, the dominant one. In light

of the present trends in the provincial economy to more urban

occupations and because of the strong linkages being formed

between rural Saskatchewan and the provincets urban areas,

both the rural and the urban sections must be taken together

in any new conception of the space-economy.

The path to the development of an optimum spatial dis-

tribution of activities and functions for Saskatchewan is

through the formulation of Ilocational criteria" and "loca-

tional policies.1t/ There will be needed reasonably specific

criteria, or standards, by which, for example, the size,
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density, and distribution of urban centers can be related to the

costs of "social overhead" in the centers. The analysis pre-

sented in preceding chapters is an attempt to provide a basis for

developing locational criteria regarding the size, spacing, and

location of farm trade centers. There will also be needed some

way of synthesizing the many locational criteria required, in-

cluding those for industrialization, grain collection and

storage, urbanization, and farm residence patterns, as well as

for farm trade centers, Locational policy would then indicate

how the space-economy would be regulated in order to foster an

optimum pattern of development.

In this concluding chapter, the aim is to explore a possible

approach by which responsible authorities in Saskatchewan might

develop a conception of the space-economy of their province

that is in tune with current and emerging conditions and to

broach the possible institutional framework for implementation

of such a concept. In other words, the aim is to outline the

task of planning and the tasks of the planner, but not to do the

planning. The nature of change in the space-economy will be

described briefly at first to indicate how this shapes the task

of planning in Saskatchewano A framework for planning and

implementation will then be presented, including some possible

measures for influencing the future spatial organization of

Saskatchewan. Wherever they are relevant, the results of the

analyses reported in earlier chapters will be brought to bear on

the planning problem.
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B, THE NATURE OF CHANGE IN THE SASKATCHEWAN SPACE-ECONOMY

The space-economy of Saskatchewan is largely a self-

adjusting system that is able to adapt itself to both exogen-

eous and endogenous changes in the population and the economy,

Moreover, it is the dynamic kind of self-adjustment that charac-

terizes developed societies in contrast to the static kind of

adjustment that occurs in under-developed societies unable to

break out of "tvicious circles" of ignorance, poverty, and

disease. There has developed in the Saskatchewan space-economy

a series of responses to changes in such things as population

migration, price fluctuation in agricultural products, techno-

logical and scientific improvements, and so on. There is,

however, no assurance that a self-adjusting system such as this

will produce desired changes without interference, particularly

in the public sector.

It will be appropriate now to re-examine the Saskatchewan

space-economy and to pay particular attention to the mechan-

isms by which it makes adjustments and to the values that

apparently motivate the kind of adjustments that are made.

It has been noted earlier that the agriculture of

Saskatchewan has been organized for commercial rather than

subsistence farming since the first days of settlement. Not

only were settlers encouraged to take advantage of free land

and to grow wheat for export, but also when the settlers found

the free homesteads too small to adapt to the farming techniques
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of the Plains they proceeded to acquire additional land. When

labor-saving machinery became widely available, these improve-

ments were adopted extensively by the province's farmers. When

in more recent times the Saskatchewan farmer has been caught

in a cost-price squeeze involving high fixed costs for machinery

and land and stable prices for his produce, the manner of adap-

tation has been to acquire more land over which to spread

the fixed costs. Throughout the history of agricultural

development in the province the spirit of innovation has been

fostered by the farmers, and the values of adaptability and

efficiency in farming have been supported by the provincial

government inits many services to agriculture. These values

were in turn, nurtured by the actions of the railways and

grain elevator companies which supplied easy access to mar-

kets, by the system of land tenure that allowed acquisition of

additional land, by the machinery companies and their dealers

that urged new improvements upon the farmers, and by the many

different entrepreneurs who established outlets in the small

trade centers to offer goods and services to make the lot of

the farmer more efficient or more amenable or both, It was

natural for these values of efficiency and adaptability to

have received widespread support, for success for the farmer

meant success for the whole provincial economy. Adherence to

these values in agriculture was construed to be instrumental

in achieving growth and stability in the province's develop-

ment. And, indeed, they have been.
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The social life and living environment of Saskatchewan far-

mers received considerable attention, as well as their economic

life, Among the first types of local government found in the

province were the local school districts. The quality of rural

education has been of special concern both to rural people and

the provincial govenment and, over the years, has brought forth

a variety of spatial and administrative arrangements for secur-

ing high standards in rural schools. The attainment of hospital

facilities in rural areas through the joint cooperation of

several adjacent municipalities finds encouragement in provin-

cial legislation dating before 1920, The formation of rural

telephone companies to help compensate for the isolation of

farm living has legislative bases back to 1910, These are

but a few of the areas in which there has been both encourage-

ment and assistance given to rural people to help improve

their living conditions. In general, the principle of equali-

zation of costs has prevailed as between urban and rural areas

of the province under the aegis of a value that rural people

deserve a "parity" of public services. It should also be

noted that many efforts to improve the living environment of

farm families in the rural areas have been aimed at maintaining

the strength of the so-called "family farm." The family farm

as an institution that represents the strength and vitality

of individual initiative in Saskatchewan society draws wide

support from both rural and urban quarters,

The space-economy that evolved out of the social and
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economic situation just described is still in evidence today.

It was moulded on the isolated farmstead which represented

the basic unit of export production. The residence pattern

of those engaged in agriculture and their families was sim-

ilarly dispersed. An extensive system of surface transpor-

tation (roads and railways) was developed to bring the dispersed

population and farm units into contact with farm markets, and

educational, cultural, and shopping services. The limits of

horse and wagon travel prompted the establishment of a dense

pattern of small commercial centers in close proximity to

farm families. The same criterion of travel prevailed in the

establishment of local government boundaries and of cultural,

religious, and educational facilities many of which were lo-

cated in the open countryside. The latter nodes of activity

and the commercial centers constituted activities designed to

serve the needs of those engaged in the export industry of the

province. There was no highly developed urban pattern (no

city reached 50,000 population until 1931) and the small cities

that existed were largely geared to servicing the nearby farm

trade centers. Industrial development for export or other-

wise was meagre in the cities or elsewhere.

This is the space-economy that prevailed until about

1941, and although many of its patterns of activities and

facilities still remain it has been undergoing considerable

change since that time. The surge of mechanization that

followed the end of the 1930's drought and the onset of World

War Two led to an absolute decline in rural population and a
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large increase in the average size of farms, The trends in farm

mechanization, rural population decline, and farm size increase

continue to this day, and have thereby reduced the number of

customers for farm trade centers, the number of farm production

units to be served, and the numberof people demanding educational,

religious, and other social services in the rural areas of

Saskatchewan. This has been accompanied by the increase in

mobility afforded rural people through the widespread availa-

bility of automobile travel. The wider range of contacts en-

joyed by rural people increased their awareness of and desire

for a higher level of amenity and of public services on farms and

in small towns.

Institutional changes were also occurring to affect the prior

organization of the space-economy. In merchandizing, especially,

it recognized not only that there were important economies to be

gained through larger size units but also that widening product

lines could be handled. The supermarket is, of course, the most

obvious example of this trend, but it also occurs among the

farm machinery parts suppliers in Saskatchewan, for example,

It also came to be recognized that economies of size and greater

specialization were possible in providing the variety of public

services needed in the rural areas. Thus, there has been wide-

spread school and hospital consolidation and efforts to obtain

more. Similar arguments for efficiency and service have been used

in recent years by the railway and grain elevator operators to

justify their requests to be allowed to make contractions in
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their now-extensive systems for grain collection and storage.

Changes have also occurred in the non-rural side of

Saskatchewan society. Today, there are two cities with well

over 100,000 population in the province and over one-third of

all the population live in cities of over 5,000 people. The two

largest cities are now no more "farm cities" than they are

manufacturing centers for the region and for export. 'Several

smaller cities have an economic base in the exploitation of

petroleum in their locale. The recent discovery of the world's

largest deposits of potash within the province have led to

several large mines that now outweigh agriculture as the most

important economic activity in the rural areas where they have

established. And much attention is being given to the develop-

ment of a system of provincial parks (and highways to reach

them) to provide for the recreational needs of the provincets

urban dwellers, as well as to promote a tourist trade from

other provinces and states,

If we were to design a space-economy for Saskatchewan to

fit with todayts needs and conditions, it would be a great deal

different from the pattern that was established for the situa-

tion of two decades and more ago. We would want to take advan-

tage of the greater range and mobility provided by the automo-

bile, the economies of scale and the possibilities of better

service in larger public and private enterprises, and the poten-

tial for expanding farm income through the use of large farms,

We would have a space-economy, in the words of a perceptive
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observer of the Great Plains, Karl A. Fox, "laid out on a larger

scale than the old one, with fewer and larger central cities,

fewer major consumer shopping centers, and fewer business func-

tions remaining to villages of a few hundred people."3/ This is,

of course, what has been happening to the space-economy of

Saskatchewan, and other parts of the Great Plains, in the past

two decades. In the perspective of slightly more than twenty

years, the departures from the old pattern have been radical in

many instances, including that of the trade center system.

That the present space-economy is a mixture of old and new

elements reflects in part the normal inertia in changing facil-

ities and services in spatially extended systems and in part the

constraint of the prevailing value system. On the one hand, the

physical facilities from which derive various public and/or

private services represent a capital investment that often cannot

be easily written off. This is a major reason for the persis-

tence of many marginal business firms in rural trade centers,

On the other hand, the prevailing value system sanctions only

certain changes in the eyes of its interpreters at any one time.

Thus, small trade centers are given aid to improve their level

of amenity in public utilities even though there may be little

certainty that the center can be sustained. It is also the

reason that many one-room schools still exist. And, apparently,

the out-moded system of grain collection by branch line rail-

roads and country grain elevators will not be allowed to pass out

of existence until it can be assured that the efficiency and
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prosperity of the farmer will not be unduly impaired. Though

change occurs and has occurred in the space-economy of

Saskatchewan it does so within a principle of allowing a super-

fluity rather than a deprivation of any components, at least

within a period of transition. Thus, there are still more miles

of roads and railroads, more small farms, more hospitals,more

small trade centers, and so on, than would be necessary under

a system predicated solely on present-day needs and conditions.

C. THE TASK OF PLANNING THE MODERN SPACE-ECONOMY

By all appearances, the Saskatchewan space-economy will

remain viable and perform reasonably well in the future with

no more than normal interference from the public sphere. The

basis of the provincets growth, the perennial wheat economy

and the more recent additions of oil, potash, and manufacturing,

are strong and tend to assure progress, The changes in the

space-economy that are bound to accompany further progress in

the level of economic development will, in turn, be mediated

by the institutional agencies of the political economy. The

pricing system for farm inputs and outputs will tend to

determine the size of farms that are economically necessary, and

the generally open, contractual form of land tenure will help

to determine the practical size of farm. The pluralistic
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decision-making processes of the various levels of governments,

national, provincial, and local, will work to obtain consensus

in public decisions such as the removal of branch rail lines or

hospital-consolidation. Intermediary forces such- as -the farm

producers? organizations, the merchantst groups, and the local

government associations will seek to aid the interpretation of

the various issues with which they are concerned from local

government reorganization to rail'line abandonment* Finally,

the commitment of the populace to a pattern of growth and

innovation among its industries tends to assure continued func-

tioning of the system.

To state that the system is largely self-adjusting is not

to impute either the nature or the pace of the changes that occur

are always at an optimum, Dislocations do occur and often are

accompanied by social costs, as the problem of trade center

decline amply illustrates. The difficulties usually arise because

of the nature of change at the present in contrast to change of

the past (pre-1941), In the past, change was dictated by the

desire to improve the economic potential of Saskatchewan farmers

as well as to improve the level of living of both rural and

urban people of the province. Continued improvement then was

usually accompanied by the need for a greater density of popula-

tion and of facilities for disbursing services to the population,

Current change is still dictated by the desire for improvement

in agriculture and rural and urban life, but the recent trends
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in the organization of public and private activities and the

increased mobility of the population mean that a much less

dense configuration of population and facilities is needed.

As new spatial terms of r6ference are worked out for pro-

viding, for example, educational, grocery shopping, or grain

collection services a variety of social costs are incurred:

some children may have to remain in out-moded country schools

while others are forced to travel excessive distances by bus to

remote schools, or as trade denters disappear much investment

in commercial facilities is lost to a locale and the remaining

population is also inconvenienced by extra time and distance

they must consume to obtain once familiar local services.

Undoubtedly, it is not only a question of social costs, for

there are also social gains from these changes: for example,

the loss of business investment in small trade centers may be

more than made up by increased investment in large centers that

can better take advantage of economies of scale, and larger

schools and hospitals able to offer more specialized services are

important new assets for the region.

Difficulties also arise from the fact that the timing of

the various changes in the space-economy does not coincide.

Arising as they do from various sources in the society and the

economy and initiated by a variety of agencies, the changes

occurring in the current space-economy present problems in

programming the pace and incidence of those changes; depopu-

lation, decline in local trade centers, closure of schools andso
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on. This represents one type of programming problem where the

changes are generally endogenous and sequential. Another

type of programming problem arises with those changes that are

exogenous and not sequential, as for example those deriving

from the discovery of new natural resources, from efforts to

effect savings and make improvements in education or medical

care through the centralization of facilities, or from the

plans of the national railway companies to effect economies of

operation by abandoning branch lines.

The task of planning as applied to the space-economy of

Saskatchewan given the above conditions is threefold. First, it

is needed to assist in the smooth and orderly transition of the

space-economy, including regulating the pace and incidence of

change particularly in reference to the public sector. Second,

it is needed to assist in devising means for alleviating the

social costs of transition in the space-economy, Third, it

is needed to act as an ever-present monitor of the behavior of

the key variables of change and to provide an evaluation of this

performance against agreed upon standards. The task of planning

is seen here as a public function which will comprise a framework

whereby the various public and private decisions affecting the

space-economy can be viewed and assessed regarding their consis-

tency with the goals of Saskatchewan society. The ultimate

objective of the task of planning in this situation is to formu-

late "locational policy" that would help ensure the attainment of

an optimum pattern of development in spatial, economic, and

social terms.
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D. TOWARD A LOCATIONAL POLICY FOR SASKATCHEWAN

It is not within the scope of this paper to -develop a

complete system of planning for the Saskatchewan space-economy

nor even to make recommendations on specific policies for the

spatial distribution of activities, Having raised the question

of the need for planning, there is however the Obligation at

least to outline an approach to developing a system of planning

that would be appropriate for Saskatchewan. This final section

will consider briefly some of the major tasks facing "planners"

in Saskatchewan if a system of planning were instituted to deal

with changes in the space-economy.

The tasks of the planner are numerous, many are general

or of an advisory nature to policy-makers, while other tasks

are specific and may even involve executive functions assoc-

iated with implementing plans, Since it is not possible to

discuss all the tasks here, three major ones have been selected.

The first concerns the question of defining goals for the

space-economy and the translation of these goals into standards

by which performance can be assessed, The second concerns

the question of establishing an institutional and informational

framework in which the task of planning can be performed ade-

quately, The third concerns the question of possible public

measures for influencing the pace and incidence of change in

the space-economy, Specific references will be made to the

trade center system and the changes in it that might be dealt with

in terms of these three tasks, in lieu of discussing all aspects
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Seldom, if ever, does the planner find himself presented

with a clear, concise set of goals directed at the problem in

question. Indeed, it is not unreasonable to characterize the

entire planning process as one of refining goals to a point

where a single solution, which reflects the goals, can be agreed

upon. Thus, in planning for the Saskatchewan space-economy it

is necessary, for example, to define the goals that most clearly

express the desires of the provincial populace regarding the

kind and distribution of activities in rural Saskatchewan. Such

general goals for rural areas would then have to be refined to

a level of abstraction that would allow the consequences for

trade centers to be determined. These more specific, spatial

goals can then be translated into standards against which the

performance toward the attainment of the goals can be measured.

It will be useful to attempt to delineate the system-wide goals

for the Saskatchewan space-economy and to trace through the

chain of those that might apply to the future of trade centers

and the formulation of possible performance standards.

Although no thorough analysis has been carried out to

determine the complete range of goals that are endorsed in

Saskatchewan, it is possible to discern the major value-orien-

tations on the basis of the experience gained during this study4
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Among those to be discussed it will be readily seen that they

have their roots in the value-orientations that are conspicuous

in North American society: i.e., achievement, work, effic-

iency and practicality, progress, material comfort, equality,

freedom, democracy, secular rationality, etc.-'

A prime value-orientation in Saskatchewan is marked by the

stress put on the activity of farming, Not only is it endorsed

because of its economic importance but also because of its social

importance as an occupation that allows the maximum freedom of

opportunity for individual initiative, and achievement. The

espousal of the value of the "family farm," that pervades the

reports of the Royal Commission on Agriculture and Rural Life

for example, is one way in which this value-orientation is mani-

fest, There are, in addition, a host of government and university

extension activities in agriculture that buttress the position of

the farm family and its independent farming enterprise. In con-

trast, there is little support for the notion of the "corporation

farm," The primacy given to farming in Saskatchewan dictates

that close attention be given to the spatial organization of this

activity in the space-economy.

A second major value-orientation is the importance accorded

growth and stability in the Saskatchewan economy and in its

social life, There is a faith in the future and a feeling of

adequacy in dealing with it. There is probably no more apt
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example of this than that provided by the original homestead-

ers of Saskatchewan; their image is still revered. A belief

in progress seems always to have prevailed with its acceptance

of change and the idea that the change is tending in a defin-

ite direction that is good. Where brakes have been applied

on the idea of growth and progress it has been to modify the

pace of growth in order to provide some stability in cher-

ished institution s.. Change in the space-economy will, there-

fore, be accepted if it is predicated on achieving growth and

stability. Change will not be sanctioned, it is reasonable to

assume) where it militates against the Saskatchewan farmer

being able to enlarge his holdings, for example.

Efficiency and adaptability identify another important

value-orientation for Saskatchewan. It has long been applied

to the approach of the farmer to his operation and implies

technological innovation, practicality, up-to-dateness, exped-

iency, and particularly, economic expansion. This is the

stuff out of which progress is made in Saskatchewan, it is

felt. In general, these values have been applied mostly to

the farm firm and are less explicit for other sectors of the

economy or for social life. Their importance for a changing

space-economy is that modifications tending to impair effic-

iency and adaptability of the farmer would not receive sanction.

The avowal of amenity and parity in the rural living

environment has been a persistent theme throughout Saskatchewan

history as attested by the references to early legislation made

L
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in previous paragraphs. It is not surprising that these values

should have received so much support, for as late as 1941 two-

thirds of the province's population were classified as "rural."

But it is still a persistent theme: it constituted one of the

main terms of reference for the Royal Commission investigations

into agriculture and rural life in the 1950's, Out of the

latter investigations evolved a series of new programs designed

to improve the social conditions and amenities in rural

Saskatchewan from the construction of a main market grid road

system, to rural electrification, and aid for the installation

of sewer and water systems on farms and in small towns. Many

of these programs have been carried out under a principle of

ensuring parity of public services (if not complete equality)

between rural and urban areas and through the equalization of

costs where possible. Efforts to modify the space-economy must

be especially cognizant of these values since in many instances

they involve the location of public facilities including trans-

portation systems.

These are the "ultimate" values, as Williams has called

them, of Saskatchewan,' They must be reckoned in any planning

situation for the province. They will, however, be translated

into Itinstrumental" values, or goals, for the particular plan-

ning situation. Here we are concerned with planning for the

space-economy and may, for illustrative purposes,suggest some

likely goals. The suggested goals are limited to those assoc-

iated with development of the space-economy of rural areas to
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simplify the discussion. A final selection of goals would be

a highly political venture which it cannot be presumed to

anticipate here.

The following set of goals seemsreasonable and would likely

come into contention if planning for the space-economy were

actually undertaken. They derive from the major value orien-

tations already described -- the primacy of farming, growth

and stability in agriculture, efficiency and adaptability in

economic and social life, and amenity and parity in services

and facilities for rural people. No hierarchy is implied in

this set of goals, but it must be stressed that they are con-

sidered to be strongly interlocked, No matter which one is

deemed to be the most important to attain, the others would have

to receive careful consideration in planning the rural space-

economy.

1) To encourage the creation and development of economic-size
farm units through the expansion of land holdings, or
greater mechanization, or both.

2) To promote the modification of the present grain collec-
tion system so as to achieve a reasonable balance in
incurred transport costs between producers and distributors
and such that collection points coincide with functioning
trade centers,

3) To maintain a system of viable trade centers in reasonable
proximity to farm residents,

4) To develop functional groupings of key public facilities
such as schools, hospitals, and libraries in conjunction
with the trade center system and with the cognizance of its
capacity for change.

5) To develop a system of road transportation that allows
maximum ease of travel and minimum travel time for rural
people to have access to a full range of commercial and
public facilities.
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The first goal recognizes the need for continued improve-

ment in farm incomes and the fact that this is most likely to

be achieved through the advocacy of enlarged farm units or

more machine agriculture. Diversification in Saskatchewan

agriculture is not seen as a ready solution to the spatial

problems aggravated by large farms, except in a few areas of

the province. Moreover, large farms are not considered inimi-

cal to a continued bettering of rural life given the greatly

increased mobility and choice of residence available to farm

families. The second goal recognizes the logic of making con-

tractions in the extensive network of branch rail lines and

country grain elevators, Modifications should be predicated

upon the determination of relative costs and benefits to the

farmers, the railroads, and the grain elevator operators that

would be attendant upon such decisions, The important

function of grain collection should also devolve upon func-

tioning trade centers rather than upon open-country locations

as is the case with one-third of the grain collection points

at present. The third goal is self-explanatory in light of

the discussion and analysis in previous chapters, The fourth

goal recognizes the right of rural people to a high level of

public services and facilities but would make this policy con-

tingent upon using such location decisions to help develop an

optimum pattern of trade centers, A greater degree of consol-

idation of various public facilities seems essential if both

economies are going to be achieved and a staff of competent

professional people is to be sufficiently attracted to operate
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such services. The fifth goal recognizes the need to link the

various centers of activities -- farms, trade centers, schools,

hospitals, etc4 -- in an efficient and reasonable way so as to

ensure as wide a range of opportunities as is possible for social

and economic interaction within easy reach of rural people.

If such a set of goals as this were acceptable, the next

step would be to derive a more definitive set of objectives that

are operational in spatial terms. Take the goal of maintaining

a system of viable trade centers in reasonable proximity-to.farrm

residents as an example; this would require a policy covering the

desired size, location, and arrangement of trade centers. A

possible formulation of this might be to proclaim the desira-

bility of maintaining at least two centers of Partial Shopping

center level in every one thousand square mile area of the province

and at least one center of Complete Shopping center level in

every two thousand square miles. This would put the former type

of center within a service area of 20 minutes driving time in

radius; the larger, Complete Shopping centers would be within

35 minutes radius, Moreover, the analysis performed for this

study has indicated that both these types of centers are the most

viable of the local trade centers, Since there is a high degree

of interrelationship within the set of goals posited above, it

then becomes necessary to make operational at least the goals on

road system development and functional groupings of public

facilities so that they are consistent with and/or mutually

reinforce the goal of trade center development. This would not
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Since planning is concerned with attaining goals as well

as setting them there remains the task of describing how the

performance toward desired ends may be determined. It should

be possible at all times to obtain a clear comparison between

the level of development sought in the planning goals and the

current level of attainment. But it is not just a measure of

progress that is needed; it is necessary to be' able to evaluate

the progress to ascertain if the level of development avowed by

the goals is actually attainable. In other words, we shall

need performance standards, or norms, that are applicable to

various levels of development. In this way, progress can be

monitored so as to help make judgements about action in the

public sector that might be used to speed up, slow down, or

divert the pace and incidence of change, in the space economy,

Returning, again, to the goal of a system of viable trade

centers, the performance standards will have to be of two kinds.

On the one hand, it will be necessary to determine whether

treasonable proximity" is being maintained, In Saskatchewan,

the problem is not one of trade centers being too sparsely situ-

ated, but rather the opposite. However, with the high rate of

trade center decline and disappearance that has been experienced,

close watch must be kept on trade center changes to assure that
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ficult to do: Partial Shopping centers might become

y nodes in the road network, for example; Complete

centers would be located at primary nodes and also

ocation for sub-regional facilities.
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no areas become significantly under-served either in number of

trade centers or variety of types. Performance standards based

on a density concept for each type of center in conjunction with

map records would provide a possible approach for monitoring

these changes, The use of either provincial sales tax data or

information from Dun and Bradstreet Directories would allow pro-

gress for as small a period as yearly quarters to be assessed.

On the other hand, the goal also calls for the maintenance

of "viability" in the trade center system. There are a number

of ways in which we could monitor the viability of trade centers.

It could be done by working out ratios of retail sales per capita,

assessed valuation per capita, volume of entering traffic per

capita, for example, and comparing these with current provincial

averages or other norms, A more elaborate task, but not a diffi-

cult one given electronic computers, would be to run factor

analyses periodically to determine the position of a trade center

on scales such as those described previously. The"dimensions"

thus obtained would have to be calibrated to different levels of

viability,

Suggestions for an Institutional and Informational Framework

The planning of the space-economy of Saskatchewan is of

such paramount importance to the economic development of the

entire province that it is a task which demands central direction

from those in government who are ultimately responsible for
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progress in the region. On the other hand, the diffuseness of

the agencies whose decisions affect the space-economy combined

with the effectiveness with which change has been worked out in

the past demands decentralized implementation of planning. The

organization for planning of the space-economy should, therefore,

promote a high degree of compatibility between these two prin-

ciples. A laudable objective of planning in our open and diffuse

society is to have the many decisions of planning taken in a

more or less routinized way by all those involved. Not plan-

ning by central edict, but rational public action on as broad

a basis as possible would seem to be the most desirable goal.

Discussion is limited here to the organization of that part

of the planning function in the provincial government and its

agencies that applies to the space-economy. There are, of

course, other aspects of provincial planning -- social welfare,

finance, cultural activities -- that would have to be given due

consideration and weaved together with that of planning for the

space-economy. A discussion of the total structure of provin-

cial planning is, however, beyond the confines of this study.

The discussion, by design, also does not deal with the role

played by many private and semi-private organizations in shap-

ing the space-economy, The decisions of the public agencies are

the focus because they are central to many issues regarding the

future space-economy and it is also through their good example

that the notion of planning may be proliferated.

If planning of the space-economy is to become accepted
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as a natural part of the process of government decision-making,

it must have the endorsement and support of the leaders of the

government, It must be "more nearly a natural product of the

social needs and pressures," than a "rational instrument

engineered to do a job."t ' To be effective in a very vital

way, the arrangement for planning must become institutional-

ized, that is, to quote Selznick again, the government will

have to ttinfuse (it) with value beyond the technical require-

ments of the task at hand," Hence) it is suggested that the

space-economy planning function be established, first of all,

as an adjunct to the office of the premier of the province.

This not only gives the planning function stature, but also

demands the professed support of the function by the highest

elected representative of the provincial populace.

Such a central planning group would have four main tasks

with regard to shaping the space-economy, One, they would

provide the substantive basis for defining the system-wide

goals and locational policies espoused by the government. It

might prove desirable for the planning group to receive guid-

ance on goals and policies from a provincial planning commission

appointed by the premier and composed of representatives of the

major public and private interests of the province. A commis-

sion such as this might provide continuity for planning during

changes in government.

Tiro, they would be responsible for regular "regional

capital budgets" for the province as a whole.2 The task
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would consist essentially of transferring the capital expendi-

ture intentions of all provincial government departments and

agencies into a form in which the regional incidence of capital

expenditures could be seen and evaluated. "Development maps,"

as Rodwin calls them, could be prepared and continually updated

which showed where capital expenditures have taken place in

the past and where they are being planned, This would provide

a way of assessing progress toward development goals. It is

anticipated here that the central planning group would have

free and easy access to the provincial bureau of the budget.

Three, they would prepare studies and forecasts of trends

in population, agriculture, industrial development, urbanization,

and so on. Such reports would be for general use by all public

and private agencies# It might also be found useful to permit

the central planning group to do special studies under commission

from other agencies.

And, four, the central planning group would act as a

clearinghouse for information relevant to the question of devel-

opment of the space-economy. Information would be collected

from all public and private agencies, processed in terms of the

performance standards set for the space-economy, and redistribu-

ted to those agencies concerned. Information of this sort should

also be readily available to as wide as possible a range of

groups that make decisions affecting the space-economy: e.g.,

councils of churches, cooperatives, boards of trade, local

governments, school boards, etc. This task could well be the
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most important of the four outlined above, for it would help

enlarge the scope of rational public action. Public action based

on a widely available common fund of relevant information will

more likely be public action that is consistent with public goalp,

There is already precedent in Saskatchewan for a central

planning agency, For some time there has been in existence

the Economic Advisory and Planning Board. However, its func-

tions have been limited primarily to assessments of proposed

government legislation in terms of economic impact. It has not

had an orientation toward the definition of goals for the space-

economy, nor been especially concerned with the spatial rami-

fications of public action in general. Its functions would

have to be greatly enlarged under the suggestions made above.

The central planning group would have counterparts in each

provincial government department and agency. The departmental

planning groups would be responsible for making operational the

system-wide goals described by the government. They would also

be required to frame departmental budgets in regional terms as

well as functional terms. This would not only be done to assist

the central planning group, but would also serve constantly to

alert government departments to the spatial consequences of their

decisions in programming capital expenditures for various facil-

ities. As the government departments are the repositories of

most of the information needed to develop targets and perfor-

mance standards for planning, the planning groups would be

responsible for systematizing the collection of relevant data and
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for channeling it to the central planning group. A major

portion of the data collected by each department ox agency

will derive from the efforts of field officers of the department0

It is important that the latter personnel be well apprised

of the meaning of the data gathering task and be supplied with

concrete evidence of its usefulness. They must be in possession

of meaningful performance standards and be able to gauge their

decisions against them in a more or less routine way.

Public Measures for Influencing Change in the Space-Economy

Although it will probably be desirable to allow the

Saskatchewan space-economy to change largely under its own

impetus, the process does not have to be left entirely to chance.

The provincial government has at its disposal several direct and

indirect means by which-it can influence both the pace and

incidence of change in the Space-economy. As direct means

the province has control over the location of certain vital

public facilities for which it provides most or all the funds)

as well as control through various institutional arrangements

such as taxation, the organization of local government, and

the licencing of natural resource development. As indirect

means the province has power to persuade the agencies of private

development to channel investment to one locale or another,

including the possible use of various incentives.

The most explicit means of influencing change that are
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possessed by the government are the decisions by various depart-

ments to expend public funds for physical facilities. This

includes the power to withhold expenditures to maintain old

facilities or to build new ones. The range of such facilities

is large and even a short list of them will indicate how vital

they are to the functioning of the space-economy: highways

and roads, schools, hospitals and libraries, electric power and

telephone systems, (the la$t two services are provided by

government agencies), other public utilities, and housing for

the aged. In some cases the control of funds is entirely in

government hands as with the construction of provincial high-

ways or the extension of the electric power grid. In other

cases the government controls development by basing its contri-

bution (for school construction or for hospitals) on local

authorities meeting certain standards of adequacy. In still

other cases the government may withhold its participation in

schemes administered jointly with the federal government such

as housing the aged or rural development under the new Agricul-

tural Rehabilitation and Development Act.

The above powers lend themselves to thoughtful application

through various locational criteria the government may deem

appropriate to further the optimum pattern of development, For

example, if it were desired to develop a system of local

hospitals and high schools of adequate size for economy) for

providing some specialized services, and which were within

reasonable commuting time of the most distant user, the follow-

ing criteria might apply. Dr. Conant has noted for the
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United States that an adequate high school should have a mini-

mum of 400 students (this figure is assumed to be much the

same for Canada). This takes a population base of 5,000 people,

approximately, A hospital of 25 beds also requires a popu-

lation base this large, according to the criteria of 7.5 beds

per 1000 population used in the recent Saskatchewan study on

hospital services. Our previous analysis has shown that this

amount of population, on the average, resides within the trade

area of a Partial Shopping center. Moreover, the trade area

for this level of center has an average maximum radius of

less than one-half hour driving time. Thus, for example, it

would seem possible to develop a policy whereby any new funds

for school construction would be allocated only to centers of

the Partial Shopping center level and provincial aid advanced

for conveying children to the new facilities who now attend

small or out-moded schools.

The hierarchical pattern of trade centers could also be

utilized when considering the design and utilization of road

systems: a hierarchical pattern of business implies a

hierarchical pattern of consumer movement and, in turn, a like

transport network to support the trade center system. These

are but a few ways in which the location of public facilities in

rural areas could be approached using the powers of capital

expenditures held by the provincial government. It should

also be noted that as an adjunct to this power of where public

funds are spent, it is also possible to influence the scale
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(or size) of public facilities at particular locations and the

timing of construction,

Through various institutional arrangements the provincial

government can influence changes in the space-economy. One

example of this is in power held by the government in the field

of natural resources development. The mining of minerals, dril-

ling of oil, the use of water resources all require official

sanction by means of licences and permits and the land resources

in the surrounding territory in any such undertaking are under

ultimate provincial jurisdiction. Oil exploration and produc-

tion in the past decade has affected the growth pattern of trade

centers in large portions of the southeast and west-central parts

of the province. Although some communities in these areas more

than doubled their populations since 1961, the general pattern of

growth due to oil was one of diffusion. That is, the new popu-

lation growth has spread among a number of small communities, but

lacking any policy for such growth few of the communities have been

able to build up to a respectable level. In other words, such

development can be used to help bring about a desired change in

the organization of activities in the locale of the natural

resource.

The Province of Alberta, which borders Saskatchewan on the

west, has instituted legislation under its New Towns Act to deal

with problems brought on by sudden urban growth and has used it

successfully in its Pembina oil field to concentrate develop-

ments in the new towns of Drayton Valley, Lodgepole, and Cynthia.]



This method is open to the Saskatchewan government, too, and

might also be used to control development in the areas affected

by the recent advent of potash mining, Mining development tends

to have concentrated effects on urban growth, affecting only one

or a few places near the minesite. 1 But a single center mush-

rooming from a few hundred persons to a few thousand can upset

the established balance in the trade center hierarchy of the

locale. Such growth and investmentwhile undoubtedly useful

to the entire province,can have disadvantages for the local

area unless properly controlled, The high density of small trade

centers that exists in the provincets rural areas offers, for

example, the possibility of several choices of centers to

receive the prime development. It also offers possibilities

for diverting some growth to surrounding towns to allow them to

share in the new-found prosperity, The provincial government

could affect such decisions by providing for areas of controlled

natural resource development and by proclaiming townsite develop-

ment provisions in legislation.

An unintentional consequence of the recent proposals to

reorganize local government boundaries in Saskatchewan could be

to influence the growth of certain centers in the trade center

system to the disadvantage of others. The proposals generally

call for the establishment of about 65 counties to take over the

local government responsibilities now held by villages and rural

municipalities. Each county would have a county seat and by

virtue of the many new functions accruing to such centers,

242
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county seats would acquire a special impetus for growth if U.S.

experience is applicable. Nesmith comments that few if any

of the towns in the U.S. Great Plains that are viable are not

ilfcounty seats. This factor has not been considered either

as a desirable or undesirable feature of the Saskatchewan county

system. '

Finally, any government has substantial power to persuade

private interests to observe criteria of development that is

most suitable to all the populace. It can do this through the

scope of possible personal contacts it possesses as well as

through the use of its informational and financial resources. Two

brief examples will suffice. First, one of the major instruments

of change in the shopping patterns of rural farm and small town

people is the establishment of supermarkets. Since most such

firms are being advanced by either nationwide foodstore chains

or the provincially-based cooperative movement, their decision-

making processes are more accessible to government information on

suitable locations. According to some recent studies, a medium-

size supermarket (not as large as found in regional shopping

centers around cities) requires a population base of 4-6000

people. This size of population base is not found below the

level of Partial Shopping centers as we have noted. Studies might

be made by government planners with the explicit intention of pro-

viding information to influence the location decisions of super-

market operators, preferably in advance of the decision.

Since the province is also undergoing considerable indus-

trialization, this could constitute a second area in which
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government information resources might be brought to bear on

industrial location decisions. It might even be desirable to

use financial incentives to attract industry to those parts of

the province not participating in the recent progress. The

decentralization of industry could serve not only as an alternative

employment source to farming or agricultural services but could

also act to build up smaller centers to a size where they could

provide a wider and more modern range of goods and services to

all in the locale. This is not to suggest a complete dispersion

of industry into every small town, even if that could be accom-

plished. However, within a radius of 50 miles (one hourts commut-

ing) of twenty good size towns located on main rail lines it is

possible to cover three-quarters of the settled part of the

province. The communities selected correspond to the now-

designated Complete Shopping centers. If it were found diffi-

cult to persuade industry to these centers, a system of loca-

tional incentives such as used in Puerto Rico might prove a

useful tool. This is all within the Provincial government's

power.

E.SUMMVARY

The problem of trade center decline must be seen within

the larger context of the problem of re-defining the space-

economy of the entire province of Saskatchewan. Dramatic changes
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have occurred in the province's agriculture and rural life

in the past two decades, but they are no less significant than

the changes that have led to a more urban economy and population.

The larger problem is essentially one of developing the optimum

spatial distribution for the activities and functions of the

nearly one million people who inhabit the southern one hundred

thousand square miles of Saskatchewan,

If we were to design a space-economy to fit with todayts

needs and conditions, it would be laid out on a much larger

scale than the old one, But to create a new space-economy

requires building on the past pattern and being guided by pre-

vailing values and policies and controls as well as by the trends

in the economy, in mobility, and in population. The task of

planning a new space-economy must also account for the self-

adjusting nature of the system. Thus, planning in the

Saskatchewan situation does not require a revolutionary approach

so much as an evolutionary one. It is needed to assist in the

smooth and orderly transition of the space-economy, so that

progress continues to be made and any social costs of the transi-

tion are alleviated. Indeed, its most important task in

Saskatchewan may be to monitor the key variables of change and

provide an evaluation of the performance of the space-economy

in terms of agreed upon standards and thereby provide a basis

for decision making,particularly in the public sector.

Among the most important tasks facing "planners" in

Saskatchewan if a system of planning were instituted to deal with
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changes in the space-economy would be the definition of goals,

the establishment of an institutional framework, and the

identification of the most effective public measures for

influencing change. The definition of goals must start with

a clear conception of the system-wide goals and then proceed

to make them operational in locational policies for the optimum

space-economy. Also needed are norms by which we can gauge the

performance of the system to the desired ends. Institutionally,

the best arrangement for planning in Saskatchewan would be

compatible with central direction and decentralized implemen-

tation. The whole setup would emphasize the nedd to enlarge

the scope of rational public action through a much broadened

supply and transfer of information about the space-economy and

its prospects. Action in the public sector could be vital to

shaping the pace and incidence of change in the system. The

power to make allocations of public funds for physical facil-

ities from roads to schools and also to control the scale and

timing of such expenditures would be among the best measures

open to the government. But they could also use licencing

powers and persuasion in order to influence private development

into the most desirable locations.


